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1 WAVE STRUCTURE OF EVERYTHING (WSE)
This section of the Mysearch website is an attempt to consolidate a speculative discussion of science in which all
physical substance in the universe is predicated on the idea of some form of a wave structure. The original part of
this discussion was first positioned under the speculative section of website-1, but is now included within a
revised framework of discussions under website-3, which may be expanded to include additional wave models as
and when discovered. However, to be perfectly honest, while aspects of a general WSE model has always appeared
to be a logical concept, all earlier reviews of various models have never really appeared substantive in their overall
description, which have been primarily based on mathematical assumptions and models. As such, none of the
models to be discussed has been subject to any real empirical verification, although this criticism might also be
applied to many aspects of today’s mainstream quantum models. Again, it will be highlighted that this website
does not pretend to have any scientific authority and, as such, website-3 should be considered as a discussion of
ideas rather than a new speculative theory. However, this discussion will attempt to reference some of the work
done in this area based on the general assumption that some form of wave structure underpins all matter.
However, while most of the ideas to be discussed do proposed some form of wave model, they are not necessarily
compatible with each other and invariably challenge the standard
models of science. While many who work in mainstream science will
refute even the possibility that some aspect of the standard models
might misrepresent the reality of cause and effect, the words of
Voltaire might still question such certainty.
Doubt is not a pleasant condition,
but certainty is absurd.
So, as indicated, this initial set of discussions will attempt to highlight
a number of issues, which might be explained in terms of a ‘Wave
Structure of Everything (WSE)’ model. However, as indicated, these
discussions are not attempting to forward a new theory, but rather
define statements of requirements and issues that any WSE model
would probably need to address. In this respect, the idea of a WSE model is anchored in the simple idea that
matter particles have no definable ‘substance’ beyond some form of energy-density in the sub-atomic domain of
protons, neutrons and electrons. In the early days of the 20th century, science was only just beginning to
understand the sub-atomic structure of matter, which was initially thought to be analogous to a mini-solar system,
where the electrons orbited a central nucleus - see the microscopic calculator. However, while this model was later
shown to be incorrect, it still suggests that the 'substance' or 'mass' of an atom, as a percentage of its volume, had
to be negligible, i.e. an atom is essentially 99.9999999999999% empty space.
Note: By way of an example, if you could take away all the empty space in the subatomic particles of the 7.3
billion people on planet Earth, they could be compressed into a volume only a little larger than a grain of
rice.
However, the full scale of the 'emptiness' of space within the universe might be better understood in terms of the
current cosmological density model - see the cosmic calculator. In this model, the present-day energy density is
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estimated to be 8.53*10-10 joules/m3. However, only 4% of this total can be attributed to any known mass particle,
i.e. 3.41*10-11joules/m3. However, in order to equate this energy-density to the normal concept of mass in
kilograms [kg], we need to divide by [c2], which gives us a figure of ~10-28kg/m3.
Note: A mass-density of 10-28kg/m3 would suggest that only 0.00000000000000000000000001% of the
universe has any substance that we might be quantified in terms of the standard particle model.
Of course, if energy is a scalar quantity, it cannot propagate through space-time without some physical cause and
effect mechanism, such that a wave model of some description might appear quite a logical line of thought. In this
respect, quantum theory has proposed a mathematical wave-function that might be described as propagating
through equally conceptual quantum fields, as the physical reality of such fields is often questioned. Likewise,
special relativity, at first glance, appears to reject the idea of space having any physical existence as an absolute
reference frame, which the negative findings of the Michelson-Morley experiment (MMX) might only seem to
support. Of course, any WSE model in which ‘everything’ is immersed within the wave media of space would have
to challenge the standard interpretation of the MMX and provided some other rationale interpretation for its
apparent negative results. This may be a tall order, as 100 years of experimental results in support of the
description of relativity and quantum theory cannot simply be ignored, even though there are known discrepancies
between these theories that might suggest that the current standard model is far from complete.
So what attributes might the WSE model require?
First, it has to explain the evidence in support of relativity in as much that a WSE model would have to broadly
produce similar results, although they might be described more in terms of a relativistic Doppler effect that
encompasses ‘everything’. i.e. observers and all the equipment used to make observations. Second, it would have
to provide some form of explanatory ‘bridge’ between the description of relativity and quantum theory across all
scales. As indicated, quantum theory generally assumes a maximum frequency equal to the Planck frequency, i.e.
1.9*1043s-1, which then suggests a possible quantum energy density in the order of the Planck energy density, i.e.
4.6*10113J/m3.
Note: Vacuum energy is a conceptual energy thought to exist in space even when space is devoid of
particles. The concept of vacuum energy has been deduced from the concept of virtual particles, which is
itself derived from the energy-time uncertainty principle. However, if Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is to
remain consistent with the principle of Lorentz covariance and with the magnitude of the Planck Constant
[h], the vacuum is required to have a much larger value of 10 113 Joules per cubic metre, although the details
behind this figure need to be examined.
However, this huge quantum energy density has never been reconciled with the energy density of the universe
based on general relativity, i.e. ~10-9J/m3. Therefore, as indicated, the scale of the issues confronting the
development of any sort of WSE model will not be an easy task, even if it is possible, because such a model must
undoubtedly challenge some of the most fundamental assumptions of both classical and modern physics.
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1.1 Timelines and Sources
This discussion simply seeks to outline an approximate
timeline and the sources of information that might broadly be
connected with a WSE model. Over the years, many famous
scientists have considered, and argued, about whether some
type of a propagation medium actually exists and whether it
has the necessary physical properties, which could help better
explain the processes observed at work within the universe.
However, it needs to be highlighted that even those generally
supportive of the idea of a wave model did not always agree
on the details of the wave structure required.
Luminiferous Aether:
In the context of 16th-17th century science, Newton repeatedly
alluded to the existence of an aether. By the 19th century, the idea of an ether had developed in order to support
propagation of electromagnetic waves, where James Maxwell had initially attempted to explain the
electromagnetic phenomena by means of mechanical action through a medium occupying the space between two
points. However, the Michelson-Morley experiment, carried out in 1887, to detect the motion of Earth through
this ether unexpectedly failed to provide any evidence of its existence.
Christian Doppler (1842):
The Doppler effect is a description of waves, which will be considered in more detail in later sections within
website-3. This effect is often introduced and perceived in terms of a change in frequency of a wave, when the
source of the wave is in motion, e.g. a train whistle. However, the Doppler effect also occurs when the source is
stationary, but received at a point in motion. While the Doppler effect might be described in terms of sound waves
propagating through a physical media, i.e. air, the effect also applies to electromagnetic waves assumed to be
self-propagating through the vacuum of space. However, the issue of whether the vacuum of space can act as a
wave propagation media appears central to all WSE models to be discussed.
William Clifford (1870):
In 1870, prior to the Michelson-Morley experiment, Clifford had presented a paper entitled ‘On the Space-Theory
of Matter’ to the Cambridge Philosophical Society. In this paper, he forwarded the idea that matter is nothing but
ripples, hills and bumps in space curved into higher dimensions, where the motion of matter is nothing more than
variations in that curvature
Hendrik Lorentz and George FitzGerald (1900):
In an attempt to explain the failure of the Michelson-Morley experiment, Lorentz and FitzGerald forwarded the
Lorentz ether theory as a possible solution as to why the motion of an absolute aether could not be detected.
However, the subsequent publication and acceptance of Einstein's 1905 special theory of relativity led most
physicists to conclude that the notion of a luminiferous aether was not required, although it did not necessarily
disprove its possible existence.
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Einstein’s Relativity (1905):
Despite today’s perspective that relativity negates the idea of space being a wave propagation media, Einstein was
often more circumspect on this issue – see historical context for more details. While, today, Einstein’s theory of
relativity is assumed to be one of the two fundamental foundation stones of modern physics, we might still want
to question how space is subject to curvature and expansion within the modern understanding of relativity and
cosmology without space having some form of physical structure and why this structure cannot support the notion
of a wave. The requirement of relativity, both special and general, on any WSE model will be outlined in a later
discussion.
Quantum Theory (1920):
The start of quantum physics is often linked to a formulated description of blackbody radiation by Max Planck. If
so, the time might be precisely recorded as 5pm on Friday 14 December 1900, when Planck began a presentation
of his paper to the Physics Institute at Berlin University. However, it is probably fair to say that nobody in the
audience, including Planck himself, actually appreciated the full significance of this event. Therefore, other people
consider Einstein’s paper on the Photoelectric Effect, in 1905, to be more representative of the transition from
classical to quantum physics. Some 60 years later, in 1965, Richard Feynman is quoted as saying:
“I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.”
It is possible that Feynman’s quote only underlines the earlier quote by Voltaire when he questioned certainty.
Doubt is not a pleasant condition,
but certainty is absurd.
Today, despite the weight of authority in opposition, it would appear that it has not stopped some people from
forwarding a number of variant models that attempt to describe a wave structure of everything, which by
inference, must position them outside mainstream acceptance, such that their work is almost automatically
rejected by any accepted peer review system. Therefore, our starting point must accept that all the ideas to be
reviewed must be classed as ‘speculative science’, although this label does not necessarily mean that all these
ideas have to be wrong, even though some conflict with each other, as well as mainstream models. The timeline
being suggested is essentially a best-guess but may serve as some indication of the chronology of the ideas to be
reviewed. As another generalisation, it would seem that the initial work of Yuri Ivanov along with that of
Christopher and Ruth Hawkings was more orientated towards the idea that the underlying matter waves are
electromagnetic in nature; while the work of Milo Wolff and Gabriel LaFreniere appears to suggest that these
waves must be scalar in nature. However, all seem to suggest that the matter waves are underpinned by the
structural concept of a ‘standing wave’.
Note: There is no deliberate intent to infringe any implicit copyright associated with the papers linked to this
website. However, as was realised after the death of Gabriel LaFreniere in 2012 and Milo Wolff in 2015,
sources of information linked to other websites can disappear overnight. As such, many of the following
papers have simply been collated as a repository of information associated with this subject. However, when
this is done, an effort has been made to highlight the original source, assuming that it still exists, and to
acknowledge the authorship of the work under review.
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Yuri Ivanov (1980):
Is a Russian scientist associated with the Russian Academy of Natural Science and director of the scientific
technical centre known as MIRIT. Ivanov states that his experiments and publications, related to ‘Compressed
Standing Waves’ date back to 1980. However, in 1997, Ivanov published a book called ‘Rhythmodynamics’ in which
the author cites the results of many earlier years of experimental research related to wave phenomena. A second
edition was published in 2007. This work presents a theory related to wave physics and can be reviewed in full
using the link above.
Ruth and Christopher Hawkings (1984):
As far as can be ascertained, a paper entitled ‘Could matter and matter waves be derivable?’ was presented in
abstract form at the Australian Institute of Physics Sixth National Congress in 1984, although the linked version
above appears to make reference to a book by Wolff published in 1990. In the paper, the authors outline the
similarity in behaviour between matter and radiation, which leads them to the suggestion that matter may have an
electromagnetic origin. It is highlighted that this runs contrary to the later work of Wolff and LaFreniere, who both
assume that matter waves have a scalar standing wave structure from which electromagnetic phenomena can be
derived. While some aspects of the work of Ruth and Christopher Hawkings will be referenced in later discussions,
the reader may wish to first review the paper cited above via the link provided.
Milo Wolff (1990):
Milo Wolff has been one of the main proponents of the WSM wave model since the early 1990’s. Some of
information related to this model and the concept of space resonance can be still be found on the following
website: Tripod. However, this website is not necessarily easy to navigate, especially when trying to determine the
chronology of developments. For that reason, some of Milo Wolff’s key papers are listed below in what is assumed
to be date order:
• Beyond the Point Particle (1995)
• The Eight Fold Way (1997)
• The Physical Origin of Electron Spin (1997)
• Tetrode & EPR Effect (1998)
• Natural Laws of the Universe (1999)
• Astronomy and Cosmology (2001)
• Origin of the Natural Laws (2001)
• Applications of the WSM (2002)
• Einstein’s Last Question (2005)
Milo Wolff has also written two books that might provide additional information, although it seems that these
books are orientated to only provide the general reader with some of the background issues that led him to
question the standard model. However, given the speculative nature of the WSM model, this is not an
unreasonable approach as it is useful to have some appreciation of the open issues within the standard model,
which are not always highlighted for the general audience. This said, any technical review of the WSM model
needs to separate what might appear to be essentially philosophical commentary from any detailed description of
the workings of the WSM model.
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• Exploring the Physics of the Unknown Universe (1994)
• Schroedinger's Universe and the Origin of the Natural Laws (2008)
Either of these books will provide an overview of the concepts, both in terms of the general physics and
philosophical implications. However, on reading both books, there is not much in the way of additional physics in
support of the WSM model, although there may have been a change in style intended to make the ideas seem
more compatible with both general relativity and quantum theory. However, it is unclear whether mainstream
physicists would find the descriptions any more acceptable; especially as it does not necessarily add any more
technical detail to the mathematical derivation of the wave equations. However, these points will be taken up in
the more detailed technical review of Milo Wolff’s model in the pages to follow.
Note: At this time, a formal review of all Milo Wolff's papers and books has not been completed. However,
the discussions under the heading ‘The Wave Model’ address some aspects of Milo Wolff’s work.
Gabriel LaFreniere (1995):
Gabriel LaFreniere's work also extended the WSM model beyond the standing wave description to speculate on
the structure of matter in the form of atoms. The animation opposite is intended to reflect an oxygen atom. The
empty cones can capture two or four electrons from other atoms, such as hydrogen or carbon. As such, this wave
structure may begin to explain phenomena, such as the photoelectric effect, chemical bonding, electric current etc.
It also suggests that a proton radiates most of its energy along the 15 gluonic fields axes, which leaves 8 axes free
from any radiation between them, producing 8 shaded cones. While, as with all speculative discussions, some
balance needs to be given to mainstream opinion, speculative models can all too quickly be dismissed and often
denied a fair hearing in terms of peer review just because they would undermine the accepted models. Equally,
while it is true that there is little to no empirical evidence supporting the WSM model, it is not clear that sufficient
evidence exists to really support the accepted model in the degree of certainty that is often projected. Therefore,
an open mind will be required in the consideration of the review to follow. As far as is known, the work of Gabriel
LaFreniere was published in the form of a website, which ceased to exist when he died in 2012. However, an
English translation of Lafreniere’s website has be created and linked to this website for further reference and will
be discussed in some details later – see link to these wider discussions.
Note: In many respects, the Wolff and LaFreniere models appear to be the most obvious wave models,
although the work of Yuri Ivanov associated with standing wave compression details a concept of interest to
all models. However, John Macken OST model is a detailed alternative – see below.
Caroline Thompson (2006):
Prior to her death in 2006, Thompson developed a website in which she expressed her concern about a number of
issues related to fundamental physics. While the following paper makes reference to Gabriel LaFreniere’s work,
her Phi-Wave wave model appears to be another variant of the wave structure of everything.
•

The Phi-Wave Aether: A Wave Theory of Everything

The Phi-Wave-Aether assumption is that the universe is entirely composed of a fluid aether, pervaded by very high
frequency longitudinal “phi-waves”, these being both emitted and received by all matter. In this context, Phi is a
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scalar measuring the state of the aether and possibly, though not necessarily, identifiable with the concept of
density. The name was chosen because of the close relationship between aether waves and the electric scalar
potential [φ] of Maxwell’s theory. The waves are not necessarily sinusoidal. They are emitted all at the same
frequency but, as with any other wave, become Doppler shifted when there is relative motion.
Robert Gray (2008):
Gray’s website provides some useful review information related to the Wolff model. In particular, there are two
papers detailing the mathematical derivation of the spherical wave equations adopted, but not necessarily
explained in full within the Wolff model plus a section on spherical rotation, which has been reproduced as a PDF
document for archive purposes within this website:
• Basic Calculations of the WSM Theory: Particle & Anti-Particle Waves
• Basic Calculations of the WSM Theory: Relativity Relations
• WSM Model: Spherical Rotations
Mike Harney (2008):
Harney has written a number of papers, which possibly provide more technical insights into the Wolff model.
•

Experimental Evidence for the Wave Structure of Matter

•

Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle Derived from Standing Matter Wave Theory

•

Derivation of the Schwarzschild Solution from a Scalar Model of Spherical Quantum Waves

•

The Derivation of a Unified Field Theory from a Model of Spherical Quantum Waves

Dennis Crossley (2009)
Dennis Crossley is a physics professor at the University of Wisconsin, who has written a number of papers, which
challenge some of the tenets of the standard models of physics that may be important to the development of any
WSM model.
•
•

Solving the mystery of wave/particle duality (2009)
The Michelson-Morley experiment in an accelerated reference frame (2010)

Robert Close (2011):
Dr. Robert Close holds a BS in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a PhD in physics from
the University of California at Berkeley and can be referenced via his website, which discusses his book.
•

The Classical Wave Theory of Matter (2011)

Amy Robinson & John Holland (2011):
Amy Robinson and John Holland are members of the Nature and Inquiry group in Boston. While these people
appear to have no direct qualifications as physicists, they have presented some general ideas under a website
paper entitled Quantum Wave Theory. While this website offers up no technical WSE model, it does provide some
general outlines that may be useful to some readers.
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Jeff Yee (2013):
Jeff Yee works in telecommunication and, as such, is not a professional physicist. However, he has published a
number of papers and a book based on the work of Milo Wolff’s WSM model. In the WSM model, Wolff forwards
the idea that the electron is a standing wave of energy, but provides no obvious explanation for other particles
found in the standard model, e.g. the neutrino and other leptons. Yee argues that if there is a fundamental particle
responsible for wave generation, and for creating all other particles in the standard model, the likeliest candidate
would be the smallest and lightest particle – the neutrino. In his work, Yee details an equation, which he claims
identifies the sequence and calculation for the mass of the six leptons in the standard model
•

Explaining the Mass of Leptons with Wave Structure Matter (2013)

•

Particles of the Universe (2016)

Declan Traill (2013):
No information is known about Declan Traill, other than he has written quite a few papers, which are listed on the
General Science Journal website. Of these, the two following papers may be of interest.
•
•

Why Light is an ordinary wave (2007)
Wave Function Solutions for the Electron and Positron (2013)

John Macken (2013):
John Macken is a scientific inventor with expertise in lasers and optics, who published an extensive 373-page book
entitled ‘The Universe is Only Spacetime’, see link for details of his website. A section of the website-3 is being
reserved for a review of this OST model, which differs from the WSM model described by Wolff and LaFreniere as
it assumes that spacetime is a form of superfluid that requires the quantization of angular momentum and where
the wave structure exists below the Planck scale.
•

The Universe is Only Spacetime (2013)

•

Spacetime Based Foundation of Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity (2103)

•

Spacetime-based model of EM radiation (2013)

•

Insights into the unification of forces (2013)

Gary Simpson (2014):
Gary Simpson has published a number of papers, see viXra.org list, which discuss some of the tangential issues
surrounding the idea of a WSE model.
•

The Wave Medium, the Electron, and the Proton - Part 1 (2013)

•

The Wave Medium, the Electron, and the Proton - Part 2 (2013)

•

The Wave Medium and Special Relativity (2014)

Donald Chang (2015):
Professor Chang is associated with the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, who has published three
books and over 100 papers in international journals. A summary of some of these papers can be found on the
Researchgate website.
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•
•
•
•
•

On the wave nature of matter
A Classical Approach to the Modeling of Quantum Mass (2013)
Modelling the Vacuum as a Continuous Mechanical Medium (2015)
What is rest mass in the wave-particle duality? (2016)
A New Perspective Based on a Matter Wave Model (2016)

General Comment:
While there may be other sources of information in support of other wave structure models, it would seem that
such ideas are ‘thin-on-ground’ and remain firmly outside mainstream acceptance. As such, it is possible that the
subject in general may be seen as a somewhat ‘taboo subject’ for anybody wishing to pursue a career in advance
physics. In fact, the link below cites a complaint by one of the supporters of the WSM model, who claims that even
the Physics Forum has effectively imposed a form of censorship on the discussion of the WSM model, i.e.
‘Censorship at the Physics Forums’. Of course, the Physics Forum might reasonably argue that it was only applying
its rules concerning the discussion of speculative theories, i.e. those have not been subject to any accepted peer
review. On the other hand, the process of accepted peer review has been likened to a catch-22 process, which the
following quote simply tries to characterise:
Anybody developing a scientific idea without peer review support is crazy.
Anybody labelled as crazy will be rejected by peer review.
However, this sort of dismissive rejection does not really clarify whether any of the ideas within the general
framework of a wave model have any validity, irrespective of whether they have been subject to peer review or
not.
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1.2 Historical Context
In the context of 17th century science, two rival
theories describing the nature of light were
proposed, a wave theory and a corpuscular theory
as proposed by Christian Huygens and Isaac
Newton respectively, which might be seen as the
start of the wave-particle debate. However, despite
Newton’s support for the particle-like nature of
light, he still assumed a physical aether existed,
which by the 19th century had developed in
support of the propagation of electromagnetic
waves. In his 1864 theory of electromagnetism,
James Maxwell had initially attempted to explain
the phenomena by means of mechanical action
through a medium occupying the space between
two points. In 1870, William Clifford presented a paper entitled ‘On the Space-Theory of Matter’ to the Cambridge
Philosophical Society. In this paper, Clifford forwarded the idea that matter is nothing but ripples, hills and bumps
of space curved in higher dimensions, where the motion of matter is nothing more than variations in that
curvature. In this context, it has been suggested that he anticipated some aspects of Einstein’s general theory of
relativity by some 45 years, while recognising that this work was in-turn influenced by the earlier work of Bernhard
Riemann, whose developments in mathematics helped described physical space in terms of a new geometry. The
link between Riemann and Clifford’s ripples, hills and bumps of space might be seen in Clifford’s own words:
The axioms of plane geometry are true within the limits of experiment on the surface of a sheet of paper,
and yet we know that the sheet is really covered with a number of small ridges and furrows, upon which the
total curvature not being zero, these axioms are not true.
However, the Michelson-Morley experiment, carried out in 1887, to detect the motion of Earth through this ether
unexpectedly failed to provide any evidence of the aether’s physical existence. In an attempt to explain the failure
of the Michelson-Morley experiment, Lorentz and FitzGerald forwarded the Lorentz ether theory as a possible
solution as to why the motion of an absolute aether could not be detected. However, the subsequent publication
and acceptance of Einstein's 1905 special theory of relativity led most physicists to conclude that the notion of a
luminiferous aether was not required, although it did not necessarily disprove its possible existence. However, in
many respects, the earlier work associated with the Lorentz transformations simply became subsumed within
Einstein’s emerging relativistic theory, the validity of which is widely accepted to this day. This said, while it is often
assumed that relativity negates the idea of space as a wave propagation media, Einstein himself was often more
circumspect on this issue. For example, earlier in 1895, he is quoted as saying:
The velocity of a wave is proportional to the square root of the elastic forces which cause [its] propagation,
and inversely proportional to the mass of the aether moved by these forces.
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Of course, it may be argued that Einstein was simply using the word ‘aether’ in this early quote to denote the
gravitational field within general relativity, which was still some 20 years in the future. However, even in 1920,
Einstein still appears to be treading a cautionary path as per the following quote:
We may say that according to the general theory of relativity space is endowed with physical qualities; in
this sense, therefore, there exists an Aether. According to the general theory of relativity, space without
Aether is unthinkable; for in such space there not only would be no propagation of light, but also no
possibility of existence for standards of space and time (measuring-rods and clocks), nor therefore any
space-time intervals in the physical sense. But this Aether may not be thought of as endowed with the
quality characteristic of ponderable media, as consisting of parts which may be tracked through time. The
idea of motion may not be applied to it.
While we might now question the term ‘ponderable media’ we might also question how space is subject to
curvature and expansion within the modern understanding of relativity and cosmology without space having some
form of physical structure and, if so, why this structure cannot support the notion of a wave. Of course, relativity
was not the only paradigm shifting theory of the 20th century, for in 1924, Louis de Broglie forwarded the idea of
matter waves, which later developed into his ‘pilot wave model’ in which he states:
Any particle, even isolated, has to be imagined as in continuous ‘energetic contact’ with a hidden medium. If
a hidden sub-quantum medium is assumed, knowledge of its nature would seem desirable. It certainly is of
quite complex character. It could not serve as a universal reference medium, as this would be contrary to
relativity theory.
Within the developing scope of quantum theory, spacetime is often described as being ‘non-empty’ on the
quantum scale, where energy fluctuations can create particle pairs, which can appear and disappear in equally
small periods of time. Of course, it might be argued that if these particles are transitory, then their physical mass
cannot be used as a fundamental construct of the physical universe. As quantum theory continued to develop, Paul
Dirac would forward the idea that the quantum vacuum was a form of a ‘particulate aether’, although his aether
hypothesis was said to mainly reflect a dissatisfaction with the developing idea of ‘quantum electrodynamics’. In
Dirac’s words:
Physical knowledge has advanced much since 1905, notably by the arrival of quantum mechanics, and the
situation [about the scientific plausibility of Aether] has again changed. If one examines the question in the
light of present-day knowledge, one finds that the Aether is no longer ruled out by relativity, and good
reasons can now be advanced for postulating an Aether. We have now the velocity at all points of
space-time, playing a fundamental part in electrodynamics. It is natural to regard it as the velocity of some
real physical thing. Thus, with the new theory of electrodynamics [vacuum filled with virtual particles] we
are rather forced to have an Aether.
Later, Robert Laughlin, a Nobel Laureate in Physics, made the following reflective comment:
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It is ironic that Einstein's most creative work, the general theory of relativity, should boil down to
conceptualizing space as a medium when his original premise [in special relativity] was that no such medium
existed. The word 'ether' has extremely negative connotations in theoretical physics because of its apparent
opposition to relativity. This is unfortunate because, stripped of these connotations, it rather nicely captures
the way most physicists actually think about the vacuum. Relativity actually says nothing about the
existence or nonexistence of matter pervading the universe, only that any such matter must have relativistic
symmetry. It turns out that such matter exists. About the time relativity was becoming accepted, studies of
radioactivity began showing that the empty vacuum of space had spectroscopic structure similar to that of
ordinary quantum solids and fluids. Subsequent studies with large particle accelerators have now led us to
understand that space is more like a piece of window glass than ideal Newtonian emptiness. It is filled with
'stuff' that is normally transparent but can be made visible by hitting it sufficiently hard to knock out a part.
The modern concept of the vacuum of space, confirmed every day by experiment, is a relativistic ether. But
we do not call it this because it is taboo.
At this point, we might jump ahead to 1986, when John Bell suggested that an aether theory might help resolve the
EPR paradox by allowing a reference frame in which signals go faster than light. In this context, he suggested that
Lorentz contraction is perfectly coherent and could produce an aether theory perfectly consistent with the
Michelson-Morley experiment. Bell went on to say that the idea of an aether was wrongly rejected on the
somewhat philosophical argument, i.e.
That what is unobservable does not exist.
In this respect, some have argued that Einstein adopted his non-aether position primarily on the basis that it was
simpler and more elegant without actually refuting the possibility of the existence of an aether. Later, along our
developing timeline, Gerard 't Hooft, the 1999 Nobel Prize winner for physics, made another reflective comment:
We should not forget that quantum mechanics does not really describe what kind of dynamical phenomena
are actually going on, but rather gives us probabilistic results. To me, it seems extremely plausible that any
reasonable theory for the dynamics at the Planck scale would lead to processes that are so complicated to
describe, that one should expect apparently stochastic fluctuations in any approximation theory describing
the effects of all of this at much larger scales. It seems quite reasonable first to try a classical, deterministic
theory for the Planck domain. One might speculate then that what we call quantum mechanics today, may
be nothing else than an ingenious technique to handle this dynamic statistically.
So while the mainstream position may continue to reject the idea of space being a possible wave media, historical
comments suggest that the idea has never really gone away or more importantly categorically disproved. Of
course, despite this backdrop of historical questioning of the current accepted models of science, the dominance
of the mainstream position suggests that any WSE model not only lacks credibility but is obviously wrong.
However, while recognising the weight of authority in opposition, it has not stopped some people from forwarding
a number of variant models that attempt to describe some form of WSE model, which by inference, must position
them outside mainstream acceptance, such that their work is invariably rejected by the peer review system.
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1.1.1

The Substance of Matter

Since the time of the Greek Philosophers, and possible even
before that, people have sought to understand the nature of
the universe. If we put aside the speculation of metaphysical
belief, we are left with the scope of speculation within science
itself, which might be articulated in a more physical question:
What is the substance of the universe?
Today, some believe the essence of this question has been
answered in the form of the standard particle model, although
the actual details now appear to be buried in quantum field
theory (QFT), encompassing Quantum Electro-Dynamics (QED), Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) and
Electro-Weak Theory (EWT). However, the semantics of these models can create a seemingly ambiguous
description that requires ‘conceptual’ point-mass particles, e.g. electrons, which exist within an array of
‘conceptual’ quantum fields, e.g. static, scalar, vector and spinor, where particle interactions are described in
terms of equally ‘conceptual’ force-carrier particles, e.g. bosons. While some might rightly challenge the over
emphasis of the word ‘conceptual’, the counter-argument is that any idea of physical reality within the quantum
model appears to have come to rest on mathematical probability, where further debate reduces to one of
ontological or epistemological preference.
Note: In the current context, ontological is used to describe what things are, while epistemological is used to
define what we think we know about what things are. As such, an ontological model would be more
orientated to a physical cause and effect description, while an epistemological model might be more
orientated toward mathematical abstraction.
So is the substance of universe physical or mathematical?
In one of the opening sections of speculative science, it was argued that any fundamental description of the
universe might only require the definition of space, time and energy. For it was argued that the idea of mass being
necessarily to define energy has to be reversed; although in order to proceed with this idea, the concept of energy
as a scalar quantity would require a mechanism by which it could be transported in space and time. In this respect,
the physics of waves might be the only obvious possibility that is capable of transporting both energy and
momentum, which then brings us to the next question:
How would these waves propagate through space and time?
From a historical perspective, this question appears to be the central and divisive issue, which prevents
mainstream science from seriously considering any speculative model that makes reference to space as a medium
of wave propagation. For the non-existence of space as a wave medium is generally believed to have been
empirically proven by the Michelson-Morley experiment and then theoretically superseded by Einstein’s relativity,
such that the need for its existence was negated. Today, many will also cite Maxwell’s equations as evidence that
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electromagnetic waves self-propagate through space without any need of space as a medium of propagation.
However, at the time of publication of Maxwell’s theory, in 1865, mainstream consensus was possibly more open
to the idea that the underlying nature of the universe being predicated on energy propagating on waves linked to
the fabric of space. We might use a quote by James Maxwell himself to highlight this position:
In fact, whenever energy is transmitted from one body to another in time, there must be a medium or
substance in which the energy exists after it leaves one body and before it reaches the other and if we admit
this medium as a hypothesis, I think it ought to occupy a prominent place in our investigations, and that we
ought to endeavour to construct a mental representation of all the details of its action, and this has been my
constant aim in this treatise.
Of course, this does not mean that we should simply forget the note of caution attributed to William Clifford in his
paper ‘The Ethics of Belief’, which has been so often quoted throughout this website:
`it is wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone,
to believe anything on insufficient evidence`
However, it might also be highlighted that the idea underpinning a wave structure of matter was possibly first
outlined, some 130 years ago, by William Clifford himself. For Clifford was also a well-respected mathematician
who introduced what is now termed ‘Clifford algebra’ as an extension of ‘geometric algebra’. For Clifford had a
special interest in mathematical physics and geometry and was possibly the first to suggest that gravitation might
be a manifestation of an underlying geometry and made the following series of statements at the Cambridge
Philosophical Society in 1870:
That small portions of space are in fact of a nature analogous to little hills on a surface which is on the
average flat; namely, that the ordinary laws of geometry are not valid in them…that this property of being
curved or distorted is continually being passed on from one portion of space to another after the manner of
a wave…that this variation of the curvature of space is what really happens in that phenomenon which we
call the motion of matter, whether ponderable or ethereal that in the physical world nothing else takes place
but this variation, subject (possibly) to the law of continuity.
While the scope of Clifford’s contribution to mathematics may not now be well known, James Beichler wrote an
article in 2010 entitled ‘Twist and Shout’ that details his work. Likewise, James Chappell and Derek Abbott
published a technical paper, in 2013, entitled ‘Geometric Algebra: A natural representation of 3-space’ that also
acknowledges the contribution and ongoing relevance of Clifford’s work in the field of mathematical science. In
1890, Ernst Mach forwarded the idea that the law of inertia depended on all the matter of the universe, which is
today known as Mach's Principle. This idea was initially an influential factor in Einstein's development of general
relativity, as Einstein perceived the overall distribution of matter, as specified in a 'metric tensor', as a factor in
determining whether a frame of reference is rotating. Subsequently, research into frame dragging and the
conservation of gravitational angular momentum also came to consider Mach’s principle within certain solutions of
general relativity. However, today, many see Mach’s principle as being too vague, mainly because a number of its
interpretations have been proved false. However, encapsulated in the early work of Clifford and Mach was the
suggestion that mass and charge do not exist as an isolated property of a particle, but rather as a property of a
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wave-field structure that extends throughout space. In this context, ‘particles’ or ‘matter’ or ‘substance’ all simply
become an emergent property of an underlying energy wave structure, which might be linked to the ‘fabric of
space’. While this claim will undoubtedly cause the alarm-bells of mainstream physics to sound loudly, it would
seem that general relativity is still often encapsulated in the quote by John Wheeler:
All the matter of the universe tells space what it is.
Then space tells the matter of the universe how it must behave.
Of course, mainstream science will argue that the intended inference of this quote has to still be considered in the
context of the Michelson-Morley experiment and the apparent self-propagation of EM waves through the empty
vacuum of space. Even so, there still seems to be an implication that there is some aspect of space that is allowed
to curve; while Einstein also wrote:
Hence the material particle has no place as a fundamental concept in a field theory.
Continuing along the historical timeline, the foundations of quantum mechanics and its description of the atomic
structure would lead to the ‘duality' of wave-like and particle-like properties. In 1922, Compton provided a
measure of experimental evidence that light had a particle-like nature, as predicted by Einstein as early as 1904.
Then, in 1924, Louis deBroglie appeared to reverse the argument by forwarding the hypothesis that an electron
particle also had a wave-like nature. This said, subsequent developments in quantum physics would abstract the
description of both the particle-like nature of light and the wave-like nature of particles in terms of an essentially
mathematical description of Schrodinger’s wave function [ψ]. While Schrödinger initially forwarded the idea that
the wave function described a wave that was real, this idea was rejected by Max Born, who argued that the wave
function only represented a probability of finding a ‘particle’ in a region of space, after the wave function had
collapsed. The subsequent support for Born’s interpretation would eventually lead to a series
of ‘theoretical interpretations', essentially mathematical in scope but often wrapped in a philosophical framework,
which simply predicted the probability of some given outcome. This trend then continued in the post-war era to
the point that the mathematical model was considered by many to have become the new de-facto description of
reality, but not necessarily by all. However, somewhat at odds with this view, the experimental development of
the particle model only seemed to lead towards an apparently never-ending list of new particles. So while some
did try to question this mathematical interpretation of reality, it came to be consider as the only practical approach
within the ‘shut up and calculate’ school of theoretical physics; even although it was one that Edwin Schrodinger
himself never really came to embrace:
Let me say at the outset, that in this discourse, I am opposing not a few special statements of quantum
theory held today (1950s), I am opposing as it were the whole of it, I am opposing its basic views that have
been shaped 25 years ago, when Max Born put forward his probability interpretation, which was accepted
by almost everybody.
Likewise, it might be said that Paul Dirac, another eminent physicist in pre-war quantum mechanics, also became
increasingly concerned about the consequences of a discrete point particle in respect to the infinity associated
with Coulomb’s force law that would later require a mathematical correction known as ‘renormalization’. To
quote:
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This is just not sensible mathematics. Sensible mathematics involves neglecting a quantity because it turns
out to be small, not neglecting it because it is infinitely large and you do not want it! Of course the inference
is that the basic equations are wrong and radical changes need to be made."
Later, in 1945, Wheeler and Feynman would try to model the electron as spherical inward and outward
electromagnetic waves in an attempt to explain radiation forces; although Milo Wolff would later argue that there
are no spherical solutions of an electromagnetic wave equation involving vectors. However, the idea that every
particle might be linked to outward and inward waves permeating the universe might have a possible solution,
if ‘scalar waves’ were considered. However, this possible solution did not emerge until 1985, when first proposed
by Milo Wolff, who then went on to describe a solution that might now be recognised as the ‘WSM model’ .
So where is this model today?
Despite the efforts of Wolff, and others, this model appears to have failed to gain any acceptance in the face of
mainstream developments anchored in quantum theory. Of course, it might be argued, as in the case of
cosmology, that any idea outside of mainstream research and development can simply be starved of resources
such that they become side-lined into obscurity.
1.1.2

Concepts and Issues

In part, this section is attempting to provide some historical context to the current position of science, which we
might characterise in terms of just two main schools of thought, i.e. relativity and quantum theory. As has been
previously outlined, our universe may appear to be little more than empty space. However, a quantum physicist
might question the energy density as defined by the cosmological gravitational model and general relativity, as
quantum field theory (QFT) has a different perspective in which our universe is constructed of various quantum
fields, although the physical reality these fields is still subject
to much debate.
QFT defines 12 fundamental quantum fields for
fermions, i.e. 6 quarks and 6 leptons, and another 12
fundamental fields for bosons, not forgetting the 1 for
the Higgs boson.

Now, at this point, it may not be unreasonable to ask how all
these different quantum fields actually coexist in the physical
universe. For example, do these field define physical space or
exist within it? If the latter, is there a physical causal action between the quantum fields and physical space? As far
as it is known, these questions cannot be answered with any certainty, such that we have to live with Voltaire’s
unpleasant condition of ‘uncertainty’. However, for the purposes of this outline, we might compare the QFT
description of every point of space to a simple harmonic oscillator. Within this descriptive model, the emptiness of
space now becomes a quantized field of interconnected oscillators, where energy is stored as a displacement of
each oscillator from its equilibrium point. If we pursue this model, the empty nothing of space is now beginning to
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take on a complex structure, where each quantum oscillator may have a Planck frequency, i.e. 1.9*10 43s-1, which
then leads to a possible quantum energy density in the order of the Planck energy density, i.e. 4.6*10 113J/m3. Of
course, this suggestion also leads to other issues:
Note: The idea of the quantum energy density is often anchored to the idea of electromagnetic waves
propagating through space at the speed of light [c]. However, in quantum theory, these waves are not
necessarily ‘substantive’ and are often described in terms of ripples in the state of a theoretical quantum
field. Then, almost in contradiction, these ‘waves’ are assumed to carry energy, and momentum, with a
specific direction and frequency that are described in terms of 'propagating modes’ of the electromagnetic
field, where each mode might be modelled as a harmonic oscillator having a minimum average energy
[E=hf/2]. While this is a very small quantum of energy, the number of modes is almost infinite, such that the
energy density is determined by the density of modes times the energy per mode that increases as a function
of the cube of frequency per unit frequency per unit volume. This product of a tiny energy per mode
multiplied by a near infinite density of modes yields the theoretical value of the zero-point energy density,
which is some 110 orders of magnitude greater than the radiant energy at the centre of the Sun.
While none of the technical issues surrounding this energy estimate, sometimes referred to as the zero-point
energy-density, have really been detailed, we will therefore table a question.
How is this huge energy density reconciled with general relativity, i.e. 4.6*10 113J/m3 versus 8.53*10-10J/m3?
Again, at this point, it is probably fair to say that there has never been an accepted resolution of this fundamental
disconnect between the two main scientific theories, i.e. relativity and quantum field theory. So, having only
highlighted this issue, we might turn our attention to another implication of the QFT model, which suggests that
any displacement of a quantum field would propagate through the field as described by some 'appropriate' wave
function.
So is QFT essentially a wave model?
At this point, any accepted response to this question can appear ambiguous, especially if we adopt the semantics
of the duality of wave-particles. However, possibly to avoid this ambiguity, a fundamental particle like the electron
is often described in terms of an 'excitation' within its own quantum field, where the wave function itself is a
complex-valued probability amplitude, the result of which only defines the probability for some given outcome.
So is QFT a description of physical reality?
Possibly not. For many will argue that this was never the primary objective of this model, where some now
question the necessity of any physical reality beyond its mathematical description. For example, some argue that
the fundamental ‘fabric’ of the universe is not matter or energy, but information, although it is difficult to
perceived any case where information, even when reduced to a single bit, does not rest on some form of physical
reality. However, while this idea may appear acceptable, and even attractive, to mathematicians and some
theoretical physicists, which can then also be debated endlessly by philosophers, this discussion is more interested
in whether the idea of physical ‘cause and effect' still has a role to play in fundamental physics.
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OK, but what about the nature of physical reality as described by relativity?
Historically, the idea of 'space-time' has also been subject to many mathematical descriptions, which might initially
be anchored in Euclidean geometry and then developed to include the tensor-differential geometry underpinning
general relativity. However, by the 19th century, most scientists were beginning to accept the idea of space as a
medium of wave propagation, especially after the publication of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory in 1864. As a
consequence, by 1875, Michelson-Morley were attempting to prove the existence of space, as a wave medium, via
an experiment using an interferometer. However, the unexpected negative results of this experiment would
eventually lead to Einstein's theory of special relativity (1905) and the apparent rejection of spacetime as a wave
propagation media. However, it could be argued that the subsequent development of general relativity (1915) only
added to the ambiguous nature of spacetime, which could apparently be subject to curvature and support
gravitational waves.
So what is the nature of space and time?
We might start by reflecting that both quantum physics and relativity are constrained to produce results that are
compatible with classical physics on certain scales of space and time. Such a constraint would also apply to any
WSE model and that its results would also have to be compatible with both quantum physics and relativity on
certain scales of space and time, although not necessarily explained in the same way. In this context, we might
realise that in order to be compatible with quantum physics and the particle model it supports, any WSE model
would have to exist on a scale smaller than the sub-atomic domain, where 'particles' start to emerge and possibly
as small as the Planck scale. Equally, given the apparent level of empirical verification supporting relativity, any
WSE model would have to explain why there are different perceptions of space and time in different frames of
reference.
So what would be the fundamental components of any WSE model?
We might initially assume that any mechanical wave model requires a propagation media, such that the failure of
the Michelson-Morley experiment to detect such a media represents major issues, which has to be addressed or
explained in a different way. However, we might still consider two possible structures in support of the WSE model
requirements. First, we might consider the idea of the quantum oscillator at each point in space, which on large
scales creates a continuous 3-dimensional media for wave propagation. Second, there is the idea that space can be
modelled as a form of superfluid, where angular momentum is constrained to small regions in which a 'particle' is
located. However, this then leads us to the next question:
What is a particle in the WSE model?
Based on Einstein's energy equation [E=mc2] and Planck's equation [E=hf], we might reasonably start with the idea
that particles are some form of localised energy-density. If so, we would also have to return to the issue that
energy is a scalar quantity, which cannot propagate through space-time without some physical cause and effect
mechanism, such that a wave model of some description might be pursued.
So what attributes would these waves require?
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In many respects, a mechanical wave that physically propagates through a wave media only has three causal
attributes, amplitude [A], frequency [f] and propagation velocity [c] from which wavelength [λ=c/f] can then
derived. Quantum mechanics then provides a causal link between the frequency [f] attribute of a wave and its
energy [E] using the Planck relationship [E=hf], although it does not really explain the physical mechanism by which
this energy [E] is transported through a spatial medium [xyz] as a function of time [t] in the absence of any
mention of a wave amplitude [A]. Of course, within a mechanical wave model, the amplitude [A] of the wave is
representative of a displacement of the wave media, where the square of this amplitude [A 2] is proportional to the
potential energy [E] and where the wave propagation velocity [c] would be an attribute of the wave media itself.
Note: The issue of the absence of any wave amplitude [A] in Planck’s energy equation [E=hf] is addressed in
a latter sub-section under A Matter of Inquiry. However, we might guess that the idea of amplitude might
have gotten ‘lost’ in the definition of Planck’s constant [h], which has units of energy-seconds.
How could this simple wave model support all the properties associated with particles?
Clearly, given the scale of issues, developing a WSE model to answer such questions will not be an easy task, even
if it is possible, because this model must undoubtedly come to challenge some of the most fundamental
assumptions of both classical and modern physics. However, this is the issue that this overall discussion is seeking
to consider and while many may simply dismiss the possibility of any WSE model from the outset, others might
reflect a little further on the implications of a quote by Albert Einstein:
Concepts that have proven useful in ordering things easily achieve such an authority that we forget their
mundane origin and accept them as unalterable facts. Scientific progress is often stalled for a long time by
such errors.
Of course, those who may wish to be advocates of some sort of WSE model must still actually prove their case.
However, as outlined in the introduction, it is assumed that a WSE model would be generally predicated on the
idea of waves, which physically propagate through the medium of space as a function of time.
But could a WSE model be based on the principles of mechanical waves?
As a generalisation, when considering any speculative model, we often start with a number of preconceived ideas
about the various standard models of physics, e.g. particle model versus quantum field model or alternatively the
relativistic model versus quantum model, which then underpin other models, e.g. the cosmological model, in
possibly contradictory ways. In the context of the Mysearch website, reservations have already been highlighted
about some of the assumptions of all these models, while accepting that it does not have any weight of authority
to question the details of accepted science. However, the idea of some fundamental wave model has always
appeared a logical model to pursue, even though it would require the concept of mass to be jettisoned at the
sub-atomic scale and, as a consequence, removed from the definition of all fundamental units. However, having
made this adjustment, a WSE model might then start to address some of the mathematical abstractions within the
quantum model and therefore provide a better description of a physical reality that is still anchored in cause and
effect. While modern science may now question the ideas of determinism, where every event has to be causally
determined, and reductionism, where any complex phenomena or object can be explained in terms of simpler
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phenomena or objects, this does not necessarily negate the applicability of such basic ideas. For, in truth, the
quantum debate regarding the epistemological versus ontological nature of reality has only been able to provide a
mathematical description rather than what might be described as a fully coherent model of fundamental physics.
For while the universe is undoubtedly complex in its scale and diversity, it does not necessarily mean that the most
fundamental mechanisms cannot be essentially simple in principle.
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1.3 Background Issues
In the previous introduction, the history of science has been shown
to have swung between both a wave and particle model, such that
one or both might be considered to underpin the fundamental
nature of the universe. However, in many ways, the preference for a
wave model might rest on one simple question:
What are sub-atomic particles made of?
If we reject the conceptual, but mathematical convenient idea of
point particles, then we appear to be led in the direction of some
form of energy. However, as a scalar quantity, energy requires a
causal mechanism that allows it to propagate as a function of time
and space within the framework of the universe. If so, then it has
been suggested that some form of WSE model may be required,
which quantum theory seems to prefer described in terms of ‘excitations or undulations’ within one of possibly 20+
quantum fields, but where physics appears to become increasingly abstracted by mathematics. While many have
raised concerns against the scope of mathematical abstraction within the current scientific worldview, it now
appears to be the accepted methodology by which science may proceed.
But surely the scientific worldview is still supported by empirical verification?
The scope and issues of science are now really too broad and deep to discuss as a collective whole. Therefore, this
section will focus on just a few background issues that might immediately be seen as pertinent to any WSE model.
The first issue relates to the rejection of space as a wave propagation media due to the negative results of the
Michelson-Morley experiment. The second issue covers some of the wider implications of various Doppler effects,
inclusive of the effects of time dilation on frequency. The third issue is relativity, both special and general,
especially in terms of its effect on both time and space associated with inertial and gravitational frames of
reference. Finally, the fourth issue is described under the heading of ‘A Matter of inquiry’ that attempts to
summarise some of the broader issues linked to both relativity and quantum theory, especially in terms of the
description of mass, energy and the wave-particle duality debate. Of course, it is recognised that many may
assume that the scope of this work to be an exercise in futility as the current scientific models have been all but
proved, such that there is no scope for any alternative models. While this opinion might be proved right, there may
still be some reason to heed the words of Irwin Schrodinger, one of the earlier pioneers of quantum mechanics:
"Fifty years ago science seemed on the road to a clear-cut answer to the ancient question which is the title
of this article: Our Conception of Matter. It looked as if matter would be reduced at last to its ultimate
building blocks - to certain sub microscopic but nevertheless tangible and measurable particles. But it proved
to be less simple than that. Today a physicist no longer can distinguish significantly between matter and
something else. We no longer contrast matter with forces or fields of force as different entities; we know
now that these concepts must be merged...We have to admit that our conception of material reality today is
more wavering and uncertain than it has been for a long time...Physics stands at a grave crisis of ideas. In
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the face of this crisis, many maintain that no objective picture of reality is possible. However, the optimists
among us (of whom I consider myself one) look upon this view as a philosophical extravagance born of
despair. We hope that the present fluctuations of thinking are only indications of an upheaval of old beliefs
which in the end will lead to something better than the mess of formulas that today surrounds our subject."
1.3.1 Wave Model Considerations
While a wave model does not necessarily negate the description of particle physics above the sub-atomic scale, the
concept of mass becomes increasingly ambiguous at the sub-atomic scale and possibly meaningless at the Planck
scale. So what might be the starting assumptions of any wave model:
•

Space is a media for wave propagation.

•

Waves transport energy.

•

Energy is the substance of all particles.

•

Energy differentials cause action.

Before starting to question the ‘reality’ of particles with mass, it is possibly worth highlighting that the particle
model is probably an entirely rational approach above the sub-atomic domain, although any model might be
subject to modification when viewed at a different scale of operation. For example, the concept of temperature is
a statistical model that can aggregate the sum of the kinetic energy of individual particles, which might otherwise
be impossible to comprehend. However, while the idea of a thermodynamic model is often a necessity, it does not
deny the existence of some underlying causal mechanism. Whether this is the case in current quantum theory
might be questioned.
1.

The classical SI/MKS system of units assumes 4 fundamental units, i.e. length in metres, time in seconds, mass
in kilograms and charge in coulombs. However, the idea of mass and charge might be contested within any
wave model, such that mass has to be replaced by energy in joules within some defined volume, i.e. an energy
density, while the concept of charge may have to be explained as a wave/field interaction. In this respect, the
most basic Planck units may need to replace any reference to mass [kg] with energy [joules].

2.

Energy as a scalar quantity has magnitude but no implied direction of flow. Therefore, energy requires a
mechanism of transport through space as a function of time, which could be explained in terms of a wave
mechanism. While the relativity of time and space, as described by special relativity, might be generally
accepted, the totally immersive implications of a WSE model might be better explained in terms of various
Doppler effects. These effects would then be explained in terms of the relative motion in respect to the wave
propagation media.

3.

While there are self-propagating wave models, i.e. electromagnetic waves, most wave models are more
readily understood in terms of a mechanical wave. This type of wave energy model requires a physical media
in which the waves transport scalar energy through space as a function of time. As a generalisation, the media
in question is deformed/distorted/stressed in some manner by a propagating wave, which first gives up its
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potential energy to the media on the rising edge of the wave, which is then returned to the wave on its falling
edge as the media returns to a point of equilibrium, e.g. zero potential energy.
4.

Within this generalised description of a mechanical wave, kinetic energy is only associated with the localised
motion of the media through which the wave is propagating potential energy. Of course, if these waves
underpin the structure of everything, i.e. all sub-atomic particles, then the idea of kinetic energy might be
logically attributed to any wave-centre ‘particle’ in motion.

5.

We might also question how many forms of energy actually exist within any fundamental WSE model? While
classical physics might describe energy existing in many forms, there may be a logical argument that only two
fundamental forms of energy exist, i.e. potential energy and kinetic energy, which are both linked to the
propagation media.

6.

It is highlighted that the potential energy propagated by a travelling wave cannot maintain a fixed position in
space. As such, it may not be obvious how the energy associated with a mass particle can be modelled using a
propagating wave. However, waves in superposition can form standing waves where the potential energy
could remain stationary at some given point in space, although its amplitude must still oscillate as a function
of time.

7.

As indicated, travelling waves may combine in superposition to created standing waves, which might also be
described as an interference pattern. While this interference pattern may be perceived to have a wavelength
[λ] that extends in space and oscillates in time with a given frequency [f], it may have no propagation velocity
[v] and be subjected to standing wave compression when viewed from another reference frame. However, the
square of the amplitude [A2] of this standing wave would reflect the potential energy [E] confined within a
small region of space, i.e. it would represent an energy density. While a standing wave might be described as
an interference pattern created by underlying travelling waves propagating through a region of space, a
standing wave may persist as a resonance in a lossless media once created.

8.

Even if the media of space-time cannot be directly detected as an absolute frame of reference, it does not
necessarily mean it does not exist. As such, we might still be able to describe waves propagating through
space from the perspective of a conceptual external observer, who is stationary with respect to the fabric of
space. While all observers and equipment ‘immersed’ in the fabric of space would be subject to relative and
relativistic effects, such effects might then explain the apparent invariance of the speed of light [c] resulting
from space being a wave propagating media; where [c] is simply a property of this media.

9.

A mechanical travelling wave propagates through a physical media as a function of time. In this context, there
is a clear distinction between the 3 orthogonal dimensions of space, i.e. [xyz], and time. In this respect,
wavelength [λ] represents the spatial distribution of 1 cycle of the wave in space [x], while frequency [f]
corresponds to the cycle time [t] for one oscillation. As such, all measurements of distance [x] within a WSE
model could have to be correlated to the perception of wavelength [λ], while the measure of time [t] could be
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correlated to the perception of frequency [f] in a given frame of reference. In a non-dispersive media, waves
of all frequency propagate with the same velocity [c] such that [c=fλ], such that [λ=c/f].
10. Relativity appears to unify the concept of space and time into spacetime, although this may only be a result of
the mathematical metrics used to describe a separation in ‘space and time’. While relativistic metrics might
quantify these effects as a function of relative velocity [v] or radial position [r] within a gravitational field, it
may not necessarily explain all of the many paradoxes it appears to create. Therefore, while the various
metrics in use lead to a logical mathematical description of a spacetime interval, it is unclear that it has really
unified the concept of space and time in any physical sense.
The purpose of this initial set of discussions has simply been to outline some concepts and issues surrounding any
potential wave model. Such a wave model would undoubtedly have to consider the implications of various Doppler
effects and mathematical consequences of the Lorentz transforms, which underpin special relativity. In addition,
there is the issue of how gravitational mass can cause a curvature of space as defined by general relativity, which is
often characterised in terms of the Schwarzschild metric. Therefore, some attempt will be made to outline some
more detail surrounding these issues in the following discussions.
1.3.2 Michelson-Morley Experiment
It has been highlighted that the failure of this experiment
to detect a wave medium has been cited as empirical
evidence that contradicts the possibility of any WSE
model. Therefore, it is important that we first understand
the technical assumptions underpinning this experiment
and then try to see whether any alternative explanation
can be offered up for the negative result. So, to begin, this
experiment proceeds on the initial assumption that the
reference frame of the equipment is moving with velocity
[v] through a wave media, i.e. the aether. Therefore, if the
propagation velocity of light [c] is always relative to the
wave media, then any velocity [v] of the equipment must
affect the propagation times relative to the equipment in
motion with velocity [v]. However, the propagation times in question will be different depending on the horizontal
or transverse paths taken through an interferometer, which will then cause wave interference at the final
destination. For ease of comparison, the mirrors on the horizontal and transverse paths are positioned at the same
distance [L=LH=LT], such that [L] can be used as a common term. The analysis of the Michelson-Morley experiment
is usually based on the propagation time of a light-beam with velocity [c]. The light-beam is first transmitted from a
source [S], where on route it passes through a half-silvered mirror at an origin, defined as [t=0], and continues on
until it is reflected by a horizontal mirror positioned at distance [L], which is moving with velocity [v]. The beam hits
the mirror at time [t1] having propagated a distance [ct1], while the mirror has moved a distance [vt1], such that:
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[1]

Forwards : ct1 = L + vt1; where t1 =

L
c −v

L
Backwards : ct2 = L − vt2 ; where t2 =
c +v

Where the roundtrip propagation time [tH] is:
L
L
+
c −v c +v

tH = t1 + t2 =

[2]

tH =
tH =

L (c + v )

L (c − v )

+

(c − v ) (c + v ) (c + v ) (c − v )
2Lc

c

2

2L

=

where  =

(1 −  ) c (1 −  )
2

2

v
c

Again, in the vertical direction, the beam is emitted from the same source having velocity [c] towards the
half-silvered mirror, but now hits the vertical mirror at time [t3] having propagated the distance [ct3], while the
mirror has moved a distance [vt3] along the [x] direction. However, in order to hit the mirror, the propagation path
of the beam is [L] in the [y] direction and [vt3] in the [x] direction. The propagation path [LP] can be calculated using
the Pythagorean theorem:
[3]

2

Propagation path LP = L2 + (vt3 )

However, in order to have some equivalence with the form in [2], we really want to know the propagation time [t 3]
in terms of the distance [L].
2

2

2

ct3 = LP = L2 + (vt3 )  ( ct3 ) = L2 + (vt3 )  t3

[4]
t3 =

(c

L
2

−v

2

)

=

(

L

c 1− 

2

)

; where  =

(c

)

2

− v2 = L

v
c

In the transverse case, the forward and backward paths are the same, such that the total propagation time on the
transverse path simply doubles the result in [3].
[5]

tT = t3 + t3 =

(

2L

c 1 − 2

)

So, based on the times in [2] and [5], we can calculate the propagation time difference between the two paths
taken.

[6]

tD = tH − tT =
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Based on [6], the initial path difference is simply defined by the propagation velocity [c], such that [L D=ctD]:

[7]



1
LD1 = 2L 
−
1
−
2






2 
1− 

1

) (

(

)

This path difference after a 90 rotation simply reverses the order of the terms shown in the brackets:

[8]



LD2 = 2L 



1

−




1 − 2 


(1 −  ) (
2

1

)

By dividing [LD1−LD2] by the wavelength [λ] of light used, the fractional wavelength shift [n] can be calculated as a
function of the velocity [v].


LD1 − LD2 2L 
1
n=
=
−


  1 − 2


) (

(

[9]


2L 
2
n=
−

  1 − 2


(



 2L 
−

 
1 − 2 


1

)



−

2
1−  
1 − 2


(

1

) (

1

)


 2L 2


1 − 2 


) (

2

)

The equipment used in the Michelson-Morley experiment had an arm length [L=11m] and used light with a
wavelength [λ=500nm], while the velocity [v] was initially approximated to the Earth’s velocity around the Sun, i.e.
[v=30km/s]. On this basis, a fractional wavelength shift [n=0.44] can be calculated, which it was assumed would
produce an interference shift that could be detected. However, the negative result of the experiment led to the
conclusion that there is no measurable aether drift and therefore no aether.
Note: Today, it is recognised that the velocity [v] of the Earth through some absolute aether might have to
be interpreted on a much larger scale than the local solar system. By analysing the data collected by
astronomical observation, the local group of galaxies, which includes the Milky Way, is moving at ~627 km/s
relative to the reference frame of the CMB. However, the solar system within this larger system, which
includes the Earth-frame, is only moving at ~360km/s with respect to the CMB frame. On this basis, the
larger value of [v=360km/s] would suggest an even greater interference shift, such that any WSE model
would have to proposed some other causal mechanism to explain the negative results of the Michelson
experiment.
Historically, the idea of length contraction was proposed as a possible explanation of the negative results in which
all objects, i.e. including the interferometer, physically contract by [g L] along the axis, where [g] is simply another
form of the Lorentz factor [] defined by the Lorentz transforms.
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[10]  =

1
1− 

2

; where g =

1
= 1 − 2


If length contraction of [L=gL] is inserted into the formula for [TH] given in [2], then the light propagation time
equals the formula for [TT] given in [5].

[11] tH =

(

2gL

c 1− 

2

)

=

2 1 − 2L

(

c 1− 

2

)

=

2L
c 1 − 2

= tT

However, while this solution may appear to resolve the mathematical anomaly, it was never clear that this solution
provided a causal explanation as to how length contraction physically took place within a localised moving
reference frame. This said, the subsequent publishing of special relativity in 1905, based on the Lorentz
transformation, which appear to rationalise the need for both time dilation and length contraction anchored in the
constancy and invariant velocity [c]. As such, it began to be accepted that a stationary aether no longer had any
role played in the kinematic description of a unified spacetime, which we might characterised in Einstein’s own
words:
Although the estimated difference between these two times is exceedingly small, Michelson and Morley
performed an experiment involving interference in which this difference should have been clearly detectable.
But the experiment gave a negative result, a fact very perplexing to physicists. Lorentz and FitzGerald
rescued the theory from this difficulty by assuming that the motion of the body relative to the æther
produces a contraction of the body in the direction of motion, the amount of contraction being just sufficient
to compensate for the difference in time mentioned above. Comparison with the discussion in Section 11
shows that also from the standpoint of the theory of relativity this solution of the difficulty was the right
one. But on the basis of the theory of relativity the method of interpretation is incomparably more
satisfactory. According to this theory there is no such thing as a ‘specially favoured’ (unique) co-ordinate
system to occasion the introduction of the æther-idea, and hence there can be no æther-drift, nor any
experiment with which to demonstrate it. Here the contraction of moving bodies follows from the two
fundamental principles of the theory, without the introduction of particular hypotheses; and as the prime
factor involved in this contraction we find, not the motion in itself, to which we cannot attach any meaning,
but the motion with respect to the body of reference chosen in the particular case in point. Thus for a
co-ordinate system moving with the earth the mirror system of Michelson and Morley is not shortened, but
it is shortened for a co-ordinate system which is at rest relatively to the sun.
In 1932, Kennedy and Thorndike modified the Michelson–Morley experiment by making the path lengths of the
split beam unequal, with one arm being very short. The Kennedy–Thorndike experiment took place for many
months as the Earth moved around the sun. Their negative result showed that the speed of light [c] to be
independent of the velocity [v] of the apparatus in different inertial frames. It also appeared to highlight that the
individual values of length contraction and time dilation must assume their exact relativistic form. Therefore, over
the years, additional empirical evidence has simply added to the consensus that special relativity provides the
solution to the Michelson–Morley null result, although many remain sceptical on the basis that the solution
appears to rest on a mathematical conjecture, i.e. the Lorentz transforms, rather than some physically understood
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cause and effect. However, the following papers are provided as examples of potential counter-arguments that
might explain the null result of the Michelson-Morley (MMX) experiment:
The MMX results by means of a universal reference frame: Karol & Roman Szostek (2017)
The MMX in an accelerated reference frame: Crossley (2010)
The MMX and a new Ether theory: Perez (2010)
The MMX revisited and the CMB preferred frame: Cahill, Kitto (2002)
A New MMX: Silvertooth, Whitney (1992)

The issue of the null outcome of the MMX will also be reviewed further in the next discussion in terms of a number
of different relative and relativistic frames of reference, which may help to explain how the asymmetry of the
interferometer paths is compensated by a physical length contract in the direction of motion and time dilation.
Relative and Relativistic Frames
While we are really interested in the null results of the Michelson-Morley experiment (MMX), it might be useful to
start off by considering a more a tangibly physical example. This analogy describes a race between two planes
subject to a strong wind speed. These two planes are identical and have constant airspeed of [c=1], where the
wind speed is [w=0.5c]. The rules of this race require both pilots to fly a roundtrip between two points, i.e. [AB]
and [AC] separated by a distance [L=1], where the first pilot prefers to fly in the direction of the wind, while the
second one chooses the transverse route. At the end of the race, the second pilot who chose the traverse route
easily wins the race and it may be interesting to understand why.
Note: The notation and units of distance and velocity are abstracted in this initial physical example so that it
can be directly compared to other examples to follow.

Although, this initial example is not relativistic, we shall use a common velocity notation, where velocity [v] is
normalised as a fraction of some maximum system velocity [c=1]. As such, we shall introduce the relative and
relativistic factors often associated with the Lorentz transforms for aspects of these factors can appear in all
examples to be discussed.
[1]

 =

v 0.5
=
= 0.5;
c
1
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However, based on the diagram above, we see the planes take different routes, i.e. horizontal [ABA] and vertical
[ACA], such that the effect of the wind velocity [w=0.5c] is different. Therefore, we need to calculate the time
taken for both legs, but will start with the horizontal path as follows.
[2]

t AB =

L
1
=
= 0.667;
c + w 1 + 0.5

tBA =

L
1
=
=2
c − w 1 − 0.5

It is highlighted that [2] reflects the perception of a stationary observer on the ground, not necessarily the pilot.
However, if we combine the times for the roundtrip, we might calculate the average velocity [v ABA].
[3]

v ABA =

2L
2
=
= 0.75c
t AB + tBA 0.667 + 2

It is highlighted that [3] uses the distance [2L] to calculate the average velocity and, as such, is relative to the
reference frame of an observer on the ground. However, we might also realise that the pilot comoving with the
plane may have a different perception, based on his constant airspeed [c=1], such that the roundtrip distance
[ABA] might be calculated with respect to the reference frame of the air through which the plane is ‘propagating’.
[4]

ABA = c *(t AB + tBA ) = 1*(0.667 + 2) = 2.666

Before discussing this difference, let us also consider the vertical paths [AC, CA] by way of comparison. From the
previous diagram, we can determine the propagation time along the vertical path by trigonometry based on the
angle [=30], which is the same for both the outbound and return paths.
[5]

t AC = tCA =

L
1
1
=
=
= 1.155
c * cos(30) 1 * cos(30) 0.866

Again, this is the perception of an observer on the ground, not the comoving pilot, and we might proceed to
calculate the average velocity [vACA] using the combined roundtrip time.
[6]

v ACA =

2L
2
=
= 0.866c
t AC + tCA 1.155 + 1.155

Likewise, for the pilot comoving with this plane, who has the perception of an airspeed [c=1], the roundtrip
distance [ACA] might also be calculated on a different basis.
[7]

ACA = c * (t Ac + tCA ) = 1 * (1.155 + 1.155) = 2.309

What we see in [4] and [6] is distance ‘propagated’ by the planes through the reference frame of the air, which
differs to the assumption used in [3] and [5] that the distance flown is [2L=2]. While we might readily understand
this difference, the ratio of the difference is now highlighted, because it may have some relevance on the wider
discussion being pursued.
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[8]

ABA 2.666
2
=
= 1.333 = (1.155) = g2
2L
2
ACA 2.309
=
= 1.155 = g
2L
2

While we shall not put any specific inference on [8], at this stage, there does appear to be an interesting
relationship between the ground and air reference frames that might be pursued later in the discussion. Of course,
like the planes need a media, i.e. air, through which to ‘propagate’, the idea of a WSE model also requires some
form a wave propagation media, such that we might assume the fabric of space to be a candidate.
But what about the failure of the MMX?
As already discussed, in 1887, Michelson tried to detect the relative
velocity of the Earth with respect to the ‘ether’ of space by means of an
interferometer, but failed to detect any obvious velocity. Later, this
failure, was interpreted as empirical evidence in support of special
relativity, which is also based on the Lorentz transformations. Of
course, in the context of any WSE model, the failure of the Michelson
experiment and the subsequent acceptance of special relativity might
be seen as a setback from which it appears that no wave model has
ever fully recovered.
Note: It has to be accepted that the primacy of the theory of relativity is based on over 100 years of near
constant scrutiny and challenges plus the empirical evidence of many forms of experiments, such that it may
appear foolhardy to question this weight of evidence. However, any WSE model may only require certain
aspects of relativity to be reconsidered, where the rationale of physical cause and effect may not be obvious.
However, if the WSE model is to proceed on the assumption that all physical ‘substance’ is dependent on some
form of wave construct, which transports energy with a frequency, then this quantity may be measured differently
in a given reference frame. This difference may depend on Doppler effects and aspects of special relativity, which
may require any WSE model to provide an alternative causal interpretation., which is not necessarily obvious at
this stage.
Note: As a speculative starting point, we might initially consider whether time dilation could be a localised
slowing of time linked to the relative frequency of the wave structure in the moving reference frame. For if
the frequency of the wave structure underpins all ‘substance’, including biological cells, then it may lead to
the perception of different rates of time within a moving reference frame. Similarly, length contraction
might correspond to an inverse effect [λ=c/f] of the frequency [f] on the associated spatial wavelength [λ].
If so, a physical object, like a wooden ruler, may undergo length contraction because its composite wave
structure is subject to some form of standing wave compression.
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If we consider the idea of wavelength [λ] as a result of the frequency [f] of the wave and its propagation velocity [c]
in some media, might we also consider whether the idea of distance [d] is not also a result of the velocity of a wave
[c] and the time [t] the wave is in propagation, when measured in some reference frame
[9]

c = f   =

c
d
; c =  d = ct
f
t

This may seem a strange idea, given that we have the real-world experience of measuring length [d] with a ruler.
However, at the most fundamental level of a WSE model, no rulers exist, only waves. Of course, even in the
real-world, the measurement of spatial distance cannot always be localised, when the distance extends beyond
our local frame of reference to some distant point in space, which may be in motion with velocity [v]. When the
velocity [v<<c] is non-relativistic, various Doppler effects may lead to a different perception of wave frequency,
while a relativistic velocity [v→c] may lead to the perception of time dilation and length contraction between
different reference frames. In such cases, the measurement of distance [d] may be based on the idea of the
roundtrip time delay [tD] associated with transmitting a wave and detecting a reflection, where the wave
propagation velocity [c] is assumed and distance [d] calculated on the basis of [d=ctD/2] as implied in [9].
Note: We might realise that the Michelson-Morley experiment (MMX) has always been carried out by
observers in a localised reference frame. If so, it may be possible that the physical length of the measuring
equipment may have undergone length contraction in the direction of motion, such that the expected
interference shift would be cancelled. While this discussion will not attempt to address all the detailed
arguments for and against the findings of the MMX, it will attempt to highlight some aspects of waves
propagating along vertical and horizontal paths, when viewed from different reference frames, both relative
and relativistic.
First, from a ‘relative’ perspective, we might consider another example based on sound waves, where the waves
can be described as propagating through a known physical medium, i.e. air, with a constant normalised velocity
[c=1], but where relativistic effects can again be ignored.

The diagram above is trying to represents three different perspectives of two reference frames, i.e. the red and
black squares. The inner black frame is defined in terms of positions [ABC], which always remain stationary to each
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other and separated by a distance [L=dAB=dAC=1], while the outer red frame is the air medium through which sound
waves propagate, which may also be subject to a wind velocity [w].
Note: Let us assume that [AB] and [AC] are physically connected to each other, e.g. conceptually by long
metal rods, such that we might realise that distances [d AB=dAC=1] are physical lengths constrained within a
localised reference frame, which may or may not have a relative velocity [v] with respect to some other
observer, e.g. [X]. We shall also assume that as soon as [B] or [C] receive a wave signal from [A], they
immediately reply back to [A], subject to the time delay based on a finite wave propagation velocity [c].
So, in the first perspective shown left, both the black and red reference frames initially have zero velocity, i.e.
[v=w=0], such that we might measure the times for the sound waves to propagate between [AB, BA] and [AC, CA]
based on a normalised velocity of sound [c=1] and then determine the length of [AB] and [AC] in that reference
frame.
[10]

d AB = c * t AB = 1 *1 = 1; dBA = c * tBA = 1 *1 = 1
d AC = c * t AC = 1 *1 = 1; dCA = c * tCA = 1 *1 = 1;

Let us now alter the initial configuration to introduce a wind velocity [w=0.5c] blowing from right-to-left in the
form of the outer red frame, while the inner black frame remains stationary, i.e. as per the middle diagram.
However, from a ‘relative’ perspective, we might also represent the middle diagram in an equivalent form, where
instead it is the inner black frame that moves with velocity [v=0.5c] from left-to-right, as per the diagram on the
right, with a wind velocity [w=0]. Again, it is highlighted that none of the velocities [c,w,v] being discussed are
relativistic in scale, such that we can ignore any issues associated with time dilation and length contraction.
Note: It is known that the propagation of sound is affected by the wind velocity [w], such that horizontal
wave propagation times between [AB] and [BA] must change from the assumption in [10]. For while we
might assume that the sound waves still propagate with velocity [c=1], the wind velocity [w=0.5c] affects
progress of the waves differently with and against the wind.
We have already established from [10] that the physical length of [AB=1], but now we need to calculate the
propagation time in each direction between [AB, BA] accounting for the wind velocity [w].
[11] t AB = d AB = 1 = 2; tBA = dBA = 1 = 0.667
c −w

0.5

c +w

1.5

Again, for clarification, if we use the wave propagation media itself, i.e. the air, as the preferred reference frame
and [c=1] is maintained, there is no inference in [11] that the term [c±w] applies to the sound waves directly, only
that the velocity [c±w] changes the propagation times between [AB] and [BA], as described. Of course, if the sound
wave velocity [c=1] does not change, but the forward and backward wave propagation times are affected by
[v=c±w], we might realise that the sound waves must have propagated a distance [p AB] and [pBA] that differs from
the rod length distance [dAB=1], as calculated in [2] and shown in [3].
[12] pAB = c * t AB = 1*2 = 2; pBA = c * tBA = 1* 0.667 = 0.667
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We might realise that distances [pAB] and pBA] are equivalent to the distance flown by the plane in the previous
example, except that the planes are now replaced by sound waves rather than tangible objects.
For conceptual convenience, we shall now switch to the third configuration, where the inner black frame
defining positions [ABC] is now assumed to have a velocity [v=0.5c] moving from left-to-right, as opposed to
a wind velocity [w], which was blowing from right-to-left. As such, we shall use an updated diagram to
depict how the velocity of the inner black frame changes with velocity [v=0.5c].
Based on the relative equivalence of [w=-0.5c] to [v=+0.5c], both [11] and [12] should still apply to the following
middle [ABA] configuration, where we might visualise a sound wave being transmitted from [A 0], propagating with
velocity [c=1], approaching [B1] with a combined velocity [c+v], which reverses to [c-v] on the return path [BA].

However, we also need to determine the times for the waves to propagate from [AC] and [CA], which involves
understanding how the stationary geometry of [AC, CA], shown left, changes with time based on the velocity
[v=0.5c], as shown right.
Note: We might realise from the diagram above that the two configurations on the right are no longer
stationary, such that the [ABC] positions have to be qualify as a function of time using the suffixes [0,1,2].
While there is no ambiguity within the sound example as to which reference frame is in motion, an observer
comoving with [A], i.e. with velocity [v=0.5c], might still perceive [C] positioned vertically above [A], which is
physically maintained by the conceptual metal rods that connect them. However, in the inset diagram right, we see
the perception of a stationary observer, where the black frame is moving with velocity [v=0.5c]. In this stationary
frame, [A0] cannot directly signal [C0], but would rather have to direct the sound wave towards the future position
of [C1]. So while [A] and [C] are still physically connected, the sound wave sourced by [A 0] has to now propagate
through the wave media towards some future point in space-time, i.e. [C] at [t1] not [t0]. What we might now
recognise is that a finite wave propagation velocity [c=1] will result in a finite amount of time for a wave,
transmitted by [A], to reach [C] in which time [C] will have changed position from [C 0] to [C1]. So, based on the
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velocity vectors shown in the inset right, we might calculate the propagation times [t AC, tCA] for a wave with
velocity [c=1] between [A0] and [C1] and back to [A2].
[13] t AC = tCA =

c
1
=
= 1.154
cos(30) 0.866

Again, if the sound wave velocity [c=1] does not change, but the propagation times have been altered by velocity
[v=0.5c], the sound waves must have propagated a distance [pAC] and [pCA] that differs from distance [L=dAC=1].
[14] pAC = c * t AC = 1 *1.154 = 1.154 = pCA
So, in [14], we see that the propagation times [tAC, tCA] helps define the wave propagation distances [p AC] and [pCA],
not the physical distance [AC=CA=1]. At this point, we shall simply summarise the results of the stationary and
moving reference frames in terms of the various distances being discussed within this sound wave model.
Configuration
v=0; w=0
v=0; w=0.5c
v=0.5c; w=0

c
1
1
1

dAB
1
1
1

dBA
1
1
1

pAB
1
2
2

pBA
1
0.667
0.667

pABA
2
2.667
2.667

dAC
1
1
1

dCA
1
1
1

pAC
1
1.154
1.154

pCA
1
1.154
1.154

pACA
2
2.309
2.309

Note: We might realise that distance [p ABA] and [pACA] figures have the same relationship to [L=AB=AC] as
defined in [8] showing a relationship to the Lorentz factor given in [1].
Comparison of [pABA] and [pACA] for the stationary and moving frames suggests that the waves in the moving frame
propagate a greater distance than in the stationary frame. As such, an interferometer based on sound waves
would produce a shift in the interference pattern as originally expected by Michelson on the assumption that the
wave media exist.
So the open question is why this was not detected for light.
Clearly, the plane and sound examples are based on relative rather than relativistic geometry, such that there
should not be anything too contentious in the results above and that it is readily understood that distances [d]
between [AB,BA] and [AC,CA] cannot always be directly compared with the wave propagation distances [p]
between [AB,BA] and [AC,CA], which will change as a function of velocity [v] or [w], i.e. bottom two rows above,
and further illustrated in the table below for different values of the normalised velocity [β].
β
0.00
0.50
0.90
0.99
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g
1.000
0.866
0.436
0.141

tAB
1.000
2.000
10.000
100.000

tBA
1.000
0.667
0.526
0.503
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tABA
2.000
2.667
10.526
100.503

tAC=tCA
1.000
1.155
2.294
7.089

tACA
2.000
2.309
4.588
14.178
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Note: The table above is rationalised in terms of time, rather than distance, because it would accurately
allow an observer at [A] to determine its velocity [v] relative to the wave media, i.e. air in the sound wave
example, by simply measuring the roundtrip times between [ABA] and [ACA].
Basically, in the context of the sound wave results above, an apparent inertial system with constant velocity, e.g.
[v=0.5c], cannot simply claim itself to be at rest and assume everything else is moving relative to it.
So what is the purpose of the previous examples?
Well, without changing any of the physical configuration details of the previous example, let us consider the
implications of changing the wave type from a sound wave to a light wave, where relativistic effects have to be
considered within the framework of special relativity, where the idea of any physical wave propagation media
might also be challenged. However, while relativity would preclude the wind configuration, i.e. [w=0.5c], it does
not preclude the inner black reference frame having a velocity [v=0.5c] in respect to some other point of reference,
e.g. observer [X]. However, special relativity appears to allow the inner black reference frame to assume itself to
be stationary within its own localised frame of reference, which would not be possible within a WSE model.
So how would this change the results in the table above?
Before we can start to answer this question, we probably need to introduce how special relativity is assumed to
modify the perception of time [t] and length [x] in the various reference frames to be discussed, based on the
Lorentz factors introduced in [1]. However, we should note that relativistic effects only cause a time dilation effect
in the moving frame [A], when observed from a stationary frame [X], which is also the case with length contraction
with the additional caveat that this contraction only takes place along the axis of motion. We should also reiterate
the premise of special relativity that velocity [c=1] is invariant in all reference frames, which requires the following
equivalence.
[15] c = x = x ' = 1
t

t'

In the context of [15], the use of [x] also signifies the direction of the velocity vector [v=0.5c] along the x-axis,
where [t,x] then describe the measurements taken in any localised reference frame, i.e. either stationary or
comoving. In contrast, [t’,x’] corresponds to equivalent measurements associated with the moving reference frame
[A] taken from another frame of reference that perceives the velocity [v=0.5c], e.g. [X]
So how might the values of [x,t] and [x’,t’] be compared in the context of the MMX?
In many respects, we have already done most of the basic analysis associated with the MMX configuration in the
previous examples with the exception that we have not compensated for the relativistic effects outlined above.
However, it seems reasonable for the starting point to be the results of the MMX configuration, where observer
[A] is located with the experiment and could therefore be considered as a comoving observer in either special
relativity or a WSE model relative to some stationary observer [X].
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[A → B]: c = 1, AB = 1  t AB =

[16]

AB
=1
c

BA
[B → A]: c = 1, BA = 1  tBA =
=1
c
Roundtrip time t ABA = 2
[A → C ]: c = 1, AC = 1  t AC =

AC
=1
c

[C → A]: c = 1, CA = 1  tCA =

CA
=1
c

Roundtrip time t ACA = 2

As an inertial reference frame, observer [A] comoving with the MMX apparatus might affirm the null results of the
experiments as shown in [16] and represented in the diagram. Of course, there may need to be some additional
consideration of the fact that most experiments have also taken place within the gravitational field of the Earth,
while rotating with an angular velocity [ω=7.3*10−5 rads/s] about its axis, which is known to be moving with a
velocity [v=30km/s] round the Sun and has a further velocity [v= 371km/s] with respect to the Cosmic Microwave
Background [CMB]. However, if we ignore such additional complexities for the moment, special relativity allows
the inertial observer [A] to assume its velocity is [v=0]. Of course, even within special relativity, another inertial
observer [X] might perceive frame [A] to have a relative velocity [v=0.5c], which for the purposes of this discussion,
we might also assume is a stationary reference frame with respect to the wave propagation media of space.
So how do the previous results in [16] change under the Lorentz transforms?
At this point, it possibly needs to be highlighted that there are 3 possible different perception of time and length.
First, there is the comoving frame [A], which assumes itself to be an inertial reference frame, where [v=0[, such
that there are no relativistic effects. Second, there is stationary frame [X’], which can conceptually monitor the
events in frame [A] moving with velocity [v=0.5c], where the relativistic effects of time dilation and length
contraction have to be taken into consideration. Finally, there is the measure of time and length within frame [X]
itself, where the relativistic effects observed in [X’→A] do not exist as [X] is stationary. The inset on the left is the
equivalent perception of path [ABA] as perceived by the comoving observer [A], while the middle frame is
associated with [X’] and the final frame of the right is associated with the local frame of [X].
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As each path requires a little explanation in connection with frames [A], [X’] and [X], we will start with path [ABA]
and try to quantify the variables associated with each reference frame (A) and (X’), where (X’) is assumed to be
stationary, but transposing events in [A] in accordance with the Lorentz transforms.
Baseline : c = 1, v = 0.5c, g = 0.866, AB( A) = 1, BA( A) = 1

[17]

[A → B]: AB ( X ') =

g * AB( A) 0.866 *1
 AB( X ') 
=
= 1.732  t AB ( X ') = g 
 = 0.866 (1.732 ) = 1.5
c −v
1 − 0.5
c



[B → A]: BA( X ') =

g * BA( A) 0.866 *1
 BA( X ') 
=
= 0.577  tBA ( X ') = g 
 = 0.866 (0.577 ) = 0.5
c +v
1 + 0.5
c



Roundtrip time t ABA (X ') = t AB (X ') + tBA (X ') = 2 = t ABA ( A)

While observer (X’) might know the physical lengths [AB(X)=BA(X)=1], these physical lengths are subject to length
contraction along the axis of motion when observed by [X’], as implied by g*AB(A) and g*BA(A). However, these
contracted lengths also have to be interpreted in terms of a propagation path due to the different forward and
backward velocity defined by [c±v]. Finally, the time taken to propagate each path is subject to time dilation,
where the total time tABA(X’)=2, which suggests synchronisation with frame [A].
But what about frame [X]?
As indicated, the measure of time and length is not subject to any relativistic effects, such that the propagation
distances and times in [16] have to re-interpreted.
Baseline : c = 1, v = 0.5c, g = 0.866, AB( A) = 1, BA( A) = 1

[18]

[A → B]: AB ( X ) =

AB( A)
1
AB( X )
=
= 2  t AB ( X ) =
=2
c −v
1 − 0.5
c

[B → A]: BA( X ) =

BA( A)
1
BA( X )
=
= 0.677  tBA ( X ) =
= 0.667
c +v
1 + 0.5
c

Roundtrip time t ABA (X ) = t AB (X ) + tBA (X ) = 2.667 = g2 * t ABA ( A)

However, only the results in [17] apply because without accounting for the real effects of time dilation and length
contraction, the results in [18] simply match the previous plane and sound examples, where there is an asymmetry
incompatible with the null MMX result, which was first highlighted in [8].
OK, but can we also resolve path ACA?
The inset on the left is now the equivalent perception of path [ACA] as perceived by frame [A], while the middle
frame is associated with [X’] and the final frame of the right is associated with the local frame of [X].
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Each path requires its own explanation in connection with frames [A], [X’] and [X]. Again, we will try to quantify the
variables associated with each reference frame (A) and (X’), where (X’) is assumed to be stationary, but transposes
events in [A] in accordance with the Lorentz transforms. However, this configuration requires a modified
description as the paths [AC] and [CA] are subject to length contraction, as per [AB] and [BA]. As such, the middle
diagram highlights the velocity vector [v=0.5c] between [C0,C1] and velocity vector [c=1] between [A0,C1], which
allow the distances [0.577] and [1.155] on the basis that [A 0,C0=1] remains unaffected by length contraction. On
this basis, we can calculate the path lengths, but where the propagation time is still subject to time dilation.
Baseline : c = 1, v = 0.5c, g = 0.866, AC( A) = 1, CA( A) = 1

[19]

 d( A0C1 ) 
 1.155 
[A → C]: t AC ( X ') = g 
 = 0.866 
 = 1.0
c
 1 


 d(C1 A2 ) 
 1.155 
[C → A]: tCA ( X ') = g 
 = 0.866 
 = 1.0
c
 1 


Roundtrip time t ACA (X ') = t AC (X ') + tCA (X ') = 2.0

The result in [19] is compatible with [17], such that the roundtrip timings are also compatible with [16] and the null
results of the MMX configuration. However, we should also try to explain the perception of the local [X] frame,
where the time dilation applied to [19] is removed.
Baseline : c = 1, v = 0.5c, g = 0.866, AC ( A) = 1, CA( A) = 1

[20]

[A → C]: t AC ( X ) =

d( A0C1 ) 1.155
=
= 1.155
c
1

[C → A]: tCA ( X ) =

d(C1 A2 ) 1.155
=
= 1.155
c
1

Roundtrip time t ACA (X ) = t AC (X ) + tCA (X ) = 2.309

We might note that the time taken of path [ACA=2.309] differs from [ABA=2.666] in [18] because without adjusting
for time dilation the frame [X] simply reverts back to the results of the plane and sound example, which are
asymmetric by definition.
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So does this leave the door open for a WSE model?
At this early stage, it might still be argued that a WSE model might provide a causal mechanism by which length
contraction actually changes the physical dimension of an object along the axis of motion that may have appeared
ridiculous when Michelson-Morley first conducted their experiments. While it is accepted that there are more
sophisticated and authoritative explanations of the null MMX results, the approach taken in this discussion has
simply applied the accepted Lorentz transformations to the geometry of each of the 3 frames outlined, i.e. [A], [X’]
and [X]. On this basis, there does appear to be a suggestion that the null MMX results do not necessarily preclude a
WSE model, although the next discussion highlights some further issues that may also require some additional
explanations.
Other Open Issues
In part, the previous discussion has suggested that the
null results of Michelson-Morley experiment (MMX)
might be explained if the apparatus, and presumably
any comoving observers, were all subject to length
contraction in the direction of motion, while also
experiencing time dilation with respect to the
stationary reference frame of a wave propagation
media. At a conceptual level, a WSE model might
possibly help us visualise the basic idea of length
contraction of physical objects, including any
comoving observers, if the wavelength of the
underlying wave structures were contracted,
analogous to a Doppler effect, which might then also
affect the time-frequency experienced within the
reference frame moving with relativistic velocity
[v→c]. However, the total complexity of the MMX system would require us to consider not only the mechanism of
the light, as a wave propagating with velocity [c=1] through the interferometer, but the fact that every
wave-particle within the apparatus, including any comoving observers, were moving as wave-like structures with
velocity [v] through the media of space. Of course, within this expanding scope, we might realise that the MMX
apparatus is positioned on the surface of the Earth, which would also have to be understood as a mind-boggling
construct of billions and billions of individual wave structures underpinning all its atoms. Adding to this complexity
would be the realisation that the MMX reference frame sits within the gravitational field of the Earth, while
rotating with an angular velocity [ω=7.3*10−5 rads/s] about its axis, which is known to be moving with a velocity
[v=30km/s] round the Sun, but has a further velocity [v= 371km/s] with respect to the Cosmic Microwave
Background [CMB].
Note: In fairness to any WSE model, it is assumed that the total complexity outlined above would be equally
incomprehensible in terms of the accepted model of quantum field theory. However, by considering the full
scope of the complexity, as ’simply’ outlined, we might gain some humility of our current understanding of
the universe and why Voltaire may have been right in stating that certainty is absurd.
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In practice, the scientific method of creating model has always been to reduce the complexity of real world
systems to some manageable level, where basic principles may be more readily understood. As such, this section
of discussions is simply introducing some issues, which might be initially considered in terms of the Doppler effect
and the theory of relativity, both special and general. However, neither of these accepted scientific models really
explains all the apparent issues bound up in the wave-particle duality debate, especially in terms of the description
of light being an electromagnetic wave and/or a photon particle. As such, we shall table an initial question that
may have some bearing on the interpretation of the MMX, irrespective of whether the null result is considered in
terms of special relativity or a WSE model.
Does light travel in straight lines independent of the velocity of source and receiver?
Based on the various Doppler effects to be discussed, we might have to question the perception of the blue
observer, as shown in the diagram below. For depending on the observer’s reference frame, the source of the
waves at [A0] is known to be moving with velocity [v=0.5c] with respect to an assumed wave propagation media.

In the diagrams above, the blue observer (left) assumes [A,B,C] to be stationary, such that any wave sourced from
[A0] would propagate outwards in a circular fashion from the radial centre at [A] as shown left. Likewise, the
roundtrip time taken for these waves travelling between [ABA] and [ACA] would be 2-time units given a wave
propagation velocity [c=1]. However, within the wider context of the wave-particle duality debate, light can be
described as either an EM wave or as a photon particle. While we will not address the duality debate head-on at
this point, we might raise a few issues that will require further consideration. For the purpose of the diagram
above, the Doppler effect is easier to describe in terms of a series of expanding wavefronts, although within the
duality model, light might also be described in terms of discrete photons travelling along the [=90] path from [A]
to [C] in the apparently stationary frame of the blue observer.
Note: As far as it is known, neither EM waves or photons are assumed to be affected by the motion of the
source, such that once they leave the source they would travel out in a ‘straight’ line in the absence of any
obvious gravitational field. While this point is easier to visualise in terms of a discrete photon travelling from
[A] to [C], it is also supported by the Doppler effect associated with a moving source. So once [A] fires a
photon in a specific direction, e.g. [=90], the subsequent motion of [A] cannot affect the trajectory
towards [C], i.e. [A] appears to impart no sideways momentum to the photon. This aspect is now taken up in
the following discussion.
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We might assume that the blue observer can verify the distance between
[A0,C0] by firing a series of photons from [A0] at a precise angle [=90] towards
[C0] and timing the return of a reply photon. However, the first diagram above
also shows the perspective of a series of red observers, who are stationary
with respect to the wave medium, such that successive positions of [A0..A2]
must shift in time. Initially, we might describe [An] as the point at which the
next wave is centred, such that waves appear compressed in the direction of
motion and stretched out behind as explained by the normal Doppler effect.
However, Doppler effects are normally described in terms of a continuous
wave structure that radially expands outwards in a series of peaks and troughs
with a normalised wave propagation velocity [c=1]. Therefore, we might have a reasonable expectation that a
wave emitted at [A0] will eventually arrive at [C0], although it is clear that the wavefront emitted at [A 0] does not
strike [C0] at angle [=90], such that we might assume that this issue has to be resolved within the revised
geometry of special relativity.
But what happens if we adopt the description of individual photons?
The description of EM waves is normally explained in terms of an accelerating charge, e.g. an oscillating electron,
which causes EM waves to propagate radially outwards, along all paths with a transverse component to the axis of
oscillation. The animation shown is simply intended as a visual comparison of the wave-particle duality being
outlined, where the EM wave model is on the left and the discrete photon model on the right. In part, it might be
said that both the EM wave model and the photon model both have conceptual problems, which will simply be
characterised at this stage.
Note: The problem with waves is that the wave amplitude, hence energy, is assumed to decay, as defined by
the inverse square law, as the energy is distributed over the area of an ever-expanding surface of a sphere,
while discrete photons are generally assumed to be able to propagate forever, without decay of the implied
discrete energy [E=hf] until they ‘bump’ into something like an atom. This said, the statistical distribution of
photon energy is still subject to the inverse square law
However, the discrete particle-like nature of photons makes it difficult to explain many of the observed wave
properties, such as interference patterns and, in the current context, the specific trajectory of a single photon fired
from a moving source, e.g. [A0]. For example, let us assume that [A0] and [C0] are actually stationary with respect to
each other, and any wave propagation media, when [A 0] fires a single photon at [C0] that then returns another
single photon back towards [A0]. In the stationary model, both [A0] and [C0] fire their sequential photons along a
very specific path, e.g. [=90], which might be locked into this position. However, let us now assume that [A 0] and
[C0] start moving with a relative velocity [v=0.5c] with respect to the wave propagation media, while maintaining a
zero-relative velocity [vR=0] between each other.
Would we expect the single photon fired by [A0] at an angle of [=90] to hit [C0]?
If [A0] imparts no sideways momentum onto the emitted photon and it follows a path independent of [A0] once
emitted along a transverse path [=90] with velocity [c=1], it can only be assumed it would miss [C0]. In fact, in the
specific example, where [A0] and [C0] are separated by a normalised unity distance [AC=1], while both are travelling
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at [v=0.5c] with respect to a wave propagation media, [A 0] would need to fire its single photon at an angle [=30]
from vertical in order to hit [C] at time [t 1], i.e. [C1]. Again, with reference to the earlier diagram, we might realise
that [A] has to always be observing [C] at some earlier point in space-time, i.e. [C0’], due to the propagation delay
of light, irrespective of whether it propagates as a wave or a photon. So the question that might need to be
considered is:
Would it be possible for [A] to detect a relative velocity [v] based on angle []?
If we consider this question in terms of the Michelson experiment, where the equipment is situated in the moving
reference frame of planet Earth, we may need to consider how the Earth’s velocity [vE] has been estimated. In
Michelson’s day, the Earth’s velocity was first equated to the orbital velocity around the Sun, which is
approximately 30,000m/s or 0.01% of the speed of light [c]. It was subsequently revised to account for the Sun’s
orbit within our galaxy, i.e. the Milky Way, to be ~200,000m/s or 0.06% of [c]. However, the most significant ‘rest’
frame that might be considered is that of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation associated with the
universe as a whole, where the Earth’s velocity [vE] is estimated to be 368,000m/s or approximate 0.1% of the
speed of light [c].
Why is this relevant to the last question?
If we scaled the distance between the MMX two-way mirror in the
centre of the diagram to the reflecting mirror vertically above to be
[d=10m], we can use the Earth’s velocity [vE=368km/s] to estimate
how far the mirror will have moved in the time it takes the light from
the two-way mirror to reach it.
[11]  d  vE =  10  368 *103 = 1.23 *10−2 = 12.3mm
c
8
 

 3 *10 

The angle between a mirror travel of [12.3mm] and [d=10m] equates to [=0.07], such that we might realise that
even with an Earth velocity of [vE=368,000m/s], it is probable that a continuous light-beam would appear to hit the
mirror positioned vertically above as long as it was wider than 12.3mm. Now the only point of this example is
simply to highlight that the issue of the light beam not hitting the mirror may not be a perceived issue until the
velocity [v] of the moving frame is increased to a significantly higher percentage of the velocity of light [c].
Note: While the Michelson experiment may not have been aware of the possibility that a single photon
might miss the mirror, it is highlighted that this issue is not specific to a WSE model, which assumes an
absolute wave reference frame, as it would appear to be just as relevant to special relativity, which assumes
relative reference frames.
However, this discussion is simply ‘setting the scene’ for the discussion of various Doppler effects and some
overlapping aspects of special relativity in terms of time dilation and length contraction. Based on the description
of the Lorentz Doppler effect, it appears that the symmetry of frequency and wavelength measurements can be
maintained between source and receiver, when they both have the same velocity, i.e. [V SR=0]. Equally important is
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that a reference frame moving with constant velocity [vXA=0.5c] can maintain the perception of being an inertial
system, as it seems the combination of Doppler and relativistic effects cancel the implication of the wavefront
velocity [c±v] within the moving system. As such, it has been suggested that these effects might explain the null
results of the Michelson experiment, so often seen as a verification of special relativity and as evidence that a
wave propagation media does not exist. However, the Lorentz transforms, which were assumed to only support
special relativity, do not necessarily refute the existence of a wave propagation media and it might be argued that
a WSE model may offer the possibility of a more rational explanation of time dilation and length contraction based
on an underlying wave structure of both light and matter, while negating the more obvious paradoxes of two twins
both ending up younger than the other. Of course, at this stage, this can only be seen as speculation, such that we
will need to consider some aspects of the theory of relativity in a little more detail.
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1.3.3 Doppler Effects
At this stage, the goal of this set of discussions is primarily to highlight a range of issues associated with the
Doppler effect that may have a bearing on any WSE model without necessarily knowing which issues are directly
relevant.
Note: There is also an element of wishing to understand whether any of the mechanisms to be discussed
provide a reasonable ‘cause and effect’ solution to some of the perceived issues within accepted science. For
example, given the level of empirical verification that appears to support the idea of time-dilation, we might
assume that its effects have to be included in a WSE model. However, it is unclear that special relativity
provides a causal mechanism to explain how time-dilation occurs in a moving frame of reference beyond the
mathematics of the Lorentz transforms.
We will begin by simply stating that the Doppler effect can be introduced in terms of how a reference point on a
wave, e.g. its peaks and troughs, progress from source to receiver. For once a wave leaves the source, it might be
assumed to no longer be affected by the motion of the source and propagates with a velocity [c], the value of
which is defined by the wave medium. However, subsequent wave peaks can either be bunched up or stretched
out behind earlier wave peaks depending on the relative velocity [±v] of the source or receiver or both. As a result,
this effect can lead to different perceptions of the wave frequency and wavelength depending on the reference
frame in which the measurements are taken.

For example, the animation above might be seen as the normal Doppler effect in which the source has a velocity
[vS]. However, in the wider context of a WSE model, we might consider the wave propagation media as an absolute
reference frame against which the relative velocity of the source [vS] and receiver [vR] can both be defined. As
such, we might describe the source as transmitting waves into the wave media, which then propagate through the
media towards the receiver with some given velocity [c=1]. However, if the velocity of each reference frame, i.e.
source, media and receiver, are different, the ‘observed’ wave will have different frequency [f] and wavelength [λ]
attributes:
•

Media:

velocity [v0], frequency [f0], wavelength [λ0]

•

Source:

velocity [vS], frequency [fS], wavelength [λS]

•

Receiver:

velocity [vR], frequency [fR], wavelength [λR]

If we initially assume the media exists as an absolute reference frame, we might also assume it to be stationary
[v0], such that wave frequency [f0] and wavelength [λ0] represent some fundamental value. Of course, in practice,
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any measure of frequency and wavelength has to be linked to one of the reference frames above, which suggests
that a number of permutations are possible. However, we might still characterize the propagation velocity [c] of a
non-dispersive wave as per [1], although aspects of this relationship can be dependent on the reference frame of
the observer – see spatial Doppler effects for more details.
[1]

c = f *

So, as a generalisation, [1] is valid for non-dispersive waves, irrespective of whether the wave is mechanical or
electromagnetic in nature; although the latter might question the need for any propagation media. However, the
generic form of [1] suggests that it can be applied to any reference frame, where the frequency [f] can be
measured as the number of peaks/second and the wavelength [λ] calculated from [1], i.e. [λ=c/f], on the basis that
[c] is assumed invariant in all reference frames.
So where does a WSE model fit into this description?
On the assumption that a WSE model requires a physical wave media, i.e. space, it may still conform to the basic
description of a mechanical wave, although this may be overly simplistic. However, because all matter, e.g.
observers and measuring equipment, only exist as a localized wave system within this model, any measurement of
the frequency or wavelength has to be also be localised to a given reference frame. Therefore, the idea of some
form of Doppler effect may be key to understanding how we perceive the universe from our own ‘relative’
viewpoint. As such, this discussion attempts to outline a number of Doppler effects, which may have some bearing
on any WSE model, i.e.
•
•
•
•
•

Composite Doppler Effect
Normal Doppler Effect
Virtual Doppler Effect
Lorentz Doppler Effect
Spatial Doppler Effect

Not all of the topics in the list above are specific Doppler effects, as some simply discuss issues that may need to be
understood in terms of various reference frames, i.e. source and receiver velocities. Equally, there are also issues
that may depend on the assumptions of the mathematical model being applied, which may not be proven at this
stage. However, in the context of a WSE model, we shall initially assume that mechanical waves propagate through
a physical media, such that the source and receiver velocity can be determined relative to the wave media, which
might then be considered as an absolute reference frame.
Note: Special relativity in conjunction with the Michelson-Morley experiment led to a model that appears to
require no absolute reference frame, such that the source and receiver velocities are defined purely in terms
of their relative velocity to each other. However, for the purposes of this discussion, we are proceeding on
the basis that we have a ‘preferred’ viewpoint that is stationary with respect to the wave propagation
media.
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Before discussing each of the various Doppler effects previously listed, it might be useful to introduce two basic
configurations in which mechanical waves can be transmitted between source and receiver. In the first case, the
source has a relative velocity [vS] with respect to the wave media, while the receiver is stationary.

In concept, the diagram defines three reference frames, i.e. source, media and receiver. When the source is
moving, the measure of frequency [fS] or wavelength [λS] is localized within the source frame, which is then
modified on transmission into the media due to the velocity [vS] of the source. As a consequence, the frequency [f]
and wavelength [λ] propagating through the media with velocity [c] is different to that measured by the source. As
the receiver is stationary with respect to the media, it measures the same frequency [f R=f] and wavelength [λR=λ]
as propagating through the media. We will describe this configuration as the normal Doppler effect and initially
summarise the results as follows:
[2]

f =

fS

(1  S )

; =

v
c
; c = f ; where  S = S
f
c

In the case of [2], the wave propagated into the media will be either compressed or expanded depending on the
direction of the source velocity [vS] with respect to the media or receiver. Let us now consider a second
configuration, where the relative velocity between the source and receiver is still [v], but the velocity is now
associated with the receiver, not the source. As the source is stationary with respect to the media, the source
frequency [fS=f] and wavelength [λS=λ] now propagates into the media frequency unchanged with velocity [c].

Again, the diagram defines three reference frames, i.e. source, media and receiver, which we will describe as the
virtual Doppler effect, where we need to revise the form of [2] to reflect the relative velocity [v R] of the receiver
with respect to the stationary media and the source:
[3]

fR = f (1  R ) ; R =
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While we might initially question the apparent lack of symmetry between the equations in [2] and [3], this issue
will be addressed in the discussion entitled: composite Doppler effect. However, it is highlighted that neither [2] or
[3] questions the constancy of the wave propagation velocity [c] through the media, only the arrival rate of waves
as seen by the receiver due to the relative velocity between the source and the media and media and the receiver.
This said, we might also raise the following question at this point:
How would any receiver determine the frequency [fR] and the wavelength [λR] of the incoming wave?
Within a localised reference frame, we might define the received frequency [f R] as the number [n] of wave peaks
passing a localised point in space in a given time [f=n/t], i.e. as measured by the receiver. We might then simply
assume the received wavelength to be a function of the wave propagation velocity, i.e. [λ R=c/fR].
Composite Doppler Effect
As a starting point, we might allude to a number of Doppler
permutations associated with a source [S] and receiver [R] of
waves, which have different independent velocities, i.e. [±vS]
and [±vR] respectively. The permutation of all the Doppler
effects defined in terms of the source [fS] and receiver [fR] frequencies can be quantified in the following equation,
although it is highlighted that this is essentially a mathematical description that does not necessarily explain how
the wave propagates between source [S] and receiver [R].
[1]

 c  vR cos ( ) 
fR = fS 
 c  v cos ( ) 
S



Equation [1] includes the angle [] of the outgoing wave with respect to the source. However, if the source and
receiver are simply aligned on the same x-axis, such that the angle [] can only assume one of two values, i.e. 0 or
180, such that [cos=1], the form of [1] reduces to:
[2]

 c  vR 
fR = fS 
 = fS
 c  vS 

 c 1  vR / c  

 = fS
 c 1  vS / c  

 1  R

 1  S


v
 ; where  =
c


So, in [2], the idea of velocity [v] is reduced to the ratio [β=v/c], where [c=1], such that [β] is the normalised
velocity associated with velocities [vS, vR] of the source and receiver with respect to the wave propagation media.
Note: The description above applies to a mechanical wave model, where the velocity relative to the
propagation media can be determined. However, in the context of special relativity, the velocities [vS] and
[vR] are only relative to each other, while the wave propagation velocity [c] through free-space is simply
assumed to be a constant in all reference frames. This issue will be a subject of further discussion.
If we rearrange [2], we might perceive a symmetry between the source [f S] and receiver [fR] frequencies, when
both source and receiver have the same velocity, i.e. [v=0..c], although caveats have to be applied as the velocity
[v] approaches the relativistic velocity [c].
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[3]

fS
fR
=
1  R 1   S

However, it might be useful to extend the previous diagram to explicitly show the propagation media and highlight
the fact that most Doppler effects involve three reference frames, i.e. source, media and receiver, as illustrated in
the next diagram.

As shown, the source reference frame is moving to the right with velocity [v S=0.5c], where a normalised source
frequency [fS=1] is transmitted into the media and propagates away with velocity [c]. By definition, we shall
assume the propagation media acts as the stationary reference frame, where its velocity is denoted as [v 0=0]. On
this basis, we can use [2] to determine the relative change in frequency [f 0] of the wave propagating through the
media.
[4]

 1  0 
 1 − 0.0 
f0 = fR = fS 
 = 1* 
 = 2.0
1


 1 − 0.5 
S 


So, based on [4], we can quantify the wave propagating towards the receiver, which has the same velocity
[vR=0.5c] as the source. Intuitively, we might realise that if the source and receiver both have the same velocity, i.e.
magnitude and direction, the overall Doppler effect should be negated, which we can verify by applying [2] as
follows:
[5]

 1  R 
 1 − 0.5 
fR = f0 
 = 2*
 = 1.0
 1 − 0.0 
 1  0 

Obviously, this is but one of many possible permutations of velocity between source and media and then media
and receiver. For while we might have assumed the propagation media to be at rest, the example of a sound wave
propagating through the media of air can be affected by an additional wind velocity. However, we shall proceed to
discuss the interface permutations between a moving source and a stationary propagation media in terms of a
normal Doppler effect, while the interface permutations between a stationary propagation media and a moving
receiver in terms of a virtual Doppler effect.
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Normal Doppler Effect
This model is often used in the classical description of sound waves in
air, where there is no ambiguity concerning the wave medium or the
ability to determine the relative velocity of either the source or receiver
velocity [v] with respect to the media. This form of Doppler effect is
associated with a source moving with a relative velocity [vs], while the
receiver is assumed to be at rest [vR=0]. In the following 2-dimensional
diagram, the receiver can be placed at any position [x,y], while the
source is assumed to travel along the x-axis from [-x] to [+x] with
velocity [v]. As such, the waves propagate outwards from each
subsequent position of the moving source towards the receiver with
velocity [c]. At time [t=0], the shaded zone would simply represent the
origin of the angle [θ] to the receiver for the first outward wavefront. However, subsequent values of the angle [θ]
have to be synchronised to the origin of the wave as it moves along the x-axis towards the red dot, i.e. [0+vS*t] on
the assumption that the receiver is stationary. As such, each circular wave radiates outwards from a different point
on the x-axis and thereby creates the Doppler effect in the various directions as defined by the angle [θ]. What
needs to be highlighted is that this Doppler effect physically exists within a propagation media, although we really
want to be able to quantify the frequency and wavelength determined by the source and receiver.
Note: For simplicity, we shall quantify any velocity [v] as a ratio [β=v/c], where the velocity of the wave
through the media can be set to unity, i.e. [c=1]. We shall also assume that wave propagation [c=fλ]
relationship is maintained for a non-dispersive media.
Based on the diagram above, the receiver corresponds to any stationary point within the wave media, where the
relative velocity [vR] between the media and receiver is zero. As [βR=0], we only need to resolve the angle [] of the
outgoing wave with respect to the source at the point of transmission. We might now attempt to quantify the
normal Doppler effect in terms of [1]:
[1]



c  vR
fR = fS 
= fS
 c  v cos ( ) 
S





fS
1  R

 =
 1  S cos ( )  1  S cos ( )

This is the generalised solution for any [xy] positioning of a stationary receiver, which we might simplify in terms of
a receiver being positioned on forward and backward x-axis, except in the transverse case.
Forward :

[2]

fR =

fS
;
1 − S

R =

c
; c = fR R = 1
fR

Backward : fR =

fS
;
1 + S

Transverse : fR =

fS
= fS ;
1 +  S .cos(90)
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R =

c
; c = fR R = 1
fR

R =

c
; c = fR R = 1
fR
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In descriptive terms, the equations in [2] are attempting to quantify ‘who see what, when and where’. In the
source, we might simply assume that a frequency [fS] is generated, which then propagates into the media with a
revised frequency [f,fR] due to the relative velocity [vS] of the source with respect to the media and stationary
receiver. However, the actual value of the revised frequency [f,fR] depends on the angle [] of wavefront to the
receiver. As such, a receiver in the forward position will measure a higher frequency [f R] in terms of peaks per
second as the velocity [vS] of the source effectively compresses each subsequent point of wave transmission, while
a reciprocal process occurs in the backward direction. We might attempt to provide some examples of the results
provided by [2] by assuming [fS=1] and [βS=0.5]:
Forward :

[3]

fR =

1
= 2;
1 − 0.5

R =

1
= 0.5; c = 2 * 0.5 = 1
2

Backward : fR =

1
= 0.667;
1 + 0.5

R =

1
= 1.5; c = 0.667 *1.5 = 1
0.667

Transverse : fR =

1
= 1;
1 + (0.5 * 0 )

R = ; c = 1 *1 = 1

1
1

In-line with the diagram illustrating the normal Doppler effects, different stationary receivers will measure
different frequencies and determine different wavelengths on the assumption that the waves propagate through
the media with velocity [c=1] for each angle [].
Note: The transverse result really represents a series of receivers that are on a parallel x-axis perpendicular
to the moving source at every point in time, where the results suggest no change in frequency will be
detected.
Virtual Doppler Effect
It might initially be assumed that the virtual Doppler effect is simply a reversal of the normal Doppler effect, where
the source is at rest [vS=0] and the receiver is moving with velocity [vR=v]. However, as the source is stationary with
respect to the media, it implies that no Doppler effect should be ‘seen’ propagating through the media, as shown
in the diagram below.
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In many ways, any Doppler effect may only attain ‘reality’ in the reference frame of a receiver, which in this case is
moving with a velocity [vR=v] with respect to the stationary source and the media. Therefore, we might use the
following additional diagram to provide some visualisation of the differences between the normal Doppler effect
(top) and the virtual Doppler effect (below), which illustrate how the waves propagate through the media towards
the receiver.

So, in the virtual Doppler effect, the rate of arrival of the waves at the receiver becomes a local function of the
receiver’s relative velocity [vR] with respect to the wavefront, where we might quantify the frequency [f R] and
wavelength [λR] as determined by the receiver dependent on its [x,y] position. Again, based on the first diagram
above, the receiver corresponds to any point within the wave media, where the relative velocity between the
media and receiver is [vR], while the source is stationary. As [βS=0], we only need to resolve the angle [θ] of the
incoming wave with respect to the receiver. We might now attempt to quantify the virtual Doppler effect in terms
of [1]:
[1]

 c  vR cos ( ) 
fR = fS 
 = fS

c  vS



 1  R cos ( ) 

 = fS (1  R cos ( ) )
1  S



Again, this is the generalised solution for any [xy] position of the receiver, which we might simplify in terms of a
receiver on forward and backward positions on the x-axis with respect to the source:
Forward :

[2]

fR = fS (1 − R ) ;

Backward : fR = fS (1 + R ) ;

R =
R =

c
; c = fR R = 1
fR
c
; c = fR R = 1
fR

Transverse : fR = fS (1 + R .cos(90)) = fS ;

R =

c
; c = fR R = 1
fR

Again, we might attempt to provide some examples of the result of [2] by assuming a complementary value of
[fS=2] and [fS=0.667] as transmitted into the media by the previous normal Doppler effect, when [β R=0.5]:
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Forward :

[3]

fR = 2 * (1 − 0.5 ) = 1;

R =

1
= 1; c = fR R = 1
1

Backward : fR = 0.667 (1 + 0.5 ) = 1;

R =

1
; c = fR R = 1
1

Transverse : fR = 1 (1 + (0.5 * 0 ) ) = 1;

R =

1
; c = fR R = 1
1

As we might expect, the virtual Doppler effect reverses the normal Doppler effect for the example given. However,
it is highlighted that all these examples are assumed to be non-relativistic in nature, which will now be discussed
further in the next discussion.
Lorentz Doppler Effect
Typically, what is to be described as a Lorentz-Doppler effect would normally be referred to as the relativistic
Doppler effect, but there may be some advantage in stressing the dependency on the Lorentz transforms.
Therefore, we should possibly introduce the equation of the relativistic Doppler effect as predicated on the
assumptions of special relativity.
[1]

fR =

fS

 (1 −  )

=

g fS

(1 −  )

= fS

1+ 
;
1− 

where  =

1
1 − 2

;

g = 1 −  2 and  =

v
c

In [1], the velocity [v] is the relative velocity between source and receiver without reference to any wave
propagation media, such that there is a simplification in the reduced form finally shown. However, any Doppler
effect can be described by the equations outlined in terms of the composite Doppler effect, where the subsequent
discussions of the normal and virtual Doppler effects simply provide some additional clarification in respect to the
wave propagating through a physical media, which then requires the relative velocities [β S, βR] to be quantified
with respect to the wave propagation media. If so, we might restate this central equation by way of reference.
[2]

 1  R cos ( ) 
fR = fS 
 fS
 1   cos ( ) 
S



 1  R

 1  S


 ; when cos ( ) = 1


The final form in [2] shows the simplification when only considering forward and backward positions along the
x-axis. We can also rearrange [2] to separate the terms associated with source [S] and receiver [R], such that we
might arrive at a more intuitive form.
[3]

fS
fR
=
;
1  R 1   S

where  =

v
c

In [3], we can readily see that the frequencies of the source [f S] and receiver [fR] are a function of their normalised
velocities [βS] and [βR], which we are assuming are relative to the propagation media rather than each other.
Normally, in the context of classical Doppler effects, the velocity [c] of the wave through some given media, e.g.
sound in air, is constrained to non-relativistic speeds. However, it is being assumed that any WSE model may wish
to pursue the idea of a wave propagating through space with a velocity [c=1]. While the discussion of special
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relativity is deferred to a later section, we might still consider how the idea of time dilation might change the
perception of any Doppler effect. Therefore, we shall introduce the relativistic factor [], as required by [1] and on
which so much of special relativity depends.
[4]

 =

1
1−

v

2

=

1
1− 

2

g = 1 − 2;

 =

1
;
g

c2

Again, at this stage, the idea of time dilation will only be introduced as the slowing of a ticking clock in a reference
frame moving with velocity [v]. Of course, we might realise that the slowing of time would also affect the measure
of any frequency linked to the rate of time, such that frequency transmitted from a moving reference frame would
be subject to a ‘shift’ in frequency when arriving at a stationary receiver. By the same token, time dilation could
also be occurring in the receiver, if moving with a relative velocity with respect to the media.
Note: In the context of a WSE model, velocity [v] is determined as a relative measure against the
propagation media, which differs from special relativity where velocity is relative between frames. As such,
two reference frames moving with the same velocity, i.e. in both magnitude and direction, will have no
relative velocity in special relativity, but retains a relative velocity with respect to the media of space in a
WSE model. However, before proceeding to discuss how time dilation might impact the Doppler effect, it
might also be worth outlining another ‘point of view’. All the equations in this discussion of the Doppler
effect have been orientated towards frequency rather than wavelength in contrast to most references on
this subject, which tend to prefer the description of wavelength, possibly because all static representations
of the Doppler effect are orientated towards the spatial domain, i.e. 2-dimension [xy] drawings. However,
waves are now being described as oscillations, i.e. frequency, in the time domain, which propagates away
through a wave media with velocity [c=1]. As such, the resulting wavelength is a function of the frequency of
the originating oscillation and the wave propagation velocity [c=1], i.e. [λ=c/f]. The reason for highlighting
this issue is that any time dilation factor affecting frequency must also cause a reciprocal effect on
wavelength in a non-dispersive wave media.
So, on the basis that time dilation can affect both the source and receiver reference frames, we might attempt to
generalise the effect on frequency, i.e. both transmitted and received, based on [3] plus a time dilation factor
implied by [4]
[5]

 g   1  R 
g f
gR fR
= S S  fR = fS  S  

1  R 1   S
 gR   1  S 

So, in [5], we see the separation of the time dilation effects on frequency, which are predicated on the relative
velocity [vR] and [vS] of the receiver and source with respect to the media, not each other, assuming a WSE model.
So let us consider a solution of [5], where a stationary receiver is positioned on the x-axis, while the source
approaches with velocity [vS=0.5c], such that the configuration is comparable to the normal Doppler effect.
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[6]

 g   1  R 
 gS
fR = fS  S  
  fS 
 1
 gR   1   S 

  1  R 
2
 ; where gS = 1 −  S = 0.866 & gR = 1

  1  S 

 0.866   1 + 0  0.866
fR = 1 * 

 = 0.5 = 1.732
 1   1 − 0.5 

In this case, the unity source frequency [fS=1] is reduced by time dilation to 0.866, but then subject to a normal
Doppler compression due to the velocity [vS=0.5c] of the source. Overall, the introduction of time dilation has
reduced the normal Doppler effect from [fR=2] to [fR=1.73], which would also be the frequency of the wave
propagating through the media, in the forward direction, towards the stationary receiver on the x-axis. So let us
now consider the reciprocal case, where the receiver is moving with velocity [v R=0.5c] towards a stationary source
transmitting a wave frequency [fS=1] by transposing [5].

[7]

 g   1  R 
 gS   1  R
fR = fS  S  
  fS 

 1   1  S
 gR   1   S 


;


where gR = 1 − R2 = 0.866 & gS = 1

 1   1 + 0.5 
fR = 1 * 

 = 1.732
 0.866   1 + 0 

We might initially compare this result with the relativistic equation in [1], where the relative velocity [β=0.5]
between source and receiver is the same as [7], but made without reference to a wave media.
[8]

fR = fS

1+ 
1 + 0.5
; = fS
= 1 3 = 1.732
1− 
1 − 0.5

However, let us now consider an example where both the source and receiver have the same velocity [v S=vR=0.5c],
both in magnitude and direction. In the reference frame of the source, a wave of unity frequency [f S=1] is
transmitted into the media towards the receiver in a 2-stage process, i.e. source to media and then media to
receiver, where the media is defined with zero velocity. As such, the first stage will be compatible to [6] above.

[9]

 g   1  M
fM = fS  S  
 gM   1   S


2
 ; where gS = 1 −  S = 0.866 & gM = 1


 0.866   1 + 0  0.866
fM = 1 * 

 = 0.5 = 1.732
 1   1 − 0.5 

In the second stage, the wave travelling through the stationary media arrives at the receiver, which also has
velocity [vR=0.5c], such that the relative velocity between source and receiver would be zero.
 g   1  R 
2
fR = fM  M  
 ; where gR = 1 − M = 0.866 & gM = 1
 gR   1   M 

[10]

 1   1 − 0.5  1.73 * 0.5
fR = 1.73 * 

 = 0.866 = 1
 0.866   1 

So, in the example above, we see that the symmetry between the source and receiver is maintained, when their
relative velocities [vS=vR] are equal in both magnitude and direction. Therefore, if the source and receiver
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reference frames have no obvious way of detecting the existence of the wave media, it seems that special
relativity might simply ignore the need for a physical wave media, irrespective of whether it exists or not. However,
let us consider one more example, where the source and receiver both have the same velocity magnitude [v=0.5c],
but are now approaching each other. In this case, the frequency into the media would be unchanged, as per [9],
although the second stage would now be subject to the receiver having velocity [v R=+0.5c], such that [11] gives a
different answer to [10].

[11]

 g   1  R 
2
fR = fM  M  
 ; where gR = 1 − M = 0.866 & gM = 1
 gR   1   M 
 1   1 + 0.5  1.73 *1.5
fR = 1.73 * 

 = 0.866 = 3
 0.866   1 

However, under special relativity, no two reference frames can attain velocity [c] or greater, which might seem to
be implied when the source and receiver approach each other with [v=0.5c]. This is resolved by the following
equation:
[12]

v' =

u+v
0.5 + 0.5
=
= 0.8c
uv 1 + (0.5 * 0.5 )
1+
2
c

On the basis of [12], the relativistic velocity [v=0.8c], such that we might reapply the relativistic equation in [1]:
[13]

fR = fS

1+ 
1 + 0.8
; = fS
=1 9 =3
1− 
1 − 0.8

As such, [13] gives the same result as [11], although the form of [1], [8] and [13] masks the effect of time dilation in
comparison with [5], which retains visibility of time dilation in the source and receiver via [g S] and [gR]. In the case
of special relativity, an observer in the source or receiver reference frame would detect a relative time dilation
factor based on [12]
[14]

g = 1 −  2 = 1 − 0.82 = 1 − 0.64 = 0.6

Based on the symmetry of each inertial reference frame implied by special relativity, each observer would perceive
an equal and opposite time dilation effect in the other reference frame, which is difficult to resolve in scenarios,
such as the Triplet Paradox. In the WSE model, the source and receiver both have the same velocity with respect to
the media, such that time dilation is equal in both system, hence no paradox. While it is assumed that any WSE
model would not necessarily challenge all of the tenets of special relativity, e.g. the constancy of [c] as a wave
propagation velocity, it may possibly question the physical reality of length contraction that special relativity
assumes based on its interpretation of the Lorentz transformation that requires time dilation. However, such
issues will be taken up in subsequent discussions.
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Spatial Doppler Effect
This discussion is not so much about another Doppler effect, but rather some possible implications stemming from
the previous discussions of various Doppler effects. In this context, the previous discussions have been generally
orientated towards describing the Doppler effects in terms of a frequency [f] change in the time domain rather
than a wavelength [λ] change in the spatial domain. The argument being that waves are sourced by oscillations in
the time domain, i.e. as a frequency, which then propagate away from a point of origin through a wave media with
some velocity [c]. As a consequence, wavelength [λ] has been described as a resulting effect, rather than a cause,
driven by the wave propagation velocity [c] of the media defined by the non-dispersive wave relationship [λ=c/f].
However, there are clearly Doppler effects in the spatial domain, which affect the wavelength measured in a given
reference frame, especially if classical ideas are extended to include concepts within special relativity associated
with the Lorentz transforms. In the context of the Lorentz-Doppler effect, the potential implications of time dilation
on the frequencies, at various interfaces are still described in terms of the normal and virtual Doppler effects,
where the wavelength is determined on the basis of the constancy of [c=fλ]. However, aspects of this spatial
relationship can depend on the reference frame of the observer, but before we start to address this issue, it might
be useful to consider a more basic question:
How does any reference frame measure distance between two points in space?
In terms of cosmological distance, the concept of any form of measuring tape has to be ‘ruled’ out, such that we
might consider the idea of transmitting a wave and then determining the time for a reflected wave to return. If the
wave is assumed to always propagate through the media of space with constant velocity [c], we might determine
distance [d=c*2t1/2=ct1=1] based on some measure of the round-trip time [2*t1]. Obviously, if both points in space
were believed to be stationary, not only to each other, but relative to some stationary wave media, we might
characterise this situation in terms of the velocity [vS=vR=vM=0] as shown in the following diagram.

By way of initial commentary on the data provided in the diagram above, [SR 0] is the source of a normalised unity
frequency [fS=1], which may be subject to some form of time dilation, if either velocities [vS,vR] were greater than
zero. However, in this configuration, both velocities [v] are assumed to be zero with respect to media, such that
there is no implied time dilation [t1=t1’=1] or Doppler effects occurring at any of the interfaces shown. In the
context of a WSE model, there are three reference frames to consider, i.e. source [SR 0], media [M] and receiver
[RS0], where [SR0] is shown sourcing the ‘red’ wave of frequency [fs=1] towards [RS0], which then reflects the ‘blue’
wave back towards [SR0], where all values shown are normalised to unity for simplicity. So, as indicated, because
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none of these reference frames have any relative velocity, there can be no Doppler or relativistic effects acting on
any of these waves, such that all observers would have the same measure of time and length, i.e. [t 1=t1’] and
[d=d’], which also translates into a common measure of frequency [f] and wavelength [λ]. In this context, we might
reasonably assume that the relationship [c=fλ] holds true for a non-dispersive wave propagation media. However,
the previous diagram has also made the suggestion that as the red and blue waves propagate in opposite
directions, they can form a standing wave in terms of a superposition or addition of the amplitudes of both waves,
as shown by the solid pink outline. The grey shading also represents the amplitude of the standing wave
aggregated over time, which might appear as regions of higher energy density. The points of zero and maximum
amplitudes of the standing wave are called nodes and antinodes respectively. As described, a standing wave simply
oscillates in amplitude with time, although the effect has a spatial dimension that extends between [SR 0] and [RS0],
while the underlying red and blue waves are in propagation.
Note: It is highlighted that standing waves are often created
because a reflected wave is inverted at an interface, such that
it is 180 out of phase with the incident wave. However, the
nature of the reflected wave can be described as either hard
or soft. A soft reflection occurs when a wave attempts to pass
from a low to high density media, but does not occur as the
wave passes from a high to low density media. Why and how this phase inversion occurs at the atomic level
will be deferred for the moment. In the diagram right, the red incident wave hits a low-high density
interface, e.g. the grey block, the blue reflected wave is phase inverted, which results in the black standing
wave that oscillates in time with a spatial wavelength, although it has no propagation velocity [c]. However,
it is highlighted that the reflected wave aligns to a ‘soft’ interface, the amplitude of the reflected wave
equals the amplitude of the incident wav at the boundary where the reflection takes place.
The term ‘standing wave’ can be somewhat misleading in the sense that standing waves are possibly better
understood as an interference pattern generated by the two propagating waves, i.e. red and blue, when added
together in superposition. Equally, in some configurations, e.g. see beat waves, a standing wave pattern can
appear to ‘propagate’ in the spatial domain. At first glance, the next diagram might appear similar to the first
configuration, albeit missing some details about the waves travelling through the media. However, special
relativity does not accept the existence of a wave propagation media, such that time dilation and Doppler effects
are only predicated on the velocity [vSR] between the source [SR0] and receiver [RS0] being greater than zero, which
has not been the case in any of the configuration to be discussed. Therefore, the previous details of the wave
attributes are absence, although they must exist from another relative frame of observation.
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While special relativity does not deny that waves propagate between [SR 0] and [RS0], it does not require a wave
propagation media, such that any velocity with respect to the media is not shown in the diagram above, as there is
no absolute reference frame, only relative ones. As such, special relativity allows [SR0] and [RS0] to assume that
they are stationary with respect to each other [vSR=0], irrespective of whether there is a relative velocity [v=0..c]
with respect to some undetected wave media or not.
Note: If we recognise the equivalence between the first and second configurations, there is also a suggestion
that the standing wave shown in both diagrams must be preserved by special relativity, irrespective of
whether the relative velocity [v] to a wave media can be detected or not. In part, the persistence of the
standing waves, irrespective of velocity [v] is illustrated in the next configuration, but highlights an
asymmetry in the standing wave caused by the change in the wavelength in the forward and backward
directions attributed to [c±v].
In many ways, the next configuration is an alternative WSE interpretation of the previous configuration, where the
acceptance of a relative velocity [v=0.5c] between [SR1,RS1] and the wave propagation media is taken into account.
However, the data presented might only be collated by a series of observers’ stationary with respect to the media.

In this configuration, a series of observers that were stationary with respect to the wave media would perceive a
time dilation effect in [SR1], which would initially affect the source frequency [fS=1] and cause a normal Doppler
effect on the wave propagated into the media resulting in a frequency [f SM=1.732]. This frequency is then subject
to the media propagation velocity [c=1] from which the wavelength [λ SM=0.577] is calculated that completes the
description of the red wave propagating from right-to-left through the media. As before, it is simply assumed that
the blue wave is reflected back from the [RS1] interface with a 180 phase soft reflection, but which requires the
blue wave to be synchronised to frequency of the incident red wave. However, in the local context of [RS1], the
inbound wave will undergo a virtual Doppler effect that is then adjusted for time dilation, such that [SR 1] and [RS1]
both agree on the unity frequency and wavelength, as described in the example given under the heading Lorentz
Doppler Effect. However, it can be seen that the wave parameters being propagated through the media are
different from both [SR1] and [RS1], where the asymmetry of the wavelengths causes the wavelength [λSM] of the
standing wave to be modulated in amplitude by the wavelength [λRM] of the reflected wave. However, it is
highlighted that the WSE simulation model suggests that the time aggregated standing wave interference pattern
is still maintained, although subject to compression – see following note for details.
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Note: As far as is known, the idea of compressed standing waves was first published by Yuri Ivanov and then
referenced by Gabriel Lafreniere in his website. Whether this idea is a requirement of any WSE model is
unclear as some of the details are disputed even within the references given. It is also unclear how standing
wave compression would change the perception of distance [d,d’] if based on a round-trip time
measurement predicated on the propagation velocity [c].
However, we might recognise that if a relative velocity [v] between [SR 1, RS1] and the media existed, it would imply
a velocity difference [c±v] between these interfaces and a wavefront propagating with velocity [c=1] in both the
red and blue directions.

[1]

Red : ( c − v ) = 1 − 0.5 = 0.5c  SM =
Blue : ( c + v ) = 1 + 0.5 = 1.5c  RM =

(c − v )
fSM

(c + v )
fRM

= 0.5

= 1.5

In this configuration, the frequencies [fS=fR=1] are a local measure as per special relativity, which does not accept
the idea of a relativistic velocity with respect to an absolute wave propagation media and therefore the notion of
time dilation also does not apply. Of course, if the wave media does exist, such that the red and blue waves are
both constrained by the velocity [c=1], then the interfaces at [SR1] and [RS1] will be affected by the net propagation
velocities defined in [1]. While this configuration is speculative, it might be used to highlight an additional
roundtrip delay time [tD] would be associated with the waves propagating between [SR1] and [RS1], which would be
measurable by a stationary observer, albeit on clocks ticking at different rates. For while it would be fairly obvious
to a stationary observer that the delay time [t D] would not equate to distance [d], i.e. [ct D/2>d], it may be less
obvious to a comoving observer at [SR1] trying to determine distance [d’] based on what appears to be the time
delay [tD’] for a wave propagating with velocity [c=1] between 2 stationary positions, i.e. [SR 1] and [RS1] within the
special relativity model.
So what issue might be highlighted at this point?
In the configurations presented, it has been assumed that [SR] and [RS] are separated by a distance [d=1]. This was
established in the first configuration where all velocities under consideration were set to zero, such that no
Doppler or relativistic effects applied, irrespective of which reference frame was under consideration. The second
configuration was more orientated towards special relativity where the velocity [v SR=0], rather than [v], suggested
that there were no relativistic effects associated with either [SR0] or [RS0]. The third configuration then
re-orientated the discussion back towards a WSE model in as much as the relativistic and Doppler effects on the
red and blue wave parameters were calculated on the basis of [v=0.5c], which resulted in a time dilation
[t1’=gt1=0.866] in both the [SR1] and [RS1] reference frames. While comoving observers at [SR1] and [RS1] would not
necessarily be aware of this time dilation, the invariance of [c=1] would require a corresponding length contraction
to be reduced to [d’=ct1’=0.866]. However, in some respects, all these configurations are essentially identical and
could be substantiated by different observers occupying a ‘relative’ velocity equivalent the reference frames
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Note: The idea of a media reference frame does not necessarily contradict all the tenets of special relativity,
although it does assume that time dilation can only be resolved using the relative velocity [v] with respect to
the media. For example, two reference frames with a velocity of the same magnitude, but opposing direction
would result in a combined relative velocity in special relativity, which in the WSE model would be the same.
This issue is discussed further under the heading ‘Paradoxes’.
So who sees what, when and why?
Obviously, this question has to be considered from the perspective of the various reference frames and the
different models under discussion. From the perspective of special relativity, we might choose to ignore the
possible existence of a wave media, such that any effects attributed to velocity [v=0.5c] might be ignored and the
general relationship between length [x’] and time [t’] is localised within the comoving observer reference frame:
[2]

x' =

2ct '
= 1 *1 = 1
2

However, while a comoving observer at [SR1] or [RS1] may have no perception of time dilation and may simply
proceed on the assumption that [t’=1], another observer that we might simply assume is stationary perceives
[v=0.5], such that the clocks in the comoving frame would be ticking slower.
[3]

t ' = gt  t =

t'
1
=
= 1.154
g 0.866

Based on [3], one second in the comoving frame would equate to 1.154 seconds in the stationary frame.
Therefore, in order to maintain the invariance of [c=1], special relativity requires a corresponding effect, i.e. length
contraction, such that we might show a direct comparison of comoving values in [2] with the stationary measure of
length [x] and time [t].
[4]

 x ' 1   x 1.154 
c=
= = =
 =1
 t ' 1   t 1.154 

However, in the context of an isolated inertial reference frame, it may appear reasonable for any observer to
calculate local distance on the basis of local time, i.e. [t] or [t’], and the invariance of the propagation velocity
[c=1]. Therefore, an observer comoving with [SR1] may unknowingly be using [t1’] to calculate a roundtrip delay
time [tD’] of the waves propagating between [SR 1] and [RS1] at velocity [c=1]. Of course, even within special
relativity, where velocity [vSR=0] is assumed, another observer [X] might perceive both [SR1] and [RS1] to have a
relative velocity [v1=0.5c], such that the relativistic effects of time dilation and length contraction, as shown in [4],
would be required to maintain the mathematical consistency of [2], when observed by [X]. However, based on [1],
the last configuration also suggested that the [c±v] velocity of the red and blue wavefronts might be quantified as
[0.5c] and [1.5c] with respect to the comoving interfaces [SR 1] or [RS1]. So while a series of observers, stationary
with respect to the media, may still maintain the measure of distance [d=1], there is now a perceived issue with
the roundtrip time when accounting for the [c±v] velocities of the forward and backward wavefronts with respect
to [SR1] or [RS1]. While it has been highlighted that only a stationary observer may perceive the velocity [v=0.5c] of
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[SR1] and [RS1], we might initially quantify both the time and distance of the forward and backward paths taken by
the red and blue waves in a stationary reference frame based on [1].

[5]

Forward Path

d
1
: time tF =
=
= 2;
c − v 0.5

dF = c * tF = 1 * 2 = 2

d
1
Backward Path : time tB =
=
= 0.667; dB = c * tB = 1 * 0.667 = 0.667
c + v 1.5

On the basis of [5], the forward time [t F] is 2-time units, such that the wavefront propagation distance [d F] is 2
distance units given that [c=1], while the backward time [t B] is 0.667-time units and the wavefront propagation
distance [dB] is 0.667 distance units. As such, the total roundtrip time [t D=tF+tB] would be 2.667-time units and it
would seem that distance [ctD/2] cannot correspond to [d=1], but rather the roundtrip distance propagated by the
forward and backward waves at [c=1].
So how are the figures in [5] transposed into a reference frame comoving within [SR1]?
Let us assume that the comoving observer at [SR1] was once stationary, as per [X], but subsequently attained the
inertial velocity [v=0.5c], such that the initial distance [d’=1] might need to be re-established. As such, [SR1]
transmits the red wave and receives the reflected blue wave propagating with velocity [c=1]. Now it would seem
that the roundtrip time delay [tD], as quantified in [5], would be applicable to a comoving observer at [SR 1] with the
caveat that the time in the moving frame would be subject to time dilation as defined in [3], where
[g=0.866@v1=0.5c].
[6]

Roundtrip time tD  = 2.667 in stationary frame
Roundtrip time tD ' = gtD = 0.866 * 2.667 = 2.309 in comoving frame

However, if the comoving observer at [SR1] assumes itself to be stationary with respect to [RS 1], based on [vSR=0], it
might also assume that the roundtrip delay time [tD] can be used to calculate the distance [d’].
[7] if t1 ' = tD = 2.309 = 1.154 then distance
2

2

d ' = c * t1 ' = 1.154

However, let us assume that the observer at [SR 1] is well aware of its relative velocity [β] with respect to observer
[X] along with the initially established distance [d’=1], such that it might compare the calculation in [7] at a range
of relative velocities [β], while the velocity [vSR=0] between [SR1] and [RS1] is always maintained at zero.
β
0.00
0.50
0.90
0.99
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g
1.000
0.866
0.436
0.141

tF
1.000
2.000
10.000
100.000

tB
1.000
0.667
0.526
0.503

tD
2.000
2.667
10.526
100.503
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So when accounting for time dilation in the comoving frame of [SR 1], the local determination of the distance [d’]
between [SR1] and [RS1] would appear to be increasing with velocity [β], which cannot be attributed to length
contraction in the comoving frame, as the distance [d’] appears to be expanding with velocity rather than
contracting. At one level, it might be assumed these results simply verify the assertion that [t D] or [tD’] cannot be
used to determine either [d] or [d’] respectively. However, it would also seem to challenge the premise of special
relativity that the comoving system of [SR1] and [RS1] can simply assume itself to be stationary, when the velocity
[β] results in a different determination of distance [d’].
So what is the reality of time dilation and length contraction?
While further discussion of time dilation and length contraction will be deferred, see relative frames, the scope is
highly speculative. As generalisation, the idea of time dilation appears to have been subject to considerable
empirical verification over the last 100 years, although the actual causal mechanism of time dilation is not
necessarily clear. However, a WSE model might assume that the underlying wave structure of all matter particles
may be affected by a relative velocity, such that it affects the net frequency of any wave structure in time. If so, the
underlying structure of all biological cells, based on atomic particles and molecules, might also be affected, such
that all life would adjust to a different rate of time, i.e. time dilation would be perceived as a real effect.
So if time dilation is real, does this infer that length contraction must also be real?
As a general argument, length contraction is often seen as a consequence in order to maintain the constancy of
[c=1] in all reference frames, i.e. [c=d/t=d’/t’]. However, the reality of length contraction is often difficult to
reconcile within any localised moving reference frame, if arbitrarily extended to the space between two points.
Note: Let us consider an example of two twins in spacecrafts [A] and [B] that are both stationary and
positioned 10 lightyears from [X]. [B] then instantly sets off towards [X] with a relative velocity [v=0.866c],
such that [=2; g=0.5]. Subsequently, [A] determines [B] arriving at [X] after 11.55 years, while in reference
frame [B] this only appears to take 5.77 years.
In the example above, [B] appears to travel a distance of 10 lightyears in 5.77 years, such that it would implied a
velocity [v=10/5.77=1.732c] that exceeds [c=1], although [A] measures 11.55 years in its reference frame giving a
velocity [v=10/11.55=0.866c]. However, in order to resolve the perceived issue in frame [B], special relativity
assumes the distance [BX] has been contracted by a proportionate amount to maintain the upper limit of [c],
although there is no obvious physical explanation of how the assumed wholesale contraction of the space between
[B] and [X] actually takes place.
But is this the only explanation, if time dilation is real?
Well, we might consider the analogous idea of suspended animation in which twin [B] enters a cryo-chamber for
11.55 years, but only ages 5.77 years after arriving at [X], such that twin [B] again ends up being visibly younger
than twin [A]. However, in the context of this example, no reference is being made to time dilation, as it only seeks
to provide an alternative explanation of how twin [B] might be younger than twin [A] after the journey. Of course,
by the same token, this example need not make any reference to the idea of space contraction, as there is no
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inference that twin [B] was travelling faster than [c=1], even though the journey of 10 lightyears only took 5.77
years of [B’s] life. So, in this alternative example, the reference frame of twin [B] is simply defined by the
cryo-chamber without reference to any relativistic velocity.
So does a relativistic velocity cause any form of length contraction?
At this stage, many of the questions are simply being tabled for further consideration. However, it is assumed that
if any WSE model is to have validity, it must explain how the wave structure of matter would be perceived from
different reference frames, due to both Doppler and relativistic effects. In this context, the validity of any potential
WSE model might be judged on the basis of whether it is able to provide a better physical explanation of cause and
effect.
Note: It might be highlighted at this point that the WSE model may not be the best model for ease of
mathematical calculation, even if it could be proved to be a valid description of cause and effect. For it might
be cited that thermodynamics is a better statistical model for calculation, where the sum of the kinetic
energy of millions of individual particles is replaced by the concept of temperature. However, as previously
highlighted, thermodynamics does not deny the existence of particles having kinetic energy simply that it is
not the most practical way to perform its calculation.
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1.3.4 Theory of Relativity
As with the Doppler effect, this discussion is essentially an overview of some of the issues, which may have to be
resolved if any form of WSE model is to be prove viable. Therefore, this introduction will try to outline the wider
scope of the discussions to follow, which must have to question some aspects of the theory of relativity and the
standard model of science, especially in terms of the accepted assumptions about space and time. However, we
might start with Einstein’s own overarching description of the theory of relativity.
I must observe that the theory of relativity resembles a building
consisting of two separate stories, the special theory and the
general theory. The special theory, on which the general theory
rests, applies to all physical phenomena with the exception of
gravitation; the general theory provides the law of gravitation
and its relations to the other forces of nature.
As indicated, relativity consists of two complementary theories, i.e.
special relativity (1905) describing inertial systems, and general
relativity (1915), addressing the additional complexity of gravitational
acceleration. However, these theories did not just update the classical
view of physics, but also the accepted understanding of space and time,
but the very nature of matter and energy, which were previously grounded in Newtonian physics. Today, along
with quantum mechanics, relativity is still considered to be one of the key foundation stones of the standard
model of science, which spans our understanding of the universe from the very small to the very large. While
history may show that Einstein, like Newton, was not averse to ‘standing on the shoulders of giants’, few would
deny that he was a remarkable innovative thinker, possibly best illustrated by the ‘annus mirabilis papers’
published in 1905. However, despite the success and acceptance of both relativistic theories, which made Einstein
the most famous celebrity scientist in the world, his later career between 1920-1955 is often described in terms of
the controversy that surrounded quantum mechanics at that time. While the details of this controversy are too
complex to summarise, we might attempt to characterise Einstein’s concerns in respect to the quantum model in
the following quote:
I believe that quantum theory is apt to beguile us into error in our search for a uniform basis for physics,
because, in my belief, it is an incomplete representation of real things, although it is the only one which we
can build out of the fundamental concepts of force and material points, i.e. quantum corrections to classical
mechanics.
At this stage, the only point in outlining some aspects of Einstein’s concerns about quantum theory is that it may
highlight how science has developed a mathematical description of reality, which is not necessarily grounded in
any description that requires any obvious physical causal mechanisms. In this respect, Einstein wanted a
fundamental quantum theory to develop beyond its mathematical and probabilistic description of reality, because
until it did so it would remain provisional in scope. In many ways, this type of debate still surrounds quantum
reality to this day and may help explain the wording Einstein used in the last paper of his life, in 1955, which was to
be a preface to a book celebrating the 50th anniversary of the theory of relativity.
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The last, quick remarks must only demonstrate how far in my opinion we still are from possessing a
conceptual basis of physics, on which we can somehow rely.
Based on these words, we might realise that relativity and quantum mechanics are not only two fundamentally
different models of reality, which are incompatible, but must also be incomplete. However, we might simply
highlight the scope of this incompatibility in terms the description of space-time as being either continuous or
discrete based on assumptions of relativity and quantum theory respectively. As a generalisation, relativity
assumes ‘events’ are linked by continuous and deterministic mechanisms, such that every local effect has a local
cause, where ‘local’ is defined by the velocity [c] of causal transmission. In contrast, quantum theory allows events
to be disconnected by a ‘quantum discontinuity’, which are defined by mathematical probability rather than any
obvious causal mechanism that might be explained in terms of relativity or classical physics.
Note: The idea of incompleteness of the accepted model of science might be summarised in terms of
relativity offering up apparently nonsensical answers when scaled down to the quantum domain, e.g. infinite
values of gravitation. While quantum theory appears to provide equally questionable answers when scaled
up into the cosmic domain, e.g. where the amount of energy in the quantum fields would create a black hole
into which the universe would collapse. Of course, whether there is room for another model, e.g. the WSE
model, to provide a competing description of reality is questionable at this stage.
Today, most physicists will probably support the quantum model on the basis that its description of small-scale
events is often perceived to be more fundamental than general relativity, which describes larger scaled events. In
part, this position reflects the growing trend since the 1920s, when Einstein tried and apparently failed to find any
accepted flaws in the counterintuitive predictions of quantum theory. Of course, as has been highlighted, neither
of these conflicting models has been conclusively proven, although considerable empirical evidence has been
amassed in support of both models, which might then lead us to question why relativity and quantum theory do
not always agree. However, we will start with a statement that both theories might generally support, albeit with
some reservations.
Energy is space in motion. Space is energy at rest.
Up until now, the WSE model has not really speculated on the nature of space, but it is becoming an increasingly
difficult issue to avoid, especially as general relativity introduces the idea of the curvature of spacetime. For
according to general relativity, space can be curved by mass, e.g. stars and planets, such that gravity is not so much
a Newtonian force, but rather a distorted geodesic path in space-time. However, history tells us that space has had
many descriptions, e.g. fluid or particulate aether, an empty vacuum, discrete quantum oscillators or one of many
overlaying quantum fields.
Note: Let us characterise the somewhat conflicting requirements relativity and quantum theory place on the
description of space as a continuous, quantized, flexible field, which is not divisible, but may be capable of
compression and expansion. However, the quantum state of this space then appears to be described as a
chaotic cauldron of near infinite energy, while its macroscopic energy state is near zero according to
relativity. Of course, if space can support variations in energy-density, then it might also explain the
perception of particles, as a higher localised energy-density, at the macroscopic level of reality.
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Based on the previous note, we might attempt some further speculation based on the idea that space must have
some quantum characteristics, where we might speculatively define a ‘quantum of space’ as the smallest unit of
space that can be deformed by the smallest unit of energy, linked to Planck’s constant [h], which can then be used
to define the Planck scale. A quantum of space is often described in terms of a quantum oscillator, which might
also support the progression of an energy flow, as a wave, passing through each quanta of space. These waves
would have a specific frequency, which would correspond to the source of potential energy, and the properties of
space, but where space seeks to return to some form of equilibrium state by propagating energy away at the
speed of light [c]. However, when two or more waves, propagating through space interact, they might also form a
standing wave structure that effectively confine energy within a localised region of space, which might then be
interpreted as an elementary particle, e.g. electron or possibly the smaller electron neutrino. If we extend this line
of speculation, the most elementary particles within the standard model might correspond to a standing wave
structure having a specific frequency and wavelength, which can form ever-larger composite structures, e.g.
protons and neutrons, which along with electrons form the basis of all atomic structures. As such, space would not
only be a media through which energy propagates, but provides a causal mechanism by which energy could first be
localised on the quantum scale and then possibly help explain the nature of potential energy associated with
gravity and electromagnetism plus the strong and weak nuclear forces in terms of the interaction between
standing wave energy patterns in the fabric of space.
Note: While the previous commentary is probably more than enough speculation for the moment, it might
still be useful to consider the scale on which any WSE model might operate. If we assume some fundamental
particle with no obvious substructure, its wavelength might approximate to the same scale, e.g. less than
10-18m. However, while this wavelength would equate to the spatial distribution of thewave distortion of
space, it would not necessarily correspond to the amplitude scale of this wave distortion from its equilibrium
state. If the energy-mass of a fundamental particle were to be described in terms of a mechanical wave,
then the square of the wave amplitude [A2] would be proportional to energy, where a proportionality
constant would be needed to be resolved by some an elasticity factor [k] aggregated over the spatial
distribution, i.e. number of wavelengths. So while the wavelength associated with an electron might be
approximated, based on some assumed particle radius, the wave amplitude could be considerably smaller,
possibly even on the scale of the Planck length, some 15 orders of magnitude smaller. The purpose of this
further speculation is to highlight that a WSE model might not operate on scale of the macroscopic
curvature of spacetime assumed by general relativity and described in terms of a gravitational geodesic.
Let us now return to the subject of relativity and expand on Einstein’s initial summation by providing an
introduction of both special and general relativity.
•

Special relativity covers objects that are moving at constant speed, such that it can be defined as an inertial
reference frame of constant motion. The mechanics of special relativity are anchored in the Lorentz
transforms that lead to the idea of time dilation and space contraction.

•

General relativity addresses the additional problem of gravity, which is an acceleration force [F=ma=mg] that
requires the consideration of non-inertial reference frames. While the mathematics of general relativity can
be complex, a specific solution known as the Schwarzschild metric can be used to explain the gravitational
effect around an object of mass [M].
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As indicated, the acceptance of these two relativistic theories, along with quantum mechanics, profoundly changed
the worldview of 20th century science, although there are still some concerns that the current models are too
dependent on mathematical constructs, which have not been subject to any obvious form of empirical verification.
So, despite the weight of authority amassed over the last 100 years, this overall discussion still wants to discuss
whether any form of WSE model might be viable, which begs the obvious question:
Why?
In part, it might simply be put down to a gut-feel that the known inconsistencies between the relativistic model
and the mathematical abstraction of quantum field theory may still suggest that the current models are
incomplete. If so, it might be possible that key aspects of relativity, i.e. time dilation and space contraction, may be
logically explained in a different way, if ‘everything’ has an underlying wave structure. For within a WSE model,
every physical object in the universe would be described as having its own reference frame that can move with
relative velocity [v] with respect to the fabric of space. Therefore, each reference frame would perceive ALL
information received from the rest of the universe, i.e. other reference frames, as waves with frequency and
wavelength subject to a form of the Doppler effect. In this context, a WSE model would seek to explain the cause
and effect of relativity, i.e. time dilation and length contraction, in terms of the Lorentz Doppler effect on the
frequency and wavelength of waves received, and used to support the underlying wave structure, which then
affect the measure of time and length within that reference frame. However, while each observer must view the
universe from their own reference frame, which is an essential axiom of relativity, it is not clear that this
necessarily excludes the possibility of a WSE model based on waves that propagate through the fabric of space. If
so, it may be possible that the premise of a WSE model might help address some of the contradictions within the
current accepted models, which so often lead to the ambiguity of the wave-particle duality.
But surely relativity stands firmly on the argument that there is no fabric of space?
Even in his ‘annus mirabilis papers’ published in 1905, Einstein did not fully reject the existence of an ether as he
was only forwarding a mathematical treatment of special relativity. Later, in 1920, after the publication of the
general theory of relativity, Einstein appeared to suggest that some form of ‘ether’ had to exist, which we might
simply characterise by way of the following quote.
On the other hand, there is a weighty argument to be adducted in favour of the ether hypothesis. To deny
the ether is ultimately to assume that empty space has no physical quality whatever. The fundamental facts
of quantum mechanics do not harmonize with this view.
In this context, space is given some physical qualities, such that it must also have some physical existence. For
Einstein appears to suggest that the general theory of relativity requires the physical property of space, otherwise
an empty void would offer up no physical explanation of spacetime curvature. Even today, the rejection of space as
an physical media often rest on the standard interpretation of the 1875 Michelson-Morley experiment, which in
recent times has be subject to further analysis, which suggests that the results of this experiment may be
inconclusive – see Michelson-Morley Experiment and Relative and Relativistic Frames discussions for more details.
However, all these discussions are not intended as a denial of all the insights provided by the theory of relativity,
but rather an attempt to take heed of Einstein’s own words of caution that follow:
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Concepts that have proven useful in ordering things can easily attain an authority over us such that we
forget their worldly origin and take them as immutable truths. They are then rubber-stamped as a
‘sine-qua-none of thinking’ and an "a priori given". Such errors often make the road of scientific progress
impassable for a long time."
Metrics of Special Relativity
Let us start with a very basic definition of a ‘metric’ being a function that
quantifies the distance between two points in space and possibly time. As
such, a two-dimensional metric of space [S] might be quantified in terms of a
function f(x,y), where variables [x,y] define the spatial distance between the
two points in space [S]. However, based on the diagram right, we might
realise that the distance [AB] could be defined in terms of a velocity [c] and
the time [t] taken. We might also understand that the distance [AB] might be
seen in from another moving reference frame, where the distance can be
resolved using Pythagoras’ theorem, i.e. where the length of the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of
the squares of the other two sides.
[1]

( AB )2 = ( AC )2 + ( BC )2  ( c + v sin  )2 = (vt )2 + (ct )2

From this classical perspective, the distance [AB] would change with velocity as a function of the hypotenuse, i.e.
(c+vsin], as it includes a component of the velocity [v] in the moving frame. However, this is not how special
relativity (SR) describes the perception in the stationary and moving frames, if the speed of light [c] is to remain
invariant. In the second diagram below, we see the same picture for the
stationary frame, but where [AB] has to be resolved in the context of the
moving frame, which now defines point [C’]. However, it is highlighted that a
comoving observer at [A] would not necessarily have any perception of [C’],
such that [AB] would be conceptually unchanged in the moving frame for a
comoving observer.
So who see [BC’]?
A truly stationary observer might realise that the original path [AB] has become [BC’], which in special relativity is
subject to the invariance of [c], such that time [t] in the stationary frame ticks at a different rate to time [t’] in the
moving frame. However, special relativity also asserts that a comoving observer inside a moving inertial frame
perceives the geometry in the same terms as the stationary frame, i.e. it can assume itself to be stationary with
respect to the other frame in motion. As a result, we need to update [1] to reflect the perception of two different
frames of reference.
[2]

( BC ')2 = ( AC ')2 + ( AB )2  ( ct ')2 = (vt ')2 + ( ct )2
( AB )2 = ( BC ')2 − ( AC ')2 = ( ct )2 = ( ct ')2 − (vt ')2
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At this point, we might describe both [1] and [2] as metrics, which define the distance between two points [AB]
using the idea of a ‘metric space’ based on two different, but apparently equivalent inertial coordinate systems.
However, in order that the laws of physics remain invariant in all inertial reference frames, either of the frames in
the second diagram can be considered as the stationary frame. If so, [2] is now the basis of a metric that allows the
measure of time [t,t’] between the two reference frames to be transformed. We might attempt to simplify the
orientation of the relative measure of time and length, as implied in [2], by adopting the semantics of ‘coordinate’
and ‘proper’ measures, where the former is associated with the stationary frame, while the latter is associated
with the moving frame as observed form the stationary frame.
Note: At this point, based on the description above, it might be assumed that if the relative differences in
time and length are only ever perceived from the stationary frame, irrespective of which one assumes this
role, then these differences are only perceptual not real. While this is not the case, the scope of the
implications may be subject to a different interpretation to that normally assumed by special relativity.
In order to consolidate the orientation associated with the coordinate measure of time [t] and length [x], as
opposed to the proper measure of time [] and length [s], the metric in [2] is reversed into the 2-dimensional form
of the Minkowski metric:
[3]

( c )2 = ( ct )2 − ( x )2

or

x

2

( s )2 = (t )2 −  c 




We might show how [3] aligns to special relativity by substituting the coordinate value of [x=vt] and re-arranging,
such that we arrive at the definition of the relativity factor [].

[4]

2

2
2
2
2
2
v  
s2 = ( c ) = ( ct ) − (vt )  ( c ) = ( ct ) 1 −      = t 1 −  2

 c  


Where  =

v
1
and g = = 1 −  2 such that   t
c


The idea of time dilation, as implied by [4], forwards the suggestion that the ticking of a clock [t’] in the moving
frame, as observed by the stationary frame, is slowed as a function of the relative velocity [v]. However, if the
speed of light is to remain invariant in all reference frames, then special relativity also requires some reciprocal
change in the observed length [x’], i.e.
[5]

c=

x
x' s
=
=
t
t' 

However, while we appear to have created a consistent mathematical description of inertial spacetime, we have
not really considered any of the physical aspects associated with the Minkowski metric, which we will now take up
in the next discussion.
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1.3.4.1.1

Length Contraction

Assume [A] and [B] are both stationary 1-lightyear from [X]. [B] then instantly
sets off towards [X] with a relative velocity [v=0.866c], such that [=2; g=0.5].
[A] detects [B] arriving at [X] after 1.155 years, while in reference frame [B] this
only appears to take 0.577 years, which might initially suggest that [B] had to
be travelling faster than [c]. However, it is normally assumed that this issue is
resolved by contracting the distance to [X] in order to maintain [c], although it
does not explain how. For the moment, let us simply accept that experiments
have proved that time dilation does occur, such that we might assume that [A]
and [B] can simply compare their respective clocks to verify the time dilation
effect described above after [B] comes to a stop at [X]. While it has been
suggested that time dilation requires some form of complementary length contraction in order to maintain the
invariance of the velocity of light [c], it does not explain how the total distance between [A] and [X] remains
unchanged, while simultaneously being subject to some form of contraction in the reference frame of [B]. For even
if we ignore the perspective of [A], [B] started its journey with the same perception that [X] was 1-lightyear away,
but arrives after only 0.577 years, which the concept of length contraction reduces to 0.5 lightyears. While a
mathematician might be quite happy with the consistency of the metric equation, it is assumed that a physicist
would also require some causal explanation of what happen to space while [B] was on route to [X].
So how is the apparent contraction of space between [A-X] physically explained?
In the context of a WSE model, [B] is a localised structure of waves moving between [A] and [X] with velocity
[v=0.866c], such that any onboard observers, along with all clocks and rulers, are also part of this structure of
waves. However, while we might recognise that these waves may be compressed, when viewed in relative motion,
there is no obvious suggestion of a wholesale contraction of space between [A-X]. In this respect, the idea of
length contraction would only be a localised effect within the moving reference frame of [B], observed by a
stationary observer [A]. As such, we might simply calculate the contracted distance [BX] on the following basis of
dilated time.
[1]

BX = velocity * time = 0.866c * 0.577 = 0.5 lightyears

While we might recognise that this calculation is a mathematical requirement of special relativity based on the
invariance of [c] in all inertial reference frames, it is not clear that this contracted distance has any physical reality
as it extends beyond the moving frame. If so, we need to return to the question initially discussed under the
heading of the relative and relativistic frames.
Is length contraction the only explanation, if time dilation is real?
If neither [A] or [B] really believe the distance [BX] contracted in any physical sense, i.e. it is essentially a
conceptual inference based on [1], then we need to consider other possibilities. One possibility already outlined is
that while [B] does age more slowly than [A], while on route to [X] at velocity [v=0.866], this is only a localised time
dilation effect. The analogy suggested was that while [B] is on-route, time is slowed in a similar fashion to
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suspended animation, which affects all physical systems including cell biology, but without the need to
synchronised the distance [BX] travelled to any localised measure of time. While this is only conjecture, it has the
advantage of not requiring a spatial effect that cannot be explained in terms of any physical mechanism.
Therefore, on this basis, we shall now turn our attention to the issues surrounding time dilation.
Note: There is a wider implication associated with the suggestion just made above that needs to be
highlighted. If time dilation is not automatically linked to space contraction, then it is possible that time [t]
and space [xyz] are distinct and separate concepts that cannot simply be merged into Minkowski’s idea of
spacetime.
While the discussion of a WSE model has not been specific about any actual wave structure, it is assumed that
some form of standing wave construct would be necessary in order to localise the position of a particle in space,
even though this idea may be problematic when extended to 3-dimensional space and time – see The Wave
Structure for more details. However, based on the discussion of the relative and relativistic frames, it was shown
that a standing wave may be subject to a compression effect, which may suggest a possible causal mechanism for
length contraction within a moving reference frame. For if all physical matter has a standing wave structure of
some description, physical objects in motion might contract along the axis of motion, even though this effect
would not be perceived within the moving reference frame. However, the physical reality of any implied
contraction of space between [B] and [X] inferred by time dilation and the invariance of velocity [c] is questioned.
1.3.4.1.2

Time Dilation

Again, while the idea of time dilation can be quantified in terms of the Lorentz Transforms, a mathematical
function does not necessarily add anything to our understanding of cause and effect, i.e. what actually explains
how time dilation works.
Note: At CERN in 1977, muon particles were accelerated to a velocity [v=0.9994c] with an associated value
of [g=0.035]. The normal decay lifetime [t] was then shown to have increased by a factor of 28.8 in-line with
a relativistic time dilation of [τ=t/g] in comparison to the lifetime of muons at rest. However, while there are
many references discussing and verifying the concept of time dilation, very few appear to even speculate on
an actual causal mechanism. As such, any mechanism attempting to explain the physical cause of time
dilation remains speculative, although a WSE model might pursue the idea that any physical system
dependent on the underlying frequencies within a composite wave structure, inclusive of biological cells,
might tick appreciably slower when in relative motion with velocity [v] approaching the upper limit [c].
The net effect of time dilation is that time slows in the moving reference frame. Therefore, the formulations in [1]
below should be interpreted in terms of the time period between each tick of the clock increasing within the
moving frame, which can be reduced to the abbreviated form [τ=t/g], when the spatial displacement [x] is set to
zero.
[1]

 =

t − vx / c 2
1 − 2
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The diagram right is essentially the same as the one used to develop the
Minkowski spacetime metric. However, it is now used to describe the idea
of a light clock, where light in the stationary frame is transmitted from a
source to the mirror and back, such that one tick of the clock is defined by
[t=y/c]. However, in the moving frame, the same time is dilated to [t’=d’/c]
on the basis that the speed of light [c] is invariant in all reference frames.
While in some respects, the idea of the light clock might be offered up as a
basic cause and effect argument as to why time dilation occurs, i.e. due to
the extended path of the hypotenuse [d’], it does not necessarily explain why a pulse of light, e.g. photon, follows
the path of the hypotenuse [d’] in the moving frame. If we jump ahead of the current thread of the discussion to
include the idea of general relativity, we might make reference to the ‘equivalence principle’, which the link may
help to explain in a little more detail. In this context, the diagram below shows how light might appear to bend in
an accelerating elevator, such that an apparent ‘equivalence’ exist between an accelerated and gravitational
reference frame.

However, if you think about the equivalence principle diagram above, you will realise that the source of the light
beam is outside the accelerated frame, such that the elevator is simply passing through a light beam travelling in a
straight line.
But what happens if the source of a light beam is positioned inside and outside a moving reference frame?
The following diagram presents three basic configurations, i.e. (a), (b) and (c), where [X] might be considered to be
an inertial reference frame observed by [Y]. However, from the [Y] reference frame, the three configurations are
different based on the observed velocity [v]. The variation in the configurations is also compounded by whether
the source [S] of the light beam is stationary with respect to [X] or [Y] shown in red and blue.
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In the case of (a), there is no ambiguity as [X] and [Y] are both stationary with respect to each other and we might
assume that the light source [S] emits a beam that propagates with velocity [c] and reaches [D] after [t] seconds.
However, things appear to become a little more ambiguous in case (b), where [Y] perceives the frame [X] to have a
relative constant velocity [v], which is compounded by whether the light source [S] is stationary with respect to [X]
or [Y]. For example, when the red-light source is stationary to [X], then [X] might argue that cases (a) and (b) are
essentially equivalent inertial configurations. However, if the blue-light source [S] is outside the reference frame of
[X], i.e. stationary to [Y], then there is the suggestion that the trajectory of this light beam, shown in blue, would
reach [D2] not [D1].
But why would a light beam follow two different trajectories, if both are independent of the source velocity?
First, we possibly need to highlight that the practicalities of these configurations would be quite difficult from a
measurement perspective. For example, if we assume that the distance between [S] and [D] to be 10m, then time
[t] would be in the order of 30ns. Therefore, unless the relative velocity [v] between [X] and [Y] was some
appreciable fraction of the speed of light [c], the displacement between [D 1] and [D2] might also be very small.
However, putting these practical difficulties to one side, we might still proceed on the assumption that light travels
in a straight line once it leaves the source [S], although the reference frame in which the term ‘straight line’ applies
might need to be questioned.
Does light propagate in a straight line and, if so, in what reference frame?
In order to start addressing this question, we need to make some reference to general relativity, which introduces
the notion of curved spacetime, where a ‘geodesic’ generalises the idea of a ‘straight line’. Therefore, in the case of
the equivalence principle diagram initially shown, the photon is shown following a curved geodesic within the sun’s
gravitational field, but which would have been a straight line through which the spaceship was accelerating in flat
spacetime. So let us assume that configuration (b) is far from any gravitational field, i.e. in flat spacetime, such that
we might assume that the light beams from position [S], irrespective of whether it is inside or outside the
reference frame of [X], cannot follow two different paths once it leaves position [S]. If so, this leads us to another
question:
Does light propagate with respect to some absolute frame of reference?
It would seem that a ‘gravitational geodesic’, as defined by general relativity, is an accepted concept, which might
appear to implicitly suggests that the fabric of space can be distorted in some way. If so, then the idea that energy,
e.g. our light-beam, might propagate through space by distorting space from some equilibrium may not be such a
radical departure from accepted thinking. However, the previous diagram suggests a problem with the
requirements of special relativity, if the speed of light in a vacuum is independent of any motion of the source or
receiver if we also assume that path of light emitted by [S] is independent of the velocity [v] of the moving frame
[X]. If so, the light path in configurations (b) and (c) would have to conform to the blue trajectories, not the red
trajectories, such that space might have to be considered as an absolute reference frame, albeit one subject to
curvature due to gravitational mass. However, despite the latter idea of spacetime curvature forwarded by general
relativity, special relativity is still anchored in the idea that all velocity is relative to the local reference frame, such
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that velocity of light [c] is invariant. We will attempt to discuss some of these issues using the various inset
diagrams below.

The inset diagram on the left is the perspective of the two blue comoving observers positioned at [A0] and [B1].,
who might consider themselves stationary. However, from the wave media perspective, these blue observers have
a velocity [v=0.5c]. In the centre is the stationary wave media reference frame onto which we shall map the
comoving events along with four red observers positioned at [A 0,A2] and [B0,B1]. In order that these observers
might synchronise their local clocks, the simplified process on the right is assumed, such that it allows the red
observers in the stationary frame to be spatially positioned at the various events happening in the comoving
frames and be able to record the time not subject to time dilation.
How has the geometry of the comoving frame been mapped to the stationary frame?
The central frame geometry is based on the Lorentz transforms, primarily based on time dilation and the
invariance of the speed of light [c], which then implies length contraction. We know that the length in the
transverse plane of motion is not subject to any length contraction, such that [y=1] in both frames. A local blue
observer in the comoving frame measures the time taken for a photon to propagate from [A 0] to [B1] to be [t’=1],
such that [y=ct’=1], although we know that a red observer in the stationary frame will perceive the comoving time
[t’=1] to be subject to time dilation based on the velocity [v=0.5c], which can be calculated as follows.
[2]

g = 1 −  2 = 0.866;

t =

t'
= 1.154
g

So, knowing [y=1] and [A0B1=ct=1.154], we can calculate [vt=0.577], which then helps define the angle [=30]. If
we simply accept this angle for the moment, we can see how a path of discrete photons shown propagating from
[A0,B1] and then back from [B1,A2] in the stationary frame can be mapped back into the vertical path of the
comoving frame.
So does this configuration resolve all issues previously inferred?
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While this appears to be logical and consistent mathematical description, it does not explain why the photons are
being now being ejected at an angle of [=30] in the comoving frame. For example, if we assume that the
comoving frame was originally stationary, i.e. [v=0] and has a device screwed to the floor, such that discrete
photons are fired between [A0,B0] and then back from [B0,A0] at the required angle [=0]. However, if the angle
[=0] does not change with the change in velocity [v=0.5c] none of the photons transmitted toward [B 0] would
never be reflected because in the [t’=1] taken for a photon to
propagate to [B0], its position would have changed to [B1].
So how does any interferometer work?
By definition, the light source shown in the diagram right always
reflects off the two-way mirror at a right-angle [=90], which is then
shown heading toward the mirror above. However, this mirror is
propagating with velocity [vE] that suggests that any photons will
miss what amounts to [B0] in the previous configuration. While, there
may be an assumption that this is only a problem for the WSE model,
it also appears to be a problem for special relativity, if photons
propagate independent of both source and receiver. As explained in
the description above, the mathematics of the Lorentz transforms can map between the comoving and stationary
frames, using the concept of time dilation and the invariance of the speed of light [c], but does not explain how a
comoving frame firing photons directly upwards toward [B0] would change to an angle [=30] in order to hit [B1].
Given that interferometers do work, what explanation might be possible?
This discussion started out to simply rationalise the idea of time dilation in terms of a light clock, but has ended up
questioning the fundamental operation of optical interferometers in terms of a WSE model and some of the key
postulates of special relativity. However, the concept of time dilation based on the Lorentz transforms appears
important to both special relativity and the WSE model in order to explain the null results of the Michelson-Morley
experiment. However, some of the wider issues being raised will be taken up in the next discussion.
1.3.4.1.3

Debated Issues

Before moving the discussion onto the complexity of general relativity, it might be worth summarising some of the
issues that any possible WSE model must overcome in respect to special relativity. If we accept the known
incompatibilities between the accepted science of relativity and quantum theory, it suggests that scientific
knowledge may be far from complete and therefore allows the possibility of alternative ideas to be considered,
even if they challenge some accepted postulates. For example, in the context of a WSE model, we have questioned
whether time dilation only occurs when the relative velocity [v] is determined against some fundamental reference
frame, e.g. a wave media. In practical terms, this idea may not refute any of the establish empirical evidence
supporting the general concept of time dilation, while possibly providing a more logical resolution of the triplet
paradox. Likewise, the WSE model might want to argue that the concept of length contraction be constrained as a
localised effect within the reference frame having velocity [v] with respect to this wave media.
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.
The diagram above is representative of the earlier example where [A] and [B] are initially stationary 1-lightyear
from [X], but [B] then sets off towards [X] with a relative velocity [v=0.866c], such that the implied time dilation
and local length contraction effects occur relative to [A]. In this context, the square grid is simply attempting to
represent the flat spacetime at [A] and [X], while at [B] we see a Doppler-like effect as [B] emits waves within a
moving reference frame, which a WSE model measures against a wave propagation media. Of course, if
‘everything’ is made of energy waves, possibly propagating on the quantum scale, then everything within frame [B]
might be subject to Doppler effects in the forward and backward directions with respect to [A] and [X].
But what about the invariance of the speed of light?
We might initially address the perception of the invariance speed of light [c] in terms of either a stationary or
comoving observer within a WSE model. In this model, the speed of light is always invariant in the sense that the
velocity [c=1] is a property of the wave propagation media, i.e. space, such that the measurement of frequency [f]
and wavelength [λ] is always predicated on the following non-dispersive wave equation:
[1]

c = f   =

c
f

As shown in the various discussions of the Doppler effect, any observer may simply determine the frequency of an
incoming wave by measuring the time for one cycle in the local reference frame, while the wavelength [λ=c/f] is
then calculated as a function of the wave propagation velocity [c=1]. In the case of the normal Doppler effect, the
original source frequency of the wave is changed in the forward and backward direction based on the velocity [v]
and direction of the source, such that the receiver of the wave perceives a different frequency. Alternatively, when
the source of the frequency is stationary, but the receiver has velocity [v], then a virtual Doppler effect occurs.
These two effects can be sequential as described by the composite Doppler effect and extended for relativistic time
dilation using the Lorentz Doppler effect as summarised in [2].
[2]

fS
g f
fR
g f
=
 R R = S S  fR = fS
1  R 1   S
1  R 1   S

 gS   1  R 
;


 gR   1  S 

where g = 1 −  2 and  =

v
c

In a sense, these equations highlight the fact that the received frequency [fR] is essentially determined by time
measurement of one wave cycle from which the received wavelength [λR] is then calculated from [1] and the
assumption of the invariance of the wave propagation velocity [c=1].
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Metrics of General Relativity
So far, the discussion has tried to consider the implications of a WSE
model in respect to special relativity, where the effects are linked to the
relative velocity [v] of a given reference frame, i.e. a localised structure of
wave-particles, with respect to the wave media. However, we also need
to consider how a gravitational field might change the relativistic picture.
Unfortunately, it seems that to fully understand the implication of gravity
requires the assimilation of the mathematics supporting Einstein’s theory
of general relativity, which is not an easy task. However, we might start
by simply stating that general relativity extends special relativity by taking
account of non-inertial frames of reference subject to the force of
acceleration, which includes gravitational acceleration. In an attempt to
summarise the apparent complexity of this form of spacetime geometry,
John Wheeler forwarded the idea that:
Spacetime tells matter how to move;
matter tells spacetime how to curve.
Of course, if matter does not really exist in a WSE model of spacetime,
the Wheeler quote above may have to be subject to some revision, i.e.
mass as matter is simply an energy-density, which exists as a distortion of
space from some equilibrium point. Of course, for many general discussions it is still easier to simply maintain the
idea of a mass [M] as the source of the gravitational field, where the gravitational field strength is an inverse
square function of radial distance [r]. From a historical perspective, Einstein first published his theory of general
relativity in 1915 and it was somewhat of a surprise when Karl Schwarzschild was able to derive an exact solution
of these equations within a few months in the form of the Schwarzschild metric for an uncharged, non-rotating,
spherically symmetric body of mass [M].
Gravity is perhaps the best known of the four fundamental forces. It’s also the one that’s easiest to
understand. At a basic level, gravity is simply the mutual attraction between any two masses. It’s the force
that lets the Sun hold the planets in their orbits, and the force that holds the Earth to you. The force is
always attractive, and the strength of the force between two masses depends inversely on the square of
their distances, making it an inverse square force. But gravity’s simplicity is just a veneer that hides a deeply
subtle and complex phenomenon. - Brian Koberlein
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1.3.4.2.1

The Schwarzschild Metric

First, it possibly needs to be highlighted that most authoritative texts on
general relativity will highlight that there are no simple derivations of the
Schwarzschild metric. This statement appears to be supported by pages of
seemingly incomprehensible mathematics that requires an understanding of
differential geometry using contravariant and covariant tensors, often in the
form of Christoffel symbols. At the end of this mathematical ‘tour de force’,
the Schwarzschild metric appears apparently requiring little to no
explanation in terms of the physics involved. For this reason, the following
‘derivation’ is more of a physical rationale that might be seen to support the
Schwarzschild metric. In this context, it has already been shown that the
Minkowski metric of special relativity can be developed from Pythagoras’
theorem, when the invariant speed of light [c] and the principle of the light
clock are applied. This SR metric takes the form:
[1]

(

ds2 = c2d 2 = c2dt 2 − dx2 + dy2 + dy 2

)

The nomenclature and the orientation of the Minkowski metric, shown in [1], has already been updated such that
the inference of [dx], rather than just [x], now suggests that the range of [x] is restricted to a relatively small
differential change when associated with curved spacetime. However, the form of [1] continues to reflect the
reference frames described in terms of the ‘proper’ measure of time [d] and the spacetime interval [ds] and the
‘coordinate’ measure of time [dt] and length [dx,dy,dy]. The orientation of this notation aligns the coordinate
measures to an observer in flat spacetime, absence of any relativistic effects. However, we can replace the use of
Cartesian coordinates, i.e. [xyz], with spherical coordinates [r,,], where [r] is the radial displacement, [] is
latitude and [] longitude.
[2]

(

c 2 d 2 = c2dt 2 - dr 2 + r 2 d 2 + r 2 sin2 d 2

)

So having established a baseline metric, we might ask the question as to how the description of gravitation, as
implied by general relativity, might affect the form of [2]. At this point, we will simply introduce the Schwarzschild
metric, which is a solution of Einstein’s field equations for an uncharged, non-rotating, spherically symmetric body
of mass [M] as follows:
[3]

Rs  2

c 2 d 2 = c 2  1 −
dt
−
r 


-1

Rs 

1 − r 



dr 2 −

r 2 d 2 − r 2 sin2 d 2

However, for the purposes of this discussion, we can immediately reduce the complexity of [3] by only considering
a radial path in-line with the equatorial axis, such that we can compare a basic equivalence between the structure
of the Minkowski and Schwarzschild metrics, which introduces the extra expressions shown.
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[4]

ds2 = c 2 d 2 = c2 dt 2 − dr 2

Minkowski :

-1

Rs  2 
Rs 

Schwarzschilld : ds2 = c 2 d 2 = c2 1 −
dt − 1 −
r 
r 



dr 2

We will begin the transition from the Minkowski metric towards the Schwarzschild metric by considering an
example of a mass [m] being directed away from some large mass [M], e.g. a planet, such that the kinetic energy
[Ek] just equals the potential energy [Ep] of gravitation:
[5]

Ek =

mv 2
2

GMm
r

=

= Ep

We can re-arrange [5] in terms of velocity [ve], which can be interpreted as the escape velocity from mass [M],
although it also corresponds to the velocity of an object free-falling from infinity within a gravitational field.
[6]

ve =

2GM
2GM
Rs
; noting [Rs] =
 ve = c
r
r
c2

Note: The Schwarzschild radius [Rs] is the radius at which the escape velocity [v e] from mass [M] equals the
speed of light [c], which is also the definition at the event horizon of a blackhole. However, the Schwarzschild
radius [Rs] can be calculated for any mass [M], although in most cases it will be far smaller than the physical
radius of mass [M]. It should be recognised that the solution in [6] is a somewhat unusual definition of
velocity [v]. For example, somebody standing on planet Earth would not perceived this relative velocity. In
this respect, the escape velocity [ve] would only be perceived by somebody onboard a spaceship attempting
to escape the gravitation of planet Earth, while seemingly holding a stationary position. The significance of
this statement will be highlighted later in this explanation of the Schwarzschild metric.
It might also be useful to quantify the velocity in [6] in terms of the strength or intensity of a gravitational field, i.e.
gravitational acceleration [g=m/s2], based on Newton’s second law, even though it is not specifically required:
[7]

GMm

F = ma =

r2

= mg  g =

GM
r2

 ve = 2gr

However, returning to [6], we might now attempt to show some equivalence of the relativistic factor [] developed
for special relativity, based on velocity [v], with the escape velocity [ve] specific to some radial position [r] in a
gravitational field.
[8]

 =

1
2

1 −v /c

2

=

1
1 − 2GM / rc

2

=

1
1 − Rs / r

=

Note: While we have generally described [ve] as an escape velocity, it has also been pointed out that it can
be equated to the free-fall velocity within a gravitational field and, in this respect, the value of [ve] is always
proportional to the radial distance [r] from the gravitational mass [M]. Equally, while [8] suggests an
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equivalence of the relativistic factors labelled [,], it may be premature to jump to this conclusion in all
situations.
So having established some of the classical laws associated with gravitational fields, we shall proceed on the basis
that the metric in [4] can be used as a starting point for the Schwarzschild metric. However, it would seem that we
need to prefix the definition of [dt] and [dr] with coefficients [gtt] and [grr] as the Schwarzschild metric requires
some additional factors.
[9]

ds2 = c2 d 2 = gtt c2dt 2 − grr dr 2

In essence, the form of [9] is already an abstracted form of the Schwarzschild metric, although the coefficients [gtt]
and [grr] are, as yet, unknown functions of [r] and mass [M]. However, we might reasonably assume that when
[M=0], the functions [gtt] and [grr] must both equal unity in order to align with the flat Minkowski metric and that
as [r] increases to infinity these functions will also approach unity, as the metric represents flat spacetime far from
mass [M]. Another way of interpreting these statements is to simply say that the complexity of general relativity
has to collapse back towards Newtonian physics in weak gravitational fields. This said, we will start by considering
a fixed radial position [r] from mass [M], such that [dr] can be set to zero, which allows us to reduce [9] as follows:
[10]

c2 d 2 = gtt c2dt 2 − grr 0  gtt =

d 2
dt 2

Now we already know from special relativity that the ratio [d/dt] defines the time dilation in a reference frame
moving with velocity [v], such that the rate of proper time [d] is less than the rate of coordinate time [dt].
However, while we appear to be describing a stationary position in a gravitational field, this situation might also be
considered in terms of the escape velocity [ve], as defined in [6], which is able to hold a fixed position. If so, we
might proceed by using the equivalence of [,], as shown in [8], to define the time dilation in this case.
2
2
[11] g = d = 1 − v  = 1 − 2GM  = 1 − Rs  ;
tt

2
2 
2  


dt

c 





rc





r 

where d  dt

Based on the assumption underpinnings [10,11] we may now update [9] to become:
[12] c2 d 2 = c2 1 − Rs  dt 2 − g dr 2
rr




r 

So, at this point, we are left with the problem of physically explaining the value of [grr] as presented in the
Schwarzschild metric and the subject of so much esoteric mathematics in order to define the geodesic path within
a gravitational field. However, we shall proceed by dividing [12] throughout by [d2] as follows:
[13]

c2

d 2
d

2

Rs  dt 2
dr 2

= c 2 1 −
 2 − grr
r

 d
d 2
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At this point, we are going to associate the velocity [v=dr/d] with an onboard observer within a free-falling
reference frame subject to the proper time [d]. As explained, while [6] has been described as an escape velocity,
it is also the free-fall velocity of an object falling from infinity towards mass [M]. On this basis, [13] becomes:
[14]

c2

d 2
d 2

Rs  dt 2

= c 2 1 −
− grr
r  d 2


 2 Rs 
c r 



While we might immediately divide through by [c2], we also have to resolve the value of [dt 2/d2] that we might
again associate with time dilation. However, we need to recognise that this value not only encompasses the value
of the gravitational time dilation defined in [11], but also the time dilation associated with the velocity [v=dr/d].
However, for the case of a free-falling reference frame we know that the values of [,] in [8] are equal and have
to be combined.
[15]

(

d 2 =  dt 2

)(dt ) = 
2

1
2

v 
1 −


c2 


1
1

Rs 
Rs 


1 − r 
1 − r 





1
Rs 

1 − r 



So based on the assumption in [15], we can now divide through by [c2] and transpose [14] into the following form:

[16]

Rs 

−1
1 − r 

 − g  Rs  = 1 − Rs  − g  Rs 
=1 =
rr 
rr 




2
2
r 
 r  
 r 
d
Rs 

1
−

r 

d 2

We will proceed from [16] by multiplying throughout by (1-Rs/r)
[17] 1 − Rs  = 1 − g  Rs  1 − Rs 
rr 






r 

 r 

r 

We can now simply re-arrange [17] to become:

[18]

Rs 
Rs   Rs 
 Rs  

grr 
 1 − r  = 1 − 1 − r  =  r 
 r 


 

Rs 
Rs 


grr 1 −
= 1  grr = 1 −
r 
r 



−1

If we now add the value of [grr] in [18] to the developing Schwarzschild metric in [12] we get
−1

[19] c2 d 2 = c2 1 − Rs  dt 2 − 1 − Rs  dr 2






r 



r 

As such, we have arrived at the simplified form of the Schwarzschild metric first presented in [4] and while the
logic outlined does not represent a formal derivation, the explanation of this metric has now been anchored in a
physical rationale at each step. While the experts of general relativity will immediately question the use of classical
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physics, it will again be highlighted that the mathematical complexity inherent in much of general relativity is still
required to collapse back towards Newtonian physics in weak gravitational field.
1.3.4.2.2

The Schwarzschild Model

So based on the previous physical rationale supporting the Schwarzschild metric, we will begin this discussion of
the Schwarzschild model and its implications by re-stating the metric in full:

[1]

Rs  2

c 2 d 2 = c 2  1 −
dt −
r 


-1

Rs 

1 − r 



dr 2 −

r 2 d 2 − r 2 sin2 d 2

However, again, we will immediately reduce the complexity of [1] by only considering a radial path in-line with the
equatorial axis:
-1

Rs  2 
Rs 

ds2 = c2 d 2 = c2 1 −
dt − 1 −
r 
r 



[2]

dr 2

Based on [1] or [2], we might realise that proper time [d] is subject to increasing time dilation as [r→Rs], which is
analogous to [v→c] in special relativity. However, there is a suggestion that proper length [ds] must somehow
expand in comparison to [dr] as [r→Rs]. As such, the relativistic effects as described by the Schwarzschild metrics
and the gravitational model implied are considered in more detail. We will start with parameters in [2]:
•

[c] is the speed of light.

•

[dτ] is the proper time positioned in the gravitational field.

•

[dt] is the coordinate time measured by a stationary clock outside the gravitational field.

•

[ds] is the proper length positioned in the gravitational field.

•

[dr] is the coordinate length measured by a stationary ruler outside the gravitational field.

•

[r] is the coordinate radius – see explanation below.

•

[Rs] is the Schwarzschild radius

The coordinate time [dt] and length [dr] are measures
associated with a reference frame in flat spacetime far from
any gravitational effect; while proper time [d] and length
[ds] related to a reference frame subject to a gravitational
field, although these relativistic differences are only
perceived by the coordinate observer. However, we possibly
need to expand the explanation of the coordinate radius [r]
as it may help to illustrate the notion of curved spacetime
around a mass [M]. The bottom half of the diagram right tries
to represent radial distance in the form of [x1’,x2’] shown in curved spacetime, which is then projected back up into
flat spacetime on the form of [x1,x2]. In some respects, the role of [A] is analogous to our example in special
relativity, i.e. it represents an observer sitting stationary in flat spacetime unaffected by any relativistic effects due
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to gravity. However, [B] is now represented by a series of stationary observers [B1,B2,B3] positioned ever deeper in
the gravitational field of mass [M]. Let us assume that each of these observers only knows the radial
circumference, i.e. [C1,C2,C3] corresponding to the position around mass [M], such that the radius is calculated
based on the geometric assumption that [rn=Cn/2π]. In flat spacetime, the distances between the radii [r B1,rB2,rB3]
will be [x1,x2], which the previous diagram suggests differs from the distances [x 1’,x2’] in curved spacetime. As such,
the coordinate radius, based on [rn=Cn/2π], is the radius in curved spacetime projected onto flat spacetime.
Note: To summarise, the simplified form of [2] suggests that reference frames [B 1,B2,B3] positioned within
the gravitational field of mass [M] will be subject to time dilation because the ticking of the clock is slowing
due to (1-Rs/r), while length appears to be expanded due to 1/(1-Rs/r) in comparison to the reference frame
[A] in flat spacetime. If we assume that the central mass [M] remains constant, we can then describe how
the ‘coordinate’ measures [dt,dr] change as a function of the coordinate radius [r] to become the ‘proper’
measures [d,ds] within a gravitational field.
Clearly, the idea that material objects, i.e. people, can change in shape and dimension, as suggested by relativity,
has always been difficult to explain in terms of classical physics, where matter appears to have physical substance
and a definitive and rigid form. However, in this context, a wave model might be seen as one of the more
compelling arguments in support of a different model underpinning the physical reality of substance. Up until this
point, the effects of special and general relativity have been described separately, such that it might be useful to
now provide some visualisation of these effects being combined using 3 different reference frames as outlined in
the following diagram.

The details behind the diagram above can be referenced via a number of earlier discussions within the Mysearch
website, i.e. Model Concept, Radial Paths and Orbits & Trajectories etc. However, the diagram above essentially
summarises the perspective of three observers:
•

A distant observer [A] far from any gravitational mass [M].

•

A shell observer [B] at distance [r] from the gravitational mass [M].

•

A free-falling observer [C] accelerating towards the gravitational mass [M].
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Again, the distant observer [A] is conceptually positioned in flat spacetime with no relative velocity, such that
special and general relativity have no effect and become our coordinate reference frame. In contrast, a shell
observer [B] sits within the gravitational field of mass [M], but with no orbital velocity or ‘obvious’ radial velocity,
although it might be described as accelerating away from the mass [M] at a rate equal to the gravitational pull.
Finally, a free-falling observer [C] is one that is accelerating towards mass [M] at a rate equal to the pull of gravity.
The advantage of considering an observer frame, free-falling from an infinite radius [r], is that the velocity is always
proportional to the radius [r] and therefore the effect of gravity and velocity are proportional and synchronised.
But what do the equations embedded in the diagram tell us?
As indicated, observer [A] becomes our coordinate reference frame in flat spacetime, where space [s A] and time
[tA] are set to unity. While outside the idea of relativity, if observer [A] was also conceptually stationary with
respect to space as a propagation media, we might consider whether this could also be described as the stationary
reference frame for any wave model, at least, in concept.
[3]

Frame  A → A : sA = 1, t A = 1, v A = 0

Observer [B] is considered to occupy an essentially ‘stationary’ position within the gravitational field, such that the
effects are only quantified in terms of the Schwarzschild metric shown in [1,2], which suggests that observer [A]
perceives the measure of length in the local frame [B] to be increasing, while the tick of the clock slows.
[4]

Frame  A → B : sB = sA / 1 − Rs / r , tB=t A 1 − Rs / r , vB = 0

Finally, reference frame [C] can be observed by both [A] and [B], which are assumed to be stationary, i.e. [v=0],
such that [C] has the same relative velocity [v] with respect to [A] and [B], where the velocity [v] of the free-falling
reference frame is inversely proportional to radius [r] with the caveats now being outlined. While velocity [v] of
special relativity has the same effect as the gravitational radius [r] on time, the effect on spatial length is different,
i.e. increasing velocity causes length contraction, while decreasing radius causes length expansion. So, given the
synchronisation of velocity [v] to radius [r] in the free-falling case, the effects on length are cancelled, such that
[sC=sA], while the effects on time are multiplied, i.e. [*=2].
[5]

Frame  A → C  : sC = sA , tC = t A (1 − Rs / r )

While some of the opposing effects of special and general relativity apply to the [B-C] case, frame [B] is already
subject to time dilation and length expansion by virtue of its position in a gravitation field. As such, [5] is modified
to [6] to account for this situation.
[6]

Frame B → C  : sC = sB / 1 − Rs / r , tC =tB 1 − Rs / r

However, we might return to the time dependency within a gravitational field between frames [A] and [B] by
noting that these reference frames have no relative velocity [v], such that [dr=0] which then allows a further
simplification of [6]:
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[7]


2GM  2
c 2 d 2 = c 2 1 −
 dt 
rc 2 


dt
=
d

1
1−

2GM

=

rc 2

The form of [7] has expanded [Rs] such that we might see the physical parameters that define the magnitude of
the time dilation gradient, i.e. dt/d, to be a function of [M/r]. However, from the perspective of a wave model, it
has been argued that mass has to be replaced by some form of energy-density, which has an equivalent
gravitational potential field. In this context, it might again be useful to quantify the strength or intensity of a
gravitational field in terms of its gravitational acceleration [g=m/s 2] based on Newton’s second law:
[8]

F = ma =

GMm
r

2

GM

= mg  g =

r2

As such, we might now show all equivalent forms of expression that defined the Gravitational Gamma []’:
[9]

=

dt
=
d

1
1−

2GM

=

rc 2

1
Rs
1−
r

=

1
1−

2gr
c2

Although none of these equations really explain the cause of gravity, we might understand that time dilation is an
effect that takes place within a gravitational field. However, if time is affected, then it might also be a reasonable
to assume that frequency, i.e. [1/time], of any wave sourced from within a gravitational field to also be affected.
[10] dt = 1 .df = df =

d

dft

dft

1
1−

2gr
c

 dft = df 1 −

2gr
c2

2

In terms of [10], the transmitted frequency [df ] is being associated with the proper time [d] within the
gravitational field, while the received frequency [dft] is being associated with the coordinate observer in flat
spacetime. As a general consequence, the energy associated with the received wave, as a function of frequency,
i.e. [E=hf], will be lower or ‘gravitationally redshifted’, which is a key issue in many cosmological models.
Summation
Having now briefly outlined the scope of general relativity in terms of how a gravitational field might affect time
and space, we return to the issue of what constitutes physical reality or, at least, a perception of it. At one level, it
has been argued that any WSE model has to question the physical substance of mass [kg], which seemingly
disappears as we enter the sub-atomic domain of fundamental particles. Likewise, the consequences of relativity
and the Doppler effect might also be interpreted in term of a wave model, where the perceptual reality of time
and space appear to change within different ‘reference frames’ when subject to velocity and gravitation.
So how do we quantify physical reality, i.e. who sees what and when?
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In part, it might be argued that the challenge of science has always been to try to provide a fundamental
description of physical reality, which is both logical and verifiable. Initially, logic is often only encapsulated in
theory, which then needs to be subject to some form of empirical verification, i.e. measurements and
experimentation. In this context, many will argue that the theory of relativity has been empirically verified by
experiments, although some may still question whether all of its assumed effects have been fully explained in
terms of cause and effect. Therefore, at this point, we shall summarise some of Einstein’s most basic postulates,
which are seen to underpin the theory of both special and general relativity:
•

Special Relativity: The laws of physics are the same in all inertial systems such that no preferred inertial
reference frame exists, which stems from the postulate that the speed of light [c] is constant in all inertial
systems.
Note: It has been suggested that time dilation cannot occur simultaneously in two reference frames just
because both perceive a relative velocity between themselves, see Triplet Paradox. If so, there is a
suggestion that absolute time dilation only occurs as a result of the relative velocity between the moving
reference frame and the wave propagation media. Reference frames do move relative to the speed of light
[c], hence Doppler shift, but in a reference frame immersed within a wave structure of everything, the speed
of light is perceived as being constant. While time dilation is real in the sense that it affects the ticking of
biological cells, length contraction is localised within the moving frame and only ‘observed’ from a remote
stationary frame, such that we might question the scope of its physical reality.

•

General Relativity: The equivalence principle suggests that there is no way for an observer to distinguish
locally between gravity and acceleration, where gravity reflects the geometry of spacetime and mass-energy
seeks to move along the shortest path in curved spacetime.
Note: It has always been recognised that the equivalence principle is only an approximation as it ignores
tidal forces associated with a centre of gravity that do not apply to the acceleration model. However, there
appears to be a dichotomy in the various accepted scientific models that allows space to expand, contract
and curve, while seemingly insisting that it can have no active role as a media of wave propagation,
although this latter restriction does not appear to apply to gravitation waves. Again, we might assume that
time dilation does occur within a gravitational field, although the idea of length expansion within a localised
frame within the gravitational field and only observed by a remote ‘conceptual’ observer in flat spacetime is
questionable.

Despite the issues outline in this section of discussions, one of the main concerns is still the issue that the theory of
relativity cannot be fully reconciled with quantum theory. As such, the standard model of physical reality appears
inconsistent and therefore incomplete and seemingly contradictory in many aspects of its overall description. If
this is the case, it may still be reasonable to pursue the idea of some form of WSE model and to continue to
question the underlying assumptions of the standard models.
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1.2

A Matter of Inquiry

This section of the discussion will simply attempt to highlight a number of
general issues surrounding the accepted scientific models, which may
require some further consideration with a WSE model. However, to be
clear from the outset, inquiry is not being used as a disguise to assert some
alternative theory, but rather pursues a process of clarification and
learning, although such a remit does not mean that accepted ideas cannot
be questioned. In 1877, William Clifford published an essay entitled ‘The
Ethics of Belief’ and while this essay was not about the ‘belief’ in science, it
made an argument for a number of guiding principles, which may have
value in any area of human development. Simply, by way of summary,
Clifford concluded that:
`it is wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything on insufficient evidence`
While this principle in this argument has been debated on many levels, we might recognise the difficulty in both
developing and maintaining a worldview based on such a strict principle. This difficulty is not because we
necessarily disagree with the general argument, but rather in terms of what we, as individuals, will accept as
‘sufficient evidence’ underpinning our beliefs. However, Clifford’s summary argument above was also supported by
three basic guidelines, which are paraphrased as follows:
1.

Duty of Inquiry: It is wrong to believe based on insufficient evidence, such that doubt and investigation
has to precede acceptance and belief.

2.

Weight of Authority: We may believe the statement of another, if there is evidence of knowledge and
truth, so far as it can be known.

3.

Limits of Inference: We may believe in that which goes beyond our experience, when it is inferred from
our experience and the assumption that, what we do not know, is like what we do know.

Of course, in practice, any duty of inquiry may be limited by both the ‘time to learn’ and the ‘ability to learn’, such
that most people may simply base their scientific worldview on the accepted weight of authority, which in some
cases may be little more than a general consensus of opinion. However, history also tells us that the weight of
scientific authority has been constantly overturned as new facts emerged from empirical experiments, such that
what is accepted as mainstream science is often only a transitory consensus.
What else might we learn from this historic perspective?
There is a suggestion that we need to recognise and acknowledge when scientific assumption and theory goes
beyond the limits of inference, such that the duty of inquiry has to be prioritised over simple acceptance. Of
course, this third guideline has presented a specific problem for modern science, which is now often predicated on
speculative mathematical models of reality that extend beyond the ability of science to empirically verify.
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However, in this context, the third guideline may require some further consideration as it is quite possible that
quantum reality is actually nothing like what we already know. As such, the third guideline should not necessarily
restrict speculative inference, only its acceptance as fact.
Why the caveat?
In the time since Clifford’s essay was first published, science has undergone two fundamental paradigm shifts in
the form of the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics. However, these theories suggest a reality that is
nothing like what we know, which now appears to be supported by a weight of authority that few are in a position
to question, even if allowed. For it would seem that many now assume that the existing experimental evidence of
the last 100 years is simply too overwhelming to be seriously challenged. Of course, there are still those who will
point out that these two foundation stones of modern physics, i.e. relativity and quantum field theory, are
incompatible, such that science cannot be complete.
So what is the nature of inquiry to be pursued in this section of discussions?
In part, general concern is expressed as to whether a mathematical model of reality, which often appears to
circumvent the need for any obvious causal mechanism, can be considered even close to completion. While this is
not a denial of the need for mathematical abstraction, especially in the quantum domain, it seems important to
recognised that models are, by definition, a necessary simplification of physical reality not its replacement. This
abstraction can then be compounded by the semantics of ‘particles’ that have no obvious substance, while the
definition of energy [E] is still predicated on the concept of mass [kg] rather than the opposite. Therefore, inquiry is
extended into the nature of energy, not only how as a scalar quantity it propagates in space and time, but how
many different forms of fundamental energy exist and how differential potential energy levels might be the causal
mechanism of all kinematic motion. Finally, inquiry is made into the contradictory nature of light, both as an
electromagnetic wave and as a photon particle, which today often remains cloaked within the wave-particle
duality debate.
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1.2.1

A Matter of Perspective

Science has offered up many descriptions of energy, which classical
physics might have described in terms of the kinetics of a mass
particle in motion or the potential offset in a gravitation or
electrostatic field or even the propagation of mechanical waves
through a physical media like water or air. However, science has
also provided a description of radiated energy dissociated from any
rest mass in the form of electromagnetic waves, which are
described as self-propagating without any obvious requirement or
interaction with any form of physical media. Later, the description
of all energy interactions was updated in terms of photons, which
developed into the description of quantum wave-functions that
may only have a ‘probability existence’ within one of many
mathematically abstract quantum fields. While all of these
descriptions have had success within some restricted domains, we
might still inquire into one fundamental issue:
Does cause and effect take place within some tangible reality?
Today, such questions may only be considered as having philosophical scope and debated by those who simply do
not understand the mathematical framework that now underpins all scientific method. Of course, the
counter-argument is that scientific certainty is always the position up until somebody proves an alternative model
may have more validity. However, while this discussion is not an attempt to forward an alternative model, it does
question whether any sort of wave model is possible and, as such, assumes that all potential energy may be linked
to a displacement of the wave propagation media from a point of equilibrium. For if a WSE model underpins the
structure of everything, i.e. all sub-atomic particles, then the idea of kinetic energy attributed to any ‘particle’ in
motion is just another manifestation of wave energy in motion. However, as a starting point, we need a basic
description of how a ‘displaced point’ in space might be modelled, possibly starting with a simple harmonic
oscillator. As such, we might initially anchor this description to the physics of Hooke’s Law, where the force [F]
associated with a displacement [A] is a function of some elasticity constant [k].
[1]

F = −kA

The negative sign reflects that the force [F] always acts in the opposite direction of the displacement [A]. However,
a force [F] can also be defined in terms of a rate of change of energy [E] with displacement [A], i.e. F= dE/dA, such
that the input energy of this system can be determined by integrating the force over its displacement range [0..A]:
[2]

A

 A2

1
EP = - k  A = - k 
+ C  = - kA2
2
2
0


This equation would represent the initial potential energy [EP] of the oscillator in terms of some maximum
displacement [A0]. We might then proceed by assuming that the initial displacement [A 0] can be modelled as a sine
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wave function of time [t], where the idea of angular frequency [ω] replaces frequency [f] primarily for
mathematical convenience.
[3]

A = A0 sin (t )

While [3] expresses the displacement [A] as a function of the angular velocity [] and time [t], we have not
provided any physical explanation of what might determine the angular velocity [] of our model oscillator, which
in classical terms might be achieved by combining Hooke’s law and Newton’s 2nd law of motion
[4]

F = −kA = ma

This is essentially a classical description of simple harmonic motion, where [4] describes a unit mass [m]
undergoing acceleration [a], which is subject to a rate of change of displacement [A] from its equilibrium position.
Note: For the moment, we will continue to use the idea of [m], while highlighting that any WSE model must
ultimately redefine mass as an energy-density.
However, in order to further develop the oscillator model, we need to equate the acceleration of the wave motion,
as defined by [3], by recognising that acceleration [a] is a second order differential of displacement [A].
A = A0 Sin (t )

[5]

dA
= −  A0 Cos (t )
dt
d2 A
dt 2

= −2  A0 Sin (t ) = −2 A

Based on the result in [5], we can now substitute for acceleration [a] in [4].
[6]

F = −kA = ma = −m2 A  k = m2

In [6], we have quantified an expression for the elasticity [k] that can be used in the oscillator model, when
substituted back in [2].
[7]

2

EP = -

m (2 f ) A2
1 2
m2 A2
2
kA = = E p  ( fA )
2
2
2

Note: The purpose of highlighting the proportionality between energy [E] to both frequency [f2] and
amplitude [A2] will be discussed further in the context of Planck’s energy equation [E=hf]. However, given
that Planck’s equation is often considered important within the quantization of energy, it seems we will need
to understand why amplitude [A] disappears in Planck’s energy equation and why this equation is only
proportional to frequency [f] not [f2].
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It should also be highlighted that the oscillator model developed, so far, does not account for there being some
minimum energy as required by quantum mechanics in the form of the uncertainty principle. We might also
recognise that [7] only tells us the potential energy stored within a classical oscillator and not the total energy.
Again, from a classical perspective, we might quantify the total energy [E T] as the sum of the potential energy [EP]
and the kinetic energy [EK] at any point in time [t] based on the following components.
[8]

EP =

1
m2 A2;
2

2

EK =

mv2 ( mv )
p2
=
=
2
2m
2m

Based on [8], we can combine the two energy components to create an expression of the total energy [E T] at any
point in the oscillation cycle. However, this single oscillation model is cycling between the maxima of potential and
kinetic energy. At the top of the cycle, all energy is potential as the mass [m] is stationary. Similarly, as the mass
[m] passes the centre-point, all energy is kinetic and velocity is at a maximum. However, it needs to be highlighted
that the only thing in motion in this model is a conceptual point in space, which at the quantum scale only exists as
a scalar energy quantity associated with the positional amplitude [A] of the oscillator.
Note: When subsequent aspects of the derivations to follow make reference to a distance [x], they are
implicitly orientated towards the amplitude [A] of the oscillation offset from its equilibrium point, which in
some contexts might be seen as a vertical [y] offset.
[9]

ET =

1
p2
m2 A2 +
2
2m

In [9], we see the combination of both potential and kinetic energy, although we will possibly need to question the
accuracy of the classical kinetic energy component used. Also, before proceeding, we need to establish some of
the basic assumptions of quantum mechanics anchored to the derivation of the Compton wavelength and the
Planck energy equation, which is underpinned by the uncertainty principle. We will start with a basic derivation of
Compton’s wavelength linked to the energy equations of Einstein [mc2] and Planck [hf].
[10]

E = mc2 = hf =

hc



 =

h
h
=
mc p

In [10], we see an inverse relationship between wavelength [λ]and momentum [p]. However, the use of [c] rather
than [v] suggests that the equation applies to a photon rather than a particle with mass. However, an analogous
form of this equation exists in the form of the deBroglie wavelength, such that the relationship [h/p] will be
consider generic at this stage. Of course, if a photon has no rest mass [m 0], the kinematics of momentum being
assigned to the mass [m] would have to be explained in terms of a wave energy density. However, based on [10],
we might proceed to defined the uncertainty in momentum [p] and distance [x=A] as follows.
[11]

p=

h



 p =

h
h
 p.x  h 
x
2

In [11], we see the basic form assumed to support the uncertainty principle, although at this stage, it is simply
showing that an inaccuracy in measuring either momentum [p] or distance [x] will result in a corresponding
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inaccuracy in the other quantity. While [11] is most commonly used form of the uncertainty principle, it may be
useful to also highlight that this implied ‘uncertainty’ extends to energy [E] and time [t] based on Planck’s energy
equation.
[12]

h
 1 
E = hf  E = h ( f ) = h 
  E.t  h  2
 t 

Before commenting further on the scope of equations [10], [11] and [12] in terms of the uncertainty principle, we
shall develop the total energy oscillator model in [9] based on the uncertainty of momentum [Δp] and distance
[Δx].
2
2
2
 2 
2 2
2
[13] E = m A + p  m ( x ) + 1  h  ; where A = x and p = h
T
2

2

2m

2m  4x 



2

2x

In [13], we have translated the amplitude displacement [A] into a positional uncertainty [Δx] using [11] to map the
uncertainty in momentum [Δp] into a positional uncertainty [Δx], such that we can take the derivative with respect
to the positional uncertainty [Δx] and equate the result to zero:

[14]

2
2
dET
1  2h 
= m2 ( x ) −
= 0  m2 ( x ) =
3
2m  4x 
d ( x )
4mx3



Solving [14] in terms of the positional uncertainty [Δx] gives:

[15] ( x )4 − =

2

4m22

2

 x =

h
2m

Finally, we can substitute the result in [15] back into [13]

[16] ET =

m2
2

2
 h 


 1 h 
hf
 2m 
=
+
=
=  
2 f ) =
(

 +



4
4
2
2

 2   2 
 2m  8m 

First, we possibly need to highlight the significance of [16] in that it suggests that a ‘quantum oscillator model’
cannot have zero energy, if the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics is adopted. However, it also leads us
down the path of quantum logic based on a time dependent solution of Schrodinger’s wave equation that then
deviates from classical physics. While the previous links attempt to discuss the development of quantum
mechanics in a little more detail, this discussion wants to highlight an assumption, based on the formulation of the
deBroglie wavelength that leads to idea of a quantum wave-function collapse and its dispersive nature. While this
discussion will not reproduce the detail in previous discussions, it will reproduce some of the logic used to derive
the deBroglie wavelength based on the Newtonian formulation of kinetic energy.
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Compton : E = mc 2 = hf = h

[17]
deBroglie : E = mv 2 = hf = h

c


v



 C =

h
h
h
2
= p=
=  C ; where  C =
&
mc p
C
C

=

h
2

 D =

h
h
h
2
= p=
=  D ; where  D =
&
mv p
D
D

=

h
2

In [17], we see similar logic for both the Compton and deBroglie wavelengths, but where the latter substitutes for
kinetic energy in the form [mv2] and assumes a wave velocity [v] not [c]. While the missing factor of (2) in the
expression for kinetic energy will be discussed further in the next discussion, it is normally assumed that the
energy associated with the deBroglie wavelength leads to a relationship between [k] and [ω] that appears to be
non-linear, i.e. dispersive.
2

2

[18] E =  h  (2 f ) =  =  mv = p
 2 
 2
2m




 ( )
=

2m


2

 =

2
2m

However, we might inquire as to whether there is an ambiguity in the form of [18], if we take into consideration
that [h] itself is quantified in terms of energy, i.e. [h=joules.seconds], while the concept of mass [m=m0] becomes
a relativistic function of velocity [v]. As such, we might consider an alternative interpretation based on kinetic
energy [Ek=mv2], to be discussed next, which then leads to the suggestion that matter-waves might be
non-dispersive.
[19] E =  = mv2 = ( mv ) v = pv = ( k ) v   = ( k ) v and v =


k

This issue is highlighted simply because it may suggest that the kinetic energy of matter-wave is always [mv2]
within a WSE model and may therefore not necessarily be dispersive. If this is the case, it might then question
some aspects of the following quantum description that usually accompanies the idea of the quantum oscillator,
i.e. the wave function collapse and the scope of the uncertainty principle.

The diagram above shows the solution of the Schrödinger equation for the first four energy states [n=0..3] in terms
of a normalized wave-function. In this context, it shows the difference in the solutions of the harmonic oscillator
model in both the quantum and classical domains in terms of the ‘probability’ of finding the implied mass [m], i.e.
energy, at a given amplitude [A=x] from the equilibrium position. In the classical case, shown by the blue curve, the
probability is highest at maximum amplitude as the conceptual mass approaches the maximum potential energy
and minimum kinetic energy, i.e. the velocity approaches zero, such that the implied probability is the inverse of
velocity [v]. However, in the quantum case, the probability is now defined in terms of the square of the quantum
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wave-function amplitude [ψ2], which has no obvious physical interpretation, and in the ground state [n=0] appears
to completely contradict the classical interpretation. However, in the progression towards higher energy states
shown right, we start to see an approximation of the quantum probabilities towards the classical blue curve. It is
also highlighted that the classical probability is confined within the maximum amplitude [+A,-A], while the
quantum red curve extend beyond this limit. However, it is usually assumed that the oscillations within the
quantum probability model only have consequences if observed, which then causes a collapse of the
wave-function. It is then argued that the uncertainty principle will prevent any practical resolution of the distance
[x] without any measurement altering the physical state of the oscillator. This process is also described in terms of
the wave-function collapse when any measurement is attempted.
Note: While the uncertainty principle is usually attributed to Heisenberg, he actually preferred the word
‘indeterminacy’ rather than ‘uncertainty’. In this context, Heisenberg argued that all system observables, at
the quantum level, simply have no definite value and, as such, there is not uncertainty, just an inability to
assign an exact value of position [x] and momentum [p], when approaching the quantum scale.
Based on the note above, Heisenberg’s initial position might be described in terms of a practical measurement
approach versus a conceptual wave approach. In terms of the conceptual approach, it is often assumed that a
matter wave is more analogous to a short pulse in that it is confined to within in a small region [Δx] of space, which
is not related to the amplitude [A] in the oscillator model. However, Fourier analysis allows this short pulse to be
constructed as a superposition of sine waves of many different wavelengths quantified in terms of a wave number
[=2π/λ]. This superposition of waves when confined to a small region [Δx], must contain a range of different
spatial wave numbers [Δk] that are described using the following relationship.
[20] x   1

2

This equation is based on calculus and has nothing to do with the quantum behaviour being outlined, i.e. it applies
to mechanical waves. However, we might restate the deBroglie wavelength in terms of momentum [p] and
formulated in terms a small delta [Δ] change to both variables.
[21] p = h =   p = 


Now let us multiply [20] by [h-bar] and substitute for [Δk] as per [21]
[22] x   1  x (  )  h  x p  h
2

2

2

At one level, [22] appears to replicate the uncertainty principle used in the previous energy derivation. However, it
is again highlighted that the result in [22] appears to be predicated on the assumption that the wave-particle being
modelled is a superposition of multiple wavelengths, which would ‘propagate’ through a dispersive media, at least
mathematically, such that the wave-function conforms to the time dependent solution of Schrodinger’s wave
equation that results in the wave-function collapse when any measurement is attempted. At this point, the
introduction of some of the basic assumptions of quantum mechanics may appear to have created a degree of
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ambiguity surrounding the idea of energy, at least, in terms of a definition predicated on the mass [kg] of a
particle.
So what other lines of inquiry might be pursued?
Well, the typical mainstream response might be to study the range of different mathematical formulation used in
the early development of quantum mechanics, e.g. Lagrange mechanics, Hamilton mechanics, quantum notation,
wave mechanics and quantized wave operators. Further recommended study might include the formulation of
quantum mechanics in terms of Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics, Schrodinger’s wave mechanics and Dirac’s
equation covering the additional consideration of relativistic energy and momentum. Having assimilated sufficient
mathematical understanding of this framework of topics, it might then be suggested that some appreciation of the
philosophical implications of quantum mechanics is necessary, only later to be told that many of these earlier ideas
would be superseded by post-war quantum theory. Unfortunately, this second phase of the quantum learning
curve will also require further detailed study of the semantics of particles and fields plus forces and interactions
plus further mathematical abstractions, e.g.
natural Units, quantum postulates, quantum operators, bra-kets and matrices, quantum states, probability
and quantum states, probability and bra-ket notation, abstract vector space, coherence states.
Persistence in the process of inquiry may eventually lead you towards the modern overarching quantum field
theory (QFT) inclusive of quantum electro-dynamics (QED), quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD) and electro-weak
theory (EWT), which possibly also requires an update of quantum philosophy along with an extension of various
subsequent quantum interpretations. Finally, at the end of this long learning curve, you may return to the original
question.
Does cause and effect take place within some tangible physical reality?
Whether you believe quantum theory provides a satisfactory answer to this question may be a matter of personal
preference as it is far from clear that the quantum debate regarding the epistemological versus ontological nature
of reality has actually been resolved. For if quantum theory only provides a mathematical description, based on
probability, rather than a physical model of cause and effect, debate and inquiry may naturally continue.
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1.2.2

A Matter of Energy

The last discussion highlighted some initial lines of inquiry surrounding
the concept of energy, which classical physics defined in units of mass
[kg], although this idea appears to become increasingly abstracted
when considered in terms of quantum physics. The nature of the inquiry
also touched upon the speculative idea of space being a medium of
wave propagation, where each point is space might be modelled as a
‘not-so-simple harmonic oscillator’. However, within this model, there
would only be two fundamental forms of energy described in terms of
the potential and kinetic energy associated with the displacement of a
wave media, i.e. space, from its ground state as waves propagate
through it. Of course, this description must appear in stark contrast to
the many manifestations of energy normally encountered in most
physics textbooks, e.g.
rest mass, thermal, mechanical, electrical, electrostatic, magnetic, electromagnetic, gravitational, chemical,
radiation, nuclear, ionization, chromo-dynamic…. etc.
However, any basic line of inquiry might lead to the conclusion that most of the forms of energy listed above are
only a manifestation of a more fundamental form of energy. For example, we might readily accept that thermal
energy is a statistical aggregation of the kinetic energy [mv2/2] of individual particles linked to the concept of mass,
which in turn may require further consideration if we question the nature of physical mass. Of course, if we
continue to inquire into the most fundamental nature of reality, then we might question whether every action
requires a causal explanation rooted in the concept of energy.
[1]

Energy [E] = mass *

length2
2

time

= kg *

m2
s2

 kg * v2

In [1], we see the classical definition of energy [E] in terms of the SI base units of mass [kg], length [m] and time [s],
where the latter two terms might be seen as being representative some form of velocity [v], which might initially
be quantified in terms of rest energy or kinetic energy associated with mass [m].

[2]

 m2 
  mc2
 s2 



Rest Energy [E R ] = kg 

 m2 
mv 2

2
 s 
2



Kinetic Energy [E k ] = kg 

In the previous discussion, we introduced the idea of the potential energy associated with the model of a simple
harmonic oscillator defined as a function of force [F] and a displacement amplitude [A].
[3]

Potential Energy [EP ] =  F.dA   F.dr
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In [3], we have generalised the description of potential energy [Ep] as a function of force [F] with radial distance [r]
as the two primary examples of potential energy might be described in term of gravitation and electric charge,
which are normally characterised in terms of the radial distance [r] between two masses [m1,m2] or two charges
[q1,q2] as follows.

[4]

m m 
m3
Gravitational Potential Energy = G  1 2  ; where G =
r
kg.s 2


Electric Potential Energy

q q 
= K  1 2 ;
 r 

where K =

kg.m3 1
s2

C2

While we might note the similarity in the form of the two potential energy equations shown in [4], we shall defer
the discussion of these equations until the discussion entitled ‘A Matter of Semantics’. However, we might initially
inquiry as to whether the idea of gravity or charge is best described as an attribute of a single ‘particle’ or rather as
a field of potential energy between two concentrations of energy-density in space. However, for now, we will
simply highlight that the total energy at any point in space might be quantified as follows:
[5]

Total Energy [ET ] = Potential Energy [EP ] + Kinetic Energy [EK ] + Rest Energy [ER ]

Having made a general introduction of potential energy, the rest of this discussion will now focus on the issue of
kinetic energy [EK] and rest energy [ER] and the effects of relativity on the classical definitions shown in [2]. For the
theory of special relativity, published in 1905, required a qualification of the expressions in [2] associated with the
Lorentz factor [] that effects mass, and therefore the energy, in motion with velocity [v].
[6]

m =  m0 =

m0

v2 
1 −


c2 


;

where  =

1

v2 
1 −


c2 


In [6], mass [m0] will be described as the rest mass, when velocity [v=0]. As such, we can now use the formulations
to extend the basic energy equations in [2] to include the idea of a relativistic mass [m], which is a function of
velocity [v].
[7]

E 2 = m2c 4 =

m02 c 4


v2 
 m2c 4 1 −
 = m02c 4


c2 
v 

1 −


c2 

2

Expanding and re-arranging, we can transpose [7] into a relativistic energy equation as follows:
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 v2 
m02 c 4 = m2 c 4 − m2 c 4 

 c2 



[8]

E 2 = m2 c 4 = m02 c 4 + m2v 2 c 2
E =

m02 c 4 + m2v 2 c 2 = m02 c 4 + p2 c 2

In the final form of [8], we see the expression for the total energy [E] being linked to rest energy plus another
energy term in the form [pc], where [p] might represent the momentum of a photon or particle within the
wave-particle duality of quantum mechanics. However, while this expression leads logically to the definition of the
Compton wavelength, shown below, it is less obvious when applied to a particle having a velocity range [v=0..c].
For if we accept that a photon has no rest mass [m 0] and a velocity [v=c], this immediately provides a simplification
of [8] as follows:
[9]

E = mvc  mc2

We can then extend the specific case in [9] using an equivalence of the Einstein and Planck energy equations,
which when re-arranged in terms of wavelength [λC] arrives at what is known as Compton’s wavelength, where [p]
corresponds to the momentum of a photon, which we might initially assume propagates through space as a
wave-particle with velocity [c].
[10] E = mc2 = hf = h c → C = h = h


mc

p

However, this simplification is not immediately available to matter particles, which have rest mass [m 0] plus a
particle velocity range [v=0..c]. Therefore, we might initially consider two solutions of [11] corresponding to the
extremes of the particle velocity range:
v = 0:

[11]

E = m0 c 2 = hf = h

v → c : E = mvc = hf = h

c


c



→ C =

h
m0 c

→ D =

h
h
=
mv p

In the first case, where [v=0], we see a solution that appears very similar in form to the Compton wavelength in [7],
although there is no obvious reason why this stationary particle-wave would have any momentum [p], such that
we might question the inference of [c]. In contrast, a particle with velocity [v→c] would have an increased mass
[m≫m0] that allows the simplification shown in the second case and leads to a wavelength [λ D] known as the
deBroglie wavelength. While the structure of any matter-wave may be far from clear at this point, we might make
an initial assumption that any wave that can remain stationary in space, i.e. when [v=0], might suggest a standing
wave superposition of some form created by two or more waves propagating at velocity [c]. Likewise, a waveform
capable of moving through space in the velocity range [v=0..c] might correspond to some form of beat waveform,
where the beat wavelength corresponds to the deBroglie wavelength. As such, we might test these assumptions in
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terms of the energy associated with non-dispersive wave propagation relationship [v=fλ], which will also need to
be clarified later in the discussion.
 h 
2
v = 0 : c = f C = f 
  E = hf = m0c
 m0 c 
[12]
 h 
2
v → c : v = f D = f 
  E = hf = mv
 mv 

In part, the equations in [12] appear to make sense in that a stationary matter-wave has energy corresponding to
its rest energy, while the matter-wave with velocity [v] appears to have an energy closely resembling the classical
equation for kinetic energy, i.e. linked to velocity [v], albeit missing a factor of 2. Given this discrepancy, we might
take a slightly different approach and assume that the deBroglie matter-wave is associated with its classical kinetic
energy propagating with velocity [v], not [c]:

[13]

E = Ek =

mv 2
hv
= hf =
2


 hv 
h
 h 
 = 2
 = 2 p
 mv 
 
 mv 2 

D = 2 * 

However, while [13] started with the classical equation for kinetic energy, the inclusion of the factor (2) now
causes a discrepancy with the accepted form of the deBroglie wavelength, which does not include the factor (2).
While this issue will be taken up later in the discussion, the following equation is tabled for initial consideration:
2
[14] Energy [E ] = Rest Energy [E0 ] + Kinetic Energy [EK ] = m0c 2 + mv

2

In [14], we see the classical equation for kinetic energy, which is known to only be an approximation at
non-relativistic velocities, i.e. [v≪c]. However, we might derive an expression for the kinetic energy in terms of the
known total energy [E] minus the known rest energy [E0]
[15]

Kinetic Energy[EK ] = Total Energy [E ] − Rest Energy [E0 ]
EK = mc2 − m0c2 =  m0c2 − m0c2 = ( − 1) m0c2

However, equations [12], [13], [14] and [15] all possibly suggest that further review of the nature of kinetic energy
is required, especially in the context of a wave model, where the distinction of a classical particle with mass [m 0]
has to be replaced by a concept of a wave energy-density confined within some unit volume of space-time.
Therefore, we shall return to the wave-like definitions associated with the Compton [λC] and deBroglie [λD]
wavelengths, which were also derived based on the relativistic energy equation plus some generalised
assumptions about kinetic energy.
[16] C = h = h ; D = h = h
mc

p
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While the structure of any matter wave is still highly speculative, it was suggested that the existence of both the
Compton [λC] and deBroglie [λD] wavelengths might indicate some form of composite wave structure, such as a
stationary standing wave, when the particle velocity [v] equals zero, which then becomes some form of beat
waveform when the particle velocity [v] is greater than zero. While this idea was partially supported by the
following energy equations, it was highlighted that the equation relating to the kinetic energy of a particle-wave in
motion had an erroneous factor of 2.

[17]

E = Ek =

mv 2
hv
= hf =
2


 hv 
h
 h 
 = 2
 = 2 p
 mv 
 
 mv 2 

D = 2 * 

However, the idea of kinetic energy [Ek] can also be mathematically derived in terms of the work done by a force
[F] acting on a mass [m] over a distance [0..r], which can then be more accurately calculated by integration.
[18] Ek =  r F.dr   r dp .dr   r d ( mv ) .dr
0

0

dt

0

dt

However, the integration form above reflects a force that can also be expressed as the rate of change of
momentum as a function of time, i.e. dp/dt, where momentum [p=mv]:
[19] Ek =  p dr .dp  Ek =  mv dr .d ( mv ) =  mv v.d ( mv ); where v = dr
0

dt

dt

0

dt

0

Relativity then extends the basic idea of mass to include the idea of a rest mass [m 0] and a relativistic adjusted
mass [m], such that [19] has to be further modified:

[20] E =
k

mv

0


m0v

v.d 
 1 − (v / c )2








The form of [20] has to be resolved using the method of integration by parts, i.e.


[21] E = u.dv = uv − v.du = v 
k




m0v

 1 − (v / c )2




m0v
v

−
 0 

 1 − (v / c )2





dv



Using an online integration calculator to resolve the second integral, we get
[22]

Ek =

m0v 2
1
2 2

(1 − (v / c ) )
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The expression in [22] can then be rationalised as follows:

[23]

Ek =

(

2

m0v 2 + m0 c 2 1 − (v / c )

0

2

1 − (v / c )
m0 c 2

Ek =

2

1 − (v / c )

)−m c

2

=

m0v 2 + m0 c 2 − m0v
2

1 − (v / c )

− m0 c 2

− m0 c 2 =  m0 c 2 − m0 c 2 = ( − 1) m0 c 2

In the final form of [23], which matches the form of [15], we see that the kinetic energy [E k] equals the total energy
[m0c2] minus the rest energy [m0c2], which must now replace the classical form [mv2/2], although it is still unclear
how this expression would lead to the required form of the deBroglie wavelength without the factor [ϒ-1]
appearing. However, we might pursue this issue using a second form of the derivation above, starting with a
re-statement of equation [22].
[24]

Ek =

m0v 2
1
2 2

(1 − (v / c ) )

1
2 2

(

+ m0 c 2 1 − (v / c )

)

− m0 c 2 =  m0v 2 +

m0 c 2



− m0 c 2

By moving the rest energy [m0c2] back over to the left-hand side, we are left with 2 expressions on the right-hand
side, which might be interpreted in a different way.
2
2
[25] E + m c2 =  m v2 +  m0c  = mv2 + m0c
k
0
0

) (

(

)











Clearly, this segregation of the various energy expressions in [25] might be questioned, but let us first provide
some form of description for each expression as follows.
i)

[26]

E k + m0 c 2  mc 2 = Total Energy

 m
ii )  m0v 2     v 2 = mv 2 = Total Kinetic Energy
 

iii )

m0 c 2






1  m 2
v2 
c = mc 2 1 −
 = mc 2 − mv 2 = Reduced Rest Energy

   
c 2 


The summary in [26] may initially appear little more than mathematical manipulation and a somewhat strange
interpretation in the context of classical physics or even relativistic physics, especially when viewed in particle
terms, where the rest energy is usually assumed to be constant. However, it may be more valid when viewed from
the perspective of a composite waveform in motion, where the total energy of a perceived particle is not
necessarily fixed within the division of an absolute rest mass versus a variable kinetic mass. Again, this might be a
questionable interpretation, but if the concept of mass is only a manifestation of a wave energy-density, then the
idea of rest mass may be no more real than the perceived increase in kinetic mass, especially if the division of
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energy is only considered in terms of the potential and kinetic energy associated with a waveform in motion. For
example, we might consider the following comparative table showing the energy before and after a conceptual
elastic collision in terms of the 3 representations of energy discussed.
Before
A=0.5c
EP
Newtonian 1.000
Relativity 1.000
WSE
0.866

EK
0.125
0.155
0.289

After
B=0

EA
1.125
1.155
1.155

EP
1.000
1.000
1.000

A+B

EK
0.000
0.000
0.000

EB
1.000
1.000
1.000

ET
2.125
2.155
2.155

A=0
EP
1.000
1.000
1.000

EK
0.000
0.000
0.000

B=0.5c
EA
EP
1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000
1.000 0.866

A+B

EK
EB
ET
0.125 1.125 2.125
0.155 1.155 2.155
0.289 1.155 2.155

The elastic collision being described takes place between 2 conceptual ‘particles’, i.e. [A] and [B], where the
concept of rest mass energy might be assumed to have been replaced by the idea of a potential energy [EP]. In the
‘before’ state, [A] also has a kinetic velocity [v=0.5c] with an associated Lorentz factor [ϒ=1.155], while [B] is
assume to be at rest, although this may depend on the scope of the reference frame in question. Based on the
conservation of energy, we require the total energy [E T] before and after the elastic collision to be identical. In the
first Newtonian case, kinetic energy is based on the classical approximation [mv2/2], which is known to be
inaccurate at the relativistic velocity [v=0.5c], but might be seen as a comparative benchmark for the two
remaining cases. In the relativistic case, the kinetic energy is calculated based on the revised formulation
[(ϒ-1)m0c2], as derived in [15] and [23]. As expected, the total energy in the relativistic case is higher than the
Newtonian case as relativistic energy has now been taken into account. The final case, in the row labelled WSE, is
based on the equations in [26], which shows the same conserved total energy [ET] before and after the collision, as
per the relativistic case. As such, the discussion is primarily related to the percentage breakdown of this total
energy described in terms of potential energy [EP] or kinetic energy [EK], which in the WSE model might be a
somewhat arbitrary division. However, consideration of the interpretation in [26] may help to resolve the
propagation velocity [v] associated with the deBroglie wavelength in terms of its kinetic energy, i.e.
h
h
=
;
p mv

so as [v → c] then [D → C ]

EK
mv 2
=
;
h
h

so as [v → c] then [fD → fC ]

deBroglie wavelength [D ] =

[27]

deBroglie frequency [fD ] =

 mv 2   h 
Velocity of deBroglie wave [v] = fD D = 
=v

 h   mv 



Although, some of this interpretation is only conjecture, the validity of the deBroglie wavelength formula appears
to have been experimentally verified via the Davisson–Germer experiment, first conducted between 1923–1927. At
this stage, this line of inquiry is only suggesting that the idea of kinetic energy [E k] may require some further
clarification in the context of any WSE model. However, another line of inquiry might now question the
relationship between atomic line spectra and the atomic orbital structure of electrons, which are required to be
integer multiples of the electron deBroglie wavelength, although often explained in terms of the quantization of
angular momentum, e.g.
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[28] Angular Velocity [mvr] = n h ; where n = orbital 1,2..n
2

However, a possibly more logical rearrangement of [28] might be given in the form, which provides a causal
mechanism in terms of integer wavelengths, such that we are no longer making reference to orbiting electron
particles.
[29] Circumference 2 r = n h = nn
mv

In many respects, we might start to perceive an issue of descriptive semantics that has its roots in classical
Newtonian physics, which has been maintain through to quantum physics even though some of the concepts no
longer really apply. This issue is now taken up in the next discussion.
1.2.3

A Matter of Semantics

Any scientific description of cause and effect is often subject to a degree of semantic preference of the day,
although often predicated on how science has historically defined its fundamental units of measurement, e.g.
length [m], time [t], mass [m] and charge [C]. Within the confines of its preferred semantics and units, science is
then allowed to build mathematical models of space-time in which all physical action might be described.

While we have an intuitive sense of length and time, an earlier discussion of various Doppler effects may lead us to
inquire further into the fundamental nature of these units, especially within the scope of a WSE model. So while
mass is typically described as a property of a single particle and a fundamental unit of measure, a WSE model
might seek to reverse the dependency of energy on mass, e.g.
[1]

Energy [E ] =

 m2 
kA2
E
= Joules  mc2  kg 
= energy density
 ; where mass [m] =
 s2 
2
Vc2



In the first highly speculative form shown in [1], potential energy might ultimately be described as resulting from a
displacement [A] of space from its ground state quantified in terms of an elastic constant [k]. We might also
question whether the idea of mass [m] can ever be directly equated to energy, as a scalar quantity, if it implicitly
suggests a required volume [V], i.e. mass infers an energy-density.
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Note: A WSE model might suggest that all energy is a manifestation of potential energy, where the concept
of kinetic energy would result from the potential energy confined within a specified volume [V] of space
changing its position [x] with time [t], such that it would have a velocity [v=x/t]. However, it is also
recognised that the manifestation of potential energy might also be described differently in terms of larger
scaled effects, e.g. gravitation or electric charge.
At this point, we should extend the discussion of energy to include two accepted forms of potential energy, while
possibly inquiring further into the nature of two constants, e.g. [G,K] required to balance the equations in [2] in
terms of basic units of measurement introduced above.

[2]

m m 
m3
Gravitational Potential Energy = G  1 2  ; where G =
kg.s 2
 r 
Electric Potential Energy

q q 
= K  1 2 ;
 r 

where K =

= 6.670 *10−11

kg.m3 1
s2

C2

= 1.798*10+10

Note: While the ratio of K/G suggests a figure in the order of 10 20, a more comparative ratio of the electric
force [FE] and gravitation [FG] between a proton and electron would be in the order 10 40. We might
reasonably assume that this huge difference in the electric and gravitational force must be attributable to
the potential energy that underpin the manifestation of these forces at a given distance based on the same
force inverse square law.
Like mass [m], the concept of charge is also often attributed to a single particle, e.g. electron, where the unit of
measure is the Coulomb [C] in the SI system. As shown in [2], both potential energy equations are very similar in
form and both require a constant, i.e. [G] and [K]. However, the units used to defined [G,K] do not really seem to
impart any physical meaning, such that their function appears primarily to resolve the units of the overall
equations back into energy, as required by the SI system.
Note: In [2], the definition of both [G] and [K] are both dependent on mass [kg], which are assumed subject
to relativistic effects dependent on the frame of reference in which the mass is measured. Likewise, given
that the last discussion has questioned the division of total energy in terms of potential and kinetic energy,
on which it is assumed mass is dependent, we might also have to question how such constants fit into a WSE
model.
We might also inquire as to whether the idea of gravity or charge is best described as an attribute of a single
‘particle’ or rather as a field of potential energy between two concentrations of energy-density in space. Of course,
there is also the mechanism of cause and effect by which the potential energy defined in [2] propagates between
the distance [r]. For if either of masses [m1,m2] or charges [q1,q2] change in position, i.e. causing the radial distance
[r] to change, then there will be a corresponding change in the potential energy. However, this change cannot take
place immediately, if the propagation of gravitational or electric potential is also constrained by a finite velocity [c].
What might this tell us about the fundamental nature of cause and effect?
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If special relativity does not allow any particle with mass [m] to propagate with velocity [c], irrespective of the idea
of it carrying charge, we might reasonably assume that some other mechanism is required to propagate the
implied change in scalar potential energy between two points in space now separated by distance [r+∆r]. As stated
on many occasions, the only known mechanism that might explain this effect is a wave mechanism, which can
propagate energy at velocity [c] without any direct reference to mass [m]. Of course, this does not necessarily
imply that the energy is propagated through the media of space, as accepted science appears to prefer the
semantics of an ‘undulation’ or ‘excitation’ in a gravitational or electric field or possibly the abstracted semantics of
some form of quantum field.
Note: Beyond the generalisation of classical physics, it might be accepted that the propagation of potential
energy, of the forms described in [2], cannot be explained using particles with mass. We might also consider
the idea that kinetic energy is simply a localisation of potential energy in some given volume [V], i.e. an
energy-density, which can move in space as a function of time with a velocity [v] below [c]. If so, the debate
may not be about the idea of the wave mechanism itself, but rather what these waves propagate through
and how.
In a previous discussion, the idea of a simple harmonic oscillator was used to model a point in space, by which we
might explain how energy is propagated. However, this model was then qualified in terms of quantum mechanics,
which introduced the issue of the quantization of energy as defined by the Planck constant [h], which is historically
linked to the problem of blackbody radiation. However, the oscillator motion was initially based on the
mathematical description of a sine wave and the classical interchange of potential and kinetic energy, as described
by the following equation.
[3]

ET = EP + EK =

kA2 mv 2
+
;
2
2

where k = m2

In the subsequent development of the quantum model, the energy of the oscillator was eventually expressed in
terms of the Planck energy equation [E=hf], which we might attempt to reconcile in [4], where every expression
must be resolved in terms of the fundamental units, i.e. mass [kg], length [m] and time [t].
[4]

EP  kA2  m2 A2  mf 2 A2  hf  kg

m2
s2

The form of [4] ignores numeric constants, such that we can focus on how different variables might be used to
quantify the potential energy [Ep] in different ways. The first form infers a displacement [A] of the oscillator as a
function of an elastic constant [k], while the second form has transposed the value of [k] into a conceptual mass
[m] with angular velocity [ω]. The third form simply converts angular velocity [ω] back into a linear frequency [f] of
oscillation, which is finally equated to the Planck energy equation [E=hf]. As such, we might possibly clarify the
construct of units that define the Planck constant [h].
[5]

1 2 
m2 
h  m.f .A2 = kg. .m   kg
 s = Joules.Seconds

s
s2 
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Without the breakdown of the detail shown in [4] and [5], it might not be immediately obvious as to why the
Planck energy equation [E=hf] makes no reference to the oscillation amplitude [A] or why it is only proportional to
frequency [f], not [f2]. However, in the specific case of the oscillator model, [4] and [5] show that the amplitude
[A2] and one of the frequency [f] terms has been subsumed into the definition of [h]. Again, like the constants [G,K]
in [2], the Planck constant [h] might simply be described as a requirement to resolve the equation, both in terms of
the fundamental units and the preferred semantics of the accepted scientific model.
OK, but what is the point of this exercise?
Well, in the context of a WSE model, it might be highlighted that the wave nature of energy did not necessarily
disappear in the formulation of [E=hf], but has simply been masked within the Planck constant [h]. Of course, this
is not to say that there is not an important rationale behind the constant [h] linked to blackbody radiation that
needs to be taken into consideration. For it was Planck’s work on the blackbody radiation problem in 1900 that led
to the idea that energy is quantized and the subsequent development of quantum mechanics.
Note: Today, the semantic scope of quantization is now described in many forms, although it might be
rationalised in terms of the first and second quantizations. However, the definition of the semantics used in
most of these descriptions might be better described as mathematical abstraction, where the idea of
physical cause and effect is often difficult to ascertain. Therefore, the next section of the discussion attempts
to consider how the quantization of energy might be physically explained by a WSE model.
As indicated, the idea of energy quantization is historically linked to the problem of blackbody radiation, which was
a ‘hot’ topic at the end of the 19th century. The semantics of a ‘blackbody radiator’ is used to describe a material
body that can absorb and emit electromagnetic (EM) energy. While the scope of this discussion will try to avoid too
much historic and mathematical details that led Planck to the development of an equation that first introduced the
Planck constant [h], it is often considered the foundation stone that underpins quantum mechanics. Therefore,
some retelling of the salient details is possibly an important line of inquiry to investigate and starts with the
concept that if you heat up a blackbody, it will radiate energy with a total power per unit area proportional to the
fourth power of temperature in degrees Kelvin, which had been defined
in terms of the Stefan-Boltzmann law established in 1879.
[6]

R=

Power
=  T 4 ; where  = 5.67 *10−8 Watts.m−2.K −4
Area

However, it was recognised that the EM energy emitted from a blackbody
correlated to the wavelength [λ] of the energy. As such, the radiant
power [P] was experimentally determined as a function of wavelength,
where the total power per unit area might be described as the integrated
value over all wavelengths. Based on experimental data, the blackbody
spectrum curve was plotted for different temperatures, where each curve
has the characteristic shape as shown in the diagram right for different temperatures in degrees Kelvin. However,
the diagram also shows that more power [P] is emitted as the temperature [T] of the blackbody increases, while
the peak of the spectrum shifts to the left, i.e. shorter wavelengths, higher frequency. However, explaining this
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diagram has to be initially understood in the timeframe of the late 19th century, when physicists had only acquired
a general understanding of the mechanisms involved, i.e. heat was assumed to cause the atoms of a solid to
‘vibrate’, although atoms were only vaguely understood as a structure involving electric charge.
Note: At this time, Planck’s scientific worldview was anchored in a definition of the second law of
thermodynamics that led him to doubt the existence of atoms. However, a new interpretation of the second
law had been forwarded by Boltzmann suggesting that the law was only statistically valid. It should also be
recognised that J.J.Thompson only discovered the existence of the electron in 1897, while science would have
to wait until 1911 for Rutherford to show that an atom must contain a central nucleus. Some of this history
context is necessary in order to assess the limitations of Planck’s understanding, especially when connected
to the subsequent development of quantum mechanics.
Based on earlier experiments, Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetic radiation linked to an oscillating charge, e.g. an
electron, had been generally established and shown to propagate at the speed of light [c]. As such, it was logical to
assume that the observed power spectrum of emitted energy was linked to oscillating charges within the material
of the blackbody. Likewise, a similar process would occur in reverse, where EM radiation in the form of heat would
be absorbed, which caused the charges to oscillate, which maintained the emission of EM radiation being observed.
In 1893, Wilhem Wien had formulated a relationship between the wavelength of the peak of the spectrum and its
temperature.
[7]

P =

constant 2.898 *10−3
=
T
T

By 1896, Wien had also formulated a possible solution to the observed spectrum based on thermodynamic
principles with the assumption that the gas molecules obeyed the Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution for
atoms in a gas, where the energy in a given wavelength interval [dλ[ was given by:

[8]

E d  =

A

5

( T ) d 

Wien then extended [8] by using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law for the speed of atoms in a gas, which he
substituted back into [8]

[9]

T =

 a 
−

e  T 

 E d  =

A

 a 
exp  −
 d
 T 

5

At this stage, [A] and [a] were just constants to be determined by experimental evaluation, while the form of [9]
might also be transposed in terms of frequency [f] using the non-dispersive relationship [c=fλ], while noting that
[dλ] has also to be transposed into [df] as follows:
[10]  =

c
c
 d = −
df
f
f2
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Substituting [10] back into [9] we get:
 af 

5 −
[11] Ef df = Af e  cT  c df  A ' f 3 exp  − a ' f  df
5
2

c



f

T 

In [11], the revised constants [A’,a’] have subsumed the value of the constant [c]. However, while Wien’s equation
was a very close match to the observed blackbody spectrum, it was shown to deviate on the long-wavelength side
of the peak of the curve. While we might simply introduce Planck’s equation, as normally presented today, it may
be informative to show the original form of Planck’s law published in 1900, which might be more easily compared
to Wien’s solution.
1
1
[12] E d  = A
d ;
E df = A ' f 3
df


f

 5 exp  − a  − 1
 T 



 a'f
exp  −
 T


 −1


It is probably fair to say that Planck had essentially worked back from the required solution demanded by
observation. For in many respects Planck initially had no explanation as to why his equation worked and possibly
more telling there is no appearance of the Planck constant [h] in the initial form of [12]. However, the final revised
form of the equations in [12] are now normally presented in terms of the radiance [R] per wavelength interval [dλ]
or frequency interval [df], where radiance [R] might be defined as the energy-density associated with wavelength
or frequency.
[13]

E d  =

2hc2



5

1
 hf
exp  −
 kBT


 −1


d ;

Ef df =

2hf 3

1
df
c2 exp  − hc  − 1
 T 



So, in the form of [13], we see the introduction of the Planck constant [h], which Planck calculated based on the
available experimental data, i.e. the spectrum curves, plus the insertion of Boltzmann’s constant [kB].
OK, so how did Planck eventually explain the revisions in [13]?
Now, at this point, many of the explanations appear to be written with a certain degree of deference to Planck’s
being cited as the ‘father of quantum mechanics’, although this can hardly have been the case in 1900. For, at this
time, Planck had only just started to accept the general notion of an atom without any knowledge of its
sub-structure consisting of positively charged protons surrounded by negative charged electron orbitals.
Note: In 1900, Lord Rayleigh was also looking at the problem of blackbody radiation, but assumed the
radiation might be a superposition of standing waves confined within an enclosure, where the electric wave
component of the EM wave had to be zero at the walls of the cavity. In this model, only wavelengths that
were small enough to fit within the enclosure would be allowed. Although this would still allow an almost
infinite number of shorter wavelengths, the idea of ‘equipartition’ required any system in thermal
equilibrium to assign equal energy to each degree of freedom, i.e. xyz spatial dimensions. Of course, we
might question this idea of the ground that standing wave do not propagate energy.
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Planck knew, based on classical electromagnetic theory, that an oscillating electron would radiate EM energy, such
that when the cavity was in thermal equilibrium, charged electrons in the walls of the cavity would oscillate and
become the source of the observed radiation. Planck therefore decided to try to model the electrons as simple
harmonic oscillators with different elasticity [k] in order to produce the different frequencies observed in the
spectrum. In classical physics, the energy of a harmonic oscillator depends on both the square of the amplitude
[A2] and the frequency [f2], where the potential energy of the oscillator might be attributed to the temperature [T].
Once in motion, the oscillator could emit EM radiation into the cavity and absorb it from the cavity. However, at
this point, it is stated that Planck could not derive his formula using the assumption of classical physics based on
the oscillator having amplitude [A 2] and the frequency [f2], but rather a discrete energy defined by the Planck
energy equation [E=hf] and in so doing signalled in the era of quantum mechanics without necessarily realising the
implications. However, we might want to inquire further into the actual reality of these oscillators.
What did the oscillators in Planck’s model actually represent?
These oscillators were atoms in the blackbody that we now know have a discrete electron orbital structure, which
Planck knew nothing about in 1900. So while Planck’s equation are known to be empirically accurate, his oscillator
model might not necessarily provide a physical description of energy quantization.
OK, so how else might energy quantization be explained?
This question will be left open for now as this section of discussions has only been following various lines of
inquiry, primarily anchored in the semantics of classical physics. However, at the beginning of the 20 th century,
new ideas were starting to emerge that would question the fundamental nature of all physical structure.
1.2.4

A Matter of Structure

Up until this point, much of the focus of inquiry has been orientated
towards the concept of energy and how a wave structure of scalar energy
might provide an alternative and possibly more fundamental description of
matter particles. However, along the way, multiple references have been
made to the current and generally accepted model of quantum physics. At
the very beginning of the 20th century, Planck’s solution to the blackbody
radiation problem had unknowingly planted the idea of a radically different
structure of reality, although it would take some time for this idea to first
transition into quantum mechanics and then evolve towards quantum field
theory.
But is this transition to quantum theory relevant to an alternative WSE model?
Over the last 100+ years, the accepted standard model has amassed an extraordinary amount of theoretical and
empirical evidence in support of the current consensus, which any WSE model cannot simply ignore. However,
there are many aspects of the quantum model that are still questioned because it often appears to only offer up a
mathematical description of reality based on probability rather than a physical explanation of cause and effect.
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Note: As already pointed out, the failure to unify relativity and quantum theory has led to many alternative
ideas. While outside the scope and timeline of the current discussion, the reader might want to consider the
scope of some of the ideas now being forwarded by a quantum gravity research group published on
Youtube, dated June 2017. While this may, or may not, be a simplification of the 11 dimensions required by
string theory, an 8-dimensional theory of pixelated spacetime, where reality is projected from
quasi-crystalline point space still requires a lot of imagination, which is presumably beyond any current
means to verify.
At this point, we shall continue to follow some of the developments between Planck’s work in 1900 and the
growing acceptance of quantum mechanics in the 1930’s timeframe. We will start by simply highlighting that
J.J.Thompson is credited with ‘discovering’ the electron back in 1897, although the understanding of the atomic
structure at this time was limited to the idea that a negatively charged electron would also require some form of
positively charged structure in order for an atom to remain electrically neutral. Later, in 1911, Rutherford
experiments challenged Thompson’s initial ‘plum pudding model’ by showing that the atom had a central nucleus
that was positively charged. However, it was not until 1920 that Rutherford forwarded the idea of the nucleus
being a composite structure containing positively charge protons and possibly other neutrally charged particles.
Finally, in 1932, Chadwick discovered the last particle-like component of the atomic structure in the form of a
neutrally charged neutron. However, along this timeline of development, Bohr would publish the first quantized
model of the atom in 1913, which might possibly be used to explain quantization in blackbody radiation, which
Planck had introduced in the form of the constant [h]. While the ‘success’ of the Bohr model would be limited to
the simplest structure of a hydrogen atom, i.e. a central proton ‘orbited’ by 1 electron, and predicated on
essentially classical physics, it is possibly surprising how many of the results are still perceived to have some
validity today. As such, some attempt will be made to summarise the assumptions that led Bohr towards his model
of the hydrogen atom anchor to an equation of equal force between inward charge [e 2] attraction and outward
orbital velocity [v] of an electron with mass [me] at some radius [r]:
[1]

FIN = K

Ze2
r2

=

mev 2
r

= FOUT

The atomic number [Z] is shown in [1] corresponds to the number of protons in the atom, although the rest of this
discussion will simply assume [Z=1] for hydrogen allowing the following simplification:
[2]

mev 2 =

Ke2
r

In 1913, the values of [v] and [r] where unknown, while the estimated value of the electron mass [me] and charge
[e] will be outlined below. Bohr proceeded to determine a formulation for the electron radius [r] based on the
assumption that the angular momentum [L] would be quantized as follows based on the Planck constant [h]
determined in 1900.
[3]

L = mevr = kg
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We may now substitute the assumption in [3] back into [2], which quantifies the electron radius [r] in terms of its
mass [me] and charge [e].

[4]

mev2 =

2

 h 
Ke2
= m

r
 2 me r 

r =

h2
4 2Ke2 me

However, by 1913, when Bohr was developing his atomic model, the elementary charge-to-electron [e/m] ratio for
the electron had been derived from experimental measurements and calculations carried out by J.J.Thomson back
in 1897. Then, in 1913, Millikan’s experiments determined the value of the electron charge [e=1.602*10¯19]
coulombs that allowed the mass [me] of an electron to be estimated at 9.1*10-31kg. Substituting these values into
[4] offered up a value of radius [r].
[5]

r = n2 *5.28 *10−11 m

By the same token, if we return to [2] and transpose in terms of velocity [v] we get:

[6]

v=

Ke2
1
= * 2.19 * 106 m / s
me r
n

Without any detailed justification, we might proceed on the assumption that the energy of an electron in the
ground state [n=1] orbital of a hydrogen atom corresponds to its kinetic energy based on the assertion that this
energy must match the potential energy of charge attraction between the electron and proton.
[7]

(

)

mv
1
= 9.1 *10−31* 2.19 * 106 =
* 2.18 *10−18 Joules or 13.6eV
2
n2

By way of historical context, it was already known that hydrogen gas could emit various spectral lines when
energised. In 1885, Balmer proposed a mathematical relationship for the lines of the hydrogen spectrum, called
the Balmer series, where the following formula matched the observed wavelengths [λ], when adjusted by a
constant [R].
[8]

 1
1 
 ; where R = Rydberg constant = 1.097 *107 m−1
= R
−
2
2
n

n
I 
 F

1

What we might note from [8] is the suggestion that the emission spectrum of hydrogen appears to display the
characteristics of quantization in its discrete energy states, although the formulation in [8] pre-dates Planck’s
experimentally determined value of [h] based on blackbody data in 1900, while Bohr’s interpretation of
quantization of energy would have to wait until 1913.
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Today, the previous diagram is still explained in terms of quantum energy transitions associated with the emission
or absorption of photons, as defined by [E=hf], although subject to a number of quantum caveats. However, within
this model, a hydrogen atom can absorb discrete quanta of energy, i.e. photons, by ‘jumping’ to higher energy
states [n=2..n] and by emitting a corresponding quanta of energy, i.e. another photon, to return to some lower
energy state.
Note: In Bohr's model, both the radius and energy are quantized, although the idea of electrons orbits is
today described in terms of quantum orbitals. However, by way of a brief summary of the ‘quantum caveats’
that followed the Bohr model, in 1915, Sommerfeld proposed elliptical orbits and relativistic adjustments in
order to correctly predict the fine spectrum structure of a hydrogen atom. Later, in 1926, Schrodinger's wave
theory negated the need for fixed orbits, but did not compensate for relativistic effects and therefore gave
the same energy levels as the Bohr model. However, in 1927, Born would reinterpret the amplitude of the
Schrodinger's wave equation as a probability function, which in 1927 was further abstracted by Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle. This would be followed by Dirac equation in 1928, which included relativistic
adjustment and gave the same energy levels as Sommerfeld. However, the hyperfine structure of the
hydrogen atom, e.g. the Lamb shift, was not explained until the development of quantum electrodynamics
(QED), although many still question the point particle assumptions made in this theory.
While subsequent developments highlighted the inaccuracies in the Bohr model, especially for larger atoms, the
equations outlined did generally predict the correct energy levels of the hydrogen atom. If so, we might want to
table a question at this point.
Why did so many classical assumptions yield results that were essentially correct in approximation?
For example, the starting point of the Bohr model in [1] might be challenged on the assumption that a
negatively-charged electron orbiting a central positively-charge proton would be subject to angular acceleration
and therefore emit EM radiation and almost immediately spiral into the proton. However, given that equation [5]
suggest no rate of change in the radial distance between the electron and proton, it might possibly explain why the
charge field between them does not emit EM radiation. We might also return to Bohr’s original assumption in [3]
and include the deBroglie equation for the electron wavelength [λD], such that we are no longer making any
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explicit reference to an orbiting electron, i.e. a particle with mass [m e], but rather what amounts to a waveform
with momentum [p].
[9]

 h 
 h
Circumference 2 r = n 
  n   = nD
m
v
 p
 e 

Of course, at some point, we have to inquire as to what wave structure might not only fit the equations, but also
the known physics of waves. For example, how might this wave propagate energy with velocity [c] as determined
by some form of wave propagating media. However, there is also an inference in [9] that the electron waveform
must be able to propagate with a velocity [v] lower than [c]. If so, the only known wave mechanism that might
explain a velocity range [v=0..c] may be some form of standing wave structure, although on the quantum scale of
operation being discussed, this standing wave might be more analogous to a self-sustaining resonance, but this is
pure speculation at this point. However, previous inquiry has suggested that much the early development of
quantum mechanics was based on the definition of the Compton wavelength [λC] and the deBroglie wavelength
[λD]. There is also the inference in the Bohr model, as shown in [9], that the circumference of the ground state
orbital of hydrogen corresponds to the deBroglie wavelength [λe], where the electron has a notional ground state
orbital velocity [v=2.19*106m/s] attributed to its momentum [p].

[10]

Circumference 2 r = 2 * 5.28 *10−11 = 3.317 *10−10 = e ; when n = 1
 h 
6.626 *10-34
= 3.317 *10−10 metres
=
−31
* 2.19 *106
 mev  9.1 *10

e = n 

If the deBroglie wavelength [λe], as defined in [10], has any physical validity, we might assume some form of
standing wave structure that might also help explain the quantum nature of the electron. However, even if the
electron was essentially a self-sustaining resonance wave structure, we might need to consider how an electron
orbital can emit and absorb photon energy propagating with velocity [c]. Therefore, we might speculate further
and assume that the Compton wavelength must also have a role to play in the perception of the electron mass
[me], i.e. its localised energy in space and time.
[11] C = n  h  =
 me C 

6.626 *10-34
9.1 *10−31 * 3 *108

= 2.42 *10−12 metres

However, while the wavelengths in [10] and [11] are undoubtedly small, there is no indication that these distances
are anywhere near the quantum limit defined in terms of the Planck scale. While the normal definition of the
Planck length [lP] is usually presented in the following form, it does not necessarily come with any obvious physical
rationale.
[12] lP =

h G
= 1.66229 ( 38 )  10−35 metres
2 c3

However, we might consider a more physical interpretation of the Planck length by initially calculating the
Compton wavelength that corresponds to the Schwarzschild radius [Rs] of a black-hole.
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[13] C = h = Rs = 2Gm
mc

c

2

 mRS =

hc
= 3.858 *10-8 kg
2G

Note: By way of general reference, we might use the black-hole radius [Rs] and the Planck mass [mP] from
[13] to calculate the Planck energy-density [ρP]
lP  Rs =

2GmP
c2

= 5.729 *10-35 metres

h
hc
EP = mP c 2 = 3.468 *109 Joules or EP = hfP =
=
tP
lP

P =

EP

4/3 Rs3

= 4.403 *10111 Joules / m3

While the previous estimate has inaccuracies in some of its assumptions, the energy density [ρP] calculated
might be seen as a ballpark estimate of the energy-density assumed by quantum physics, which is in such
stark contrast to the cosmological estimate, based on general relativity, i.e. [10-9 J/m3].
While the value of [mRS] in [13] is not exactly the same as the Planck mass [mP=2.176*10-8kg], it is close enough to
take the next step, where we calculate the Planck length [lP] based on the mass in [13] and the form of the
Compton wavelength.

[14] C =

h
1.606 *10 − 34
=
= 5.72 *10−35 metres
mRS c 3.858 *10-8 * 3 *108

Again, while there are inaccuracies in [14] against the actual figure quoted for the Planck length [l P=1.616*10-35],
we appear to be in the right ballpark, which might help to provide some physical rationale of the quantization of
energy required by the Planck constant [h], which resulted from the solution of blackbody radiation.
So what relevance might the Planck length have to the wave structure being considered?
When discussing the development of Planck’s equation for blackbody radiation, it was highlighted that he initially
started with the idea of a point in space being a simple harmonic oscillator, which later was confined by the idea of
energy quantization characterised by [E=hf]. However, the amplitude [A] of the oscillator was rooted in classical
physics, where the maximum potential energy [Ep] of the oscillator was proportional to the square of amplitude
[A2] and frequency [f2], e.g.
kA2

mv 2

2
[15] ET = EP + EK = 2 + 2 ; where k = m
2
2
2
EP  kAmax
 m2 Amax
 mf 2 Amax

However, in order to make the blackbody equation fit the experimental data, the equation in [15] was essentially
rationalised to [E=hf], such that the reference to amplitude [A] and the second frequency [f] term was lost.
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However, it was highlighted that definition of [h] might still imply that these terms were still being implicitly
referenced.
[16] E = hf ;

1 2 
m2 
where h  mfA2 = kg. .m   kg
 s = Joules.Seconds

s
s2 


Now if we were to speculate that the amplitude [A] of the oscillator is constrained to the Planck length, it might
provide some physical rationale of both Planck’s equation and the nature of ‘quantum uncertainty’ that surrounds
all quantum measurements on a scale where [h] is a factor.
1.2.5

A Matter of Light

In the earlier discussion of various Doppler effects, the transition from an initial classical wave model towards a
description that included some aspects of special relativity was outlined. Of course, any theory hoping to explain
‘everything’ will also have to take into consideration the data supporting general relativity and quantum theory.
However, before even attempting to consider the implications associated with all these established theories, this
discussion wants to provide an overview of a somewhat philosophical framework in which any WSE model might
be contemplated. Therefore, the semantics in the title above reflects how words can have two meanings and can
possibly lead us into a false sense of understanding if we simply assume that if we can name ‘it’ and can somehow
described ‘it’ in words, we must also know what ‘it’ is. In part, we might again see a semantic confusion in the title
above, where the word ‘matter’ relates to the subject of light and not its substance. In the current context, the ‘it’
in question is the concept of ‘light’, which might be better generalised as a form of energy that can propagate with
velocity [c] through the vast spaces of the microscopic and macroscopic universe, where only 1 part in 10 28 of this
spatial volume has any ‘substance’ that we can currently quantify in terms of the standard particle model. So, in
translation, this discussion is about the difficult subject of something that we cannot directly see in motion, but
think we can describe, which might possibly be analogous to a blind person trying to describe the concept of colour
to another blind person.
But does this mean we can never come to some meaningful understanding of light?
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While science has not given up on this task, it has possibly adopted some fairly abstract mathematical models,
which today are wrapped up in the idea of the wave-particle duality debate. In this context, light might first be
described as an electromagnetic wave, as defined by Maxwell’s equations, which can self-propagate at the velocity
of light [c] through a vacuum, but with a lower velocity in denser transparent materials. However, light is also
described as having a particle nature in the form of a photon, but which has no known structure and possibly only
a limited description as an energy quantum defined by [E=hf].
Note: It is highlighted that science can adopt different philosophical approaches to the acquisition of
knowledge, e.g. epistemological or ontological. Where epistemology might be said to be more about the
way in which we can describe things, while ontology is possibly more about how things work.
In many respects, we might anchor the origins of the wave-particle debate to the early work of Newton and
Huygens, who described light in terms of their particle and wave models respectively. However, by the beginning
of the 20th century, the scientific consensus was weighted in favour of a wave model due the work of many
scientists, which by 1865 had been integrated into Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. However, in 1900, Planck
introduced his idea of an energy quanta as a solution to the blackbody radiation problem, which Einstein adopted
in his 1904 paper on the photoelectric effect, which was later supported by the Compton effect in 1922 and finally
given the name ‘photon’ by Gilbert Lewis in 1926. Along the way, the deBroglie matter wave idea had been
introduced in 1924 and the ambiguity of any form of physical reality possibly abandoned in favour of the
philosophical implications of quantum theory.
Note: Today, the mathematical abstraction of light might be considered in terms of Quantum
Electro-Dynamics, which is possibly best reviewed in the form of ‘The Strange Theory of Light and Matter’ by
Richard Feynman. As a gross simplification of this theory, the idea that light travels in straight lines is
substituted by the idea that the path of light, e.g. the photon, is described by the probability sum of all
possible paths within the universe. However, while Feynman was a renown theoretical physicist, he was still
very interested in understanding cause and effect as this quote suggests: "One might still like to ask how
does it work? What is the machinery behind the law? No one has found any machinery behind the law. We
have no ideas about a more basic mechanism from which these results can be deduced."
So, over the years, science has acquired a lot of words to help describe the general notion of light in terms of ‘rays,
beams, waves, electromagnetic radiation, quanta, photons, wave-function, state-vector…’ etc. As such, we appear
to have arrived at a point where science has various, and possibly conflicting, semantic descriptions supported by
an array of different theories. However, while each theory is apparently underpinned by mathematical models that
allow predictions about some future experimental outcome to be made, none may actually offer up a causal
mechanism that does not introduce some form of conflicting paradox.
How might a WSE model help?
At this point in time, any form of wave model is speculative, although modern quantum field theory (QFT) now
appears to only use the word ‘particle’ by way of semantic convenience that bridges a mathematical description of
the wave function dynamics in a quantum field to the more macroscopic description of the standard particle
model. For, at the level where quantum physics gives way to atomic physics and molecular chemistry, the idea of
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particles attains a reality that is not only more meaningful, but simply easier to understand. Therefore, let us table
a question at this point:
Does physical cause and effect extend beyond the mathematical abstraction of quantum theory?
While the last couple of hundred years has seen the extension of a somewhat verbose scientific vocabulary, we
might still ask how many fundamental concepts are actually required to describe physical reality, assuming that
one exists. We might start with the idea of time and space, where these concepts may need to be qualified in
terms of relativistic and quantum theory, while also accepting that these two somewhat conflicting theories still
need to be reconcile with each other. However, if we simply accept the general inference that time and space
provide a framework for all ‘action’ within the universe, we still need ‘something’ to make things happen, which
we might label ‘energy’. We might then initially describe this energy in two forms using the words ‘radiation’ and
‘matter’, which are differentiated simply as energy propagating at [c] and below [c] respectively. So, in the general
context of the word ‘light’, we are only considering energy propagating with velocity [c], which is assumed to have
no rest mass and an energy quantified in terms of an associated frequency [E=hf], when described in terms of a
particle-like photon.
So how many forms of energy exist and how might this energy move in time and space?
While the scientific vocabulary includes many different forms of energy, a fundamental description might still limit
the scope to just two, i.e. potential and kinetic. From the perspective of ‘radiation’, it seems strange to want to
describe its propagation in the form of a particle-like concept, with no rest mass, when a more obvious and logical
wave mechanism is widely understood and accepted. In a wave model, energy exists primarily in terms of potential
energy, i.e. as a displacement of a wave media, which is then propagated outwards, in time and space, as the wave
media seeks to restore its equilibrium energy state and where the potential energy in motion might be interpreted
as kinetic energy. Of course, at this point, this outline may appear to be simply ignoring all the evidence that has
led science to the necessity of adopting the wave-particle duality model in the absence of some unifying theory.
While the goal of this discussion is not to simply refute accepted science, it does question whether any duality
model can really describe physical reality, especially if the wave and particle description cannot be applied
simultaneously. Therefore, we possibly need to inquire a little further into the wave-particle duality debate.
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1.2.6

A Matter of Duality

Today, the duality model as it pertains to ‘light’ is primarily
described in two forms, i.e. as an electromagnetic wave or as
a particle-like photon, where the former is supported by
Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory and the latter by Quantum
Electro-Dynamics. However, we might initially try to
generalise the characteristics of these two forms of energy
containment.
•

In general, waves have a frequency [f] that in a
non-dispersive media propagate with some normalised
velocity [c=1], which in-turn defines the wavelength
[λ=c/f]. Waves can be reflected, diffracted, refracted and form superposition interference patterns. Typically,
the energy of a mechanical wave is proportional to its amplitude, which is also a function of the displacement
of some given wave media. However, today, electromagnetic waves are usually described as a
self-propagating structure of alternating electric and magnetic fields, which originate with a charge
undergoing acceleration that might be visualised in terms of an oscillating electron.

•

Photons have a frequency [f=E/h], but no obvious wavelength structure, such that it is simply stated to have a
velocity [c=1]. While photons have no known rest mass, they are assumed to have momentum [p=E/c=hf/c]
from which a somewhat contrived notion of wavelength can be presented in the form [λ=h/p]. Given the
implied particle-like natures of photons, it is difficult to explain how the wave concept of reflection,
diffraction, refraction and superposition interference patterns are supported, although reflection might be
described in terms of collision kinetics. While photons are described as the carrier of the electromagnetic
force, they are considered to be stable ‘particles’ that carry no electric charge. The momentum description of
a photon, as often used in quantum field theory, is usually defined by its wave function, which determines its
direction of propagation and collapses on detection, while apparently explaining how photons might travel
two different paths at the same time.
Note: It is highlighted that that while classical electromagnetic theory might explain how ‘radiation’
propagates away from an accelerated charge, e.g. electron, there are a number of interesting caveats when
it comes to re-interpreting EM waves in terms of photons. For example, without detailing why, it might be
stated that special relativity does not allow a free electron to either absorb or emit photons because energy
and momentum cannot be simultaneously conserved. Alternatively, an electron bound within an atom,
conceptually having angular acceleration, does not emit EM waves, but does allows photons to be both
absorbed and emitted when a bound electron jumps to another energy state. However, these orbital
transitions appear to take zero time, such that an emitted photon must instantaneously attain light speed
[c].

In many ways, these descriptions only really share one common attribute, i.e. the velocity of light [c] in a vacuum,
which can be reduced when passing through a transparent medium, such as a gas or glass. However, while there is
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empirical agreement on this revised speed, the mechanism by which the velocity is changed differs in each model,
i.e. wave or photon.
•

Within the EM model, the propagation of the EM wave is assumed to be slowed within a material due to the
disturbance caused by the wave's own electrical field as it propagates pass charged particles within the
material on route. Typically, these particles will be electrons rather than protons due to the large difference in
mass-energy and this effect is often equated to the electric susceptibility of the medium. By a similar
argument, the magnetic field of the EM wave also creates a disturbance proportional to the magnetic
susceptibility of the medium. So, as the electromagnetic fields oscillate within the EM wave, charge particles in
the material also resonant at the same frequency. As such, there is a superposition of different oscillating
fields with the same frequency, but not necessarily with the same phase. As a consequence, a resulting
superposition wave may have the same frequency, but a shorter wavelength, which results in a slower phase
velocity [vp=fλ].

•

Within the photon model, a photon always travels at [c], but which can be delayed due to collisions i.e.
absorption and emission, within the atoms and molecules of the material. In these terms, it is assumed that
the idea of a photon slowing down due to the refractive index of the material must be a statistical average of
the time for [n] photons to pass through the material.

Based on these descriptions, there appears to be little in common between these two models in their explanation
what seems to be a fairly basic occurrence in the physical universe. However, at this point, a quantum physicist
might argue that the EM model should only be seen as an approximation of the quantum model, analogous to
Newtonian physics to relativity. However, it is difficult to reconcile two such different models, especially as no
photon has ever been detected in transit and has no obvious structure. In fact, some have argued that we might
ignore the issue of a photon in transit and simply interpret the phenomena at the point of transmission and
detection. Of course, the counter-argument is that this approach is simply ignoring the key issue of the causal
mechanism by which energy gets from [A] to [B].
Note: By way of general summary, a photon is said to be created when an electron in a given energy orbital
transitions to a lower state or absorbed when an electron transitions to a higher state. In both cases, the
energy of the photon has to be reconciled within the potential energy of the atom as a whole, which might
be describe in terms of the electric field potential between the central proton and the electron. In contrast,
we might use the classical Larmor formula to quantify the energy transmitted in the form of an EM wave,
which is primarily a function of acceleration [a]. If we recognise that kinetic energy is a function of velocity,
then acceleration implies a change in kinetic energy, which might be transferred to the EM wave. Therefore,
in this respect, a charge particle in orbit with constant speed can be described as undergoing a velocity
change, i.e. angular acceleration, although there is no observed change in kinetic energy. However, while
these descriptions appear different, they are both describing a process of energy distribution into and out of
a system encompassing an atom or accelerated charge.
Based on the description and the note above, we appear to have returned to a key question:
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How is energy propagated between two points in space and time?
Photons do not carry charge and cannot directly impart any electromagnetic potential to an electron. Therefore, if
we only describe a photon as a particle, then energy transfer can only be discussed in terms of its kinetic mass
[mk], not rest mass [m0], where the kinetic energy [E=mkv2/2]. However, while a photon does not transport any
obvious electromagnetic potential, it is somewhat confusingly described as an excitation within an electromagnetic
field, which can mediate the electromagnetic force. Again, the semantics are somewhat strained at this point,
because only ‘virtual’ photons are said to be involved in the interaction between an electron and a proton.
However, this might be interpreted as a convoluted way of saying that a photon is both caused and causes a
disturbance in a ‘photon field’ that effectively results in the electromagnetic force.
So what is a photon field?
The standard model, as supported by the Quantum Field Theory, has 12 fundamental fields for fermions, i.e. 6
quarks and 6 leptons, plus another 12 fundamental fields for bosons, i.e. 8 gluons, 2 for W and Z bosons, 1 for the
photon and 1 for the Higgs boson. However, it is highlighted that quantum field theory does not currently cover
the mediation of the gravitation force, although it has already reserved a semantic definition of a ‘graviton’
particle to mediate the gravitational force should it be necessary. At this point, it might be said that gravitons and
gravitational waves are the theoretical analogue of photons and electromagnetic waves, where there are currently
various claims and counter-claims as to whether gravity waves have really been detected. However, this discussion
is only attempting to summarise some of the complex details of modern quantum theory, such that we might
simply use a statement in an article by Art Hobson, who is Professor Emeritus of Physics at the University of
Arkansas as an indicator of the current state-of-play:
Quantum foundations are still unsettled, with mixed effects on science and society. By now it should be
possible to obtain consensus on at least one issue: Are the fundamental constituents fields or particles? As
this paper shows, experiment and theory imply unbounded fields, not bounded particles, are fundamental.
This is especially clear for relativistic systems, implying it's also true of non-relativistic systems. Particles are
epiphenomena arising from fields. Thus the Schrödinger field is a space-filling physical field whose value at
any spatial point is the probability amplitude for an interaction to occur at that point. The field for an
electron is the electron; each electron extends over both slits in the 2-slit experiment and spreads over the
entire pattern; and quantum physics is about interactions of microscopic systems with the macroscopic
world rather than just about measurements. It's important to clarify this issue because textbooks still teach
a particle and measurement-oriented interpretation that contributes to bewilderment among students and
pseudoscience among the public. This article reviews classical and quantum fields, the 2-slit experiment,
rigorous theorems showing particles are inconsistent with relativistic quantum theory, and several
phenomena showing particles are incompatible with quantum field theories.
However, while this article comes out in favour of quantum fields rather than particles, it might still be asked
whether physical reality actually requires so many different types of quantum fields or whether they are simply a
requirement of an abstract mathematical theory. However, if we put this question to one side as it cannot be
answered at this point, we might still pursue the issue of how energy is thought to propagate within the various
quantum fields, if the particle-like concept is rejected. As a wave, we might envisage a potential displacement of
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the field from some equilibrium point, analogous to the description of a mechanical wave, although quantum
theory prefers the description of a wave-function, where the wave amplitude only corresponds to the
mathematical probability of existence rather than as any definitive physical existence.
Note: The idea of quantization is another topic that can quickly get lost in mathematical abstraction, so it
might be useful to cross-reference some examples that have some physical ‘roots’, If we consider Planck’s
investigation of blackbody radiation at the start of quantum mechanics, we might interpret quantization as
a constraint on the wavelength of waves that can fit into a confined space. In a similar fashion, the construct
of Bohr’s atomic model was also based on a physical constrain of the wavelength that could fit into some
electron orbital. However, we might also consider the idea that a ‘quanta’ of space may be defined as the
smallest unit of space that can be deformed by the smallest unit of energy, which can be linked to Planck’s
constant [h],which is then used to define Planck units.
Quantum field theory states that all fundamental fields, such as the electromagnetic field, must be quantized at
each point in the quantum field-space. We might then envision each point in this space as a simple harmonic
oscillator with certain additional quantum caveats. First, the energy is quantized in that only integer and half
multiples of angular frequency [ħω] are allowed. Second, these discrete energy levels are equally spaced, see the
particle in a box analogy for details. Third, the lowest achievable energy of the ground state is not zero, but [ħω/2],
which is sometimes called zero-point energy, where the position and momentum of the oscillator in the ground
state cannot be defined – see the uncertainty principle for more details.
So can a WSE model ignore all these quantum caveats?
Clearly, we would have to seriously question any wave model that completely disregards all the empirical evidence
that has now been established in support of quantum field theory, while recognising the incompatibility with both
special and general relativity in terms of the continuity and energy density of space. While the purpose of this
discussion was not to wander off into ‘too much’ speculation, it has clearly raise questions that might, just might,
open up the debate in favour of some form of WSE model, although the various constraints outlined may require
some further consideration of the scale on which a WSE model might be allowed to operate.
Note: Purely by way of example, a space-time model of EM radiation has been proposed by John Macken,
which assumes space-time could be modelled in terms of harmonic oscillators with all frequencies up to
Planck frequency, which might be broadly compliant with both GR and QM requirements. However, such
wave oscillations would be forbidden by general relativity, if they existed on the macroscopic scale, because
they would violate the conservation of momentum. However, such wave oscillations might be permitted on
the quantum scale provided the displacement of space-time was so small that they existed below the scale
defined by the uncertainty principle, i.e. the Planck scale. As such, the definition of Planck time [Tp] and
Planck length [Lp] would be used to quantify the wave displacement and frequency of space-time. This
description of Planck scale waves would then become the building block of all particles, fields and forces,
plus provide a physical explanation of zero-point energy and possibly help rationalise the wave-particle
duality debate. However, further speculation of such ideas needs to be deferred until after other preliminary
issues have been outlined.
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1.3

Introductory Comments

In part, this entire introductory section outlining the possibility
of some form of WSE model has made reference to both the
history and methodology of science without necessarily
consider the psychology that influences its worldview. In this
respect, all the discussions up to this point have been added
after an initial review of the Wolff and LaFreniere wave
structure of matter (WSM) models was first carried out, which
is now positioned in the next section. However, this earlier
review of the WSM did not appear to offer up all the necessary
evidence required to challenge the accepted models of science
as much seemed to rest on assumptions and conjecture, as
such the methodology might be questioned. Therefore, this
new introductory section has attempted to widen the scope of
the WSM model to broadly include as many ideas and
arguments that surround any wave structure of everything (WSE) model, not as a new hypothesis, but rather as a
statement of the problems and issues that any wave model would need to solve.
Note: In terms of the previous website structure, it was felt that discussion of the wider aspect of all and any
type of WSE model needed to be moved into its own sub-web structure that could then be expanded to
include other wave models, such as John Macken’s ‘The Universe is Only Spacetime’ model that exists at the
Planck scale and assumes space-time to be a superfluid.
However, it has been recognised that any WSE model is in conflict with the development of science over the last
100 years. However, despite the claims of mainstream science to still be pursuing its own ‘theory of everything
(ToE)’ that will provide a more unifying and coherent framework of physics, which can scale to both the quantum
and cosmic universes, the idea continues to be an elusive goal. As this section has tried to outline, many
fundamental and conceptual issues appear not to have been resolved within the conflicting models of relativity
and quantum field theory, such that it has been suggested that they are not only incompatible, but incomplete.
However, problems may run much deeper if we expand the scope of issues under discussion, e.g. the wave-particle
duality debate or the assumptions underpinning the particle model and its underlying force mechanisms. There are
also problems within the cosmological model and its dependency on various inflationary models and the
assumption that gravitation is the only primary force at work within the cosmic universe. In this respect, the
preceding discussions under the heading ‘A Matter of Inquiry’ were an attempt to further outlined the scope of
these issues, e.g.
•

A Matter of Perspective

•

A Matter of Energy

•

A Matter of Semantics

•

A Matter of Structure

•

A Matter of Light

•

A Matter of Duality
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However, at this point, we might also raise what is a somewhat philosophical concern in terms of the widening
scope of mathematically abstract model, which may often appear to make little reference to the physical
mechanisms of cause and effect. While there is no doubt that science could not have made the progress it has
without the many developments in mathematics, the nature of the problems surrounding any form of WSE model
may also require a new evaluation of the role of mathematics in science, when it come to the issue of whether our
universe is founded on any form of physical reality. In 1965, Richard Feynman published a book entitled ‘Character
of Physical Laws’ linked to the ‘Messenger Lectures’ in 1964. Chapter-2 of this book is entitled ‘The Relation of
Mathematics to Physics’ and is worthy of some consideration because Feynman’s words carry a ‘weight of
authority’, both as a physicists and mathematician. However, the first quote selected comes at the very end of
Chapter-2 and possibly encapsulates an important ‘truth’ about the scope of human reality.
“Philosophers may try to teach you by telling you qualitatively about nature. I am trying to describe her. But
it is not getting across because it is impossible. Perhaps it is because their horizons are limited in this way
that some people are able to imagine that the centre of the universe is man.”
It is assumed that Feynman’s frustration is with the ability of humanity, in general, to understand the description
of nature, which requires the language of mathematics. However, it is also making a possible reference to the
psychology of humanity, which has often come to perceive the nature of the entire universe from the limited
perspective of its own worldview. However, Feynman also highlights that science can have more than one
‘worldview’ when it comes to describing nature based on both mathematics and physics. In this respect, Feynman
uses the concept of gravity as an example of how its description can take many form starting with Newton’s
formulation.
[1]

FG =

Gm1m2
r2

 (  ) as r → 0

Note: It is highlighted that the development of mathematics, especially over the last few centuries, has
become increasingly ‘comfortable’ with the idea of infinity, both infinitely small and infinitely large. While
not the focus of Feynman’s lecture, we might note that Newton’s mathematical formulation implies an
infinite force as the radius [r] approaches zero, which also appears in many other fundamental formulations.
If we reject the idea of infinite force, we might realise a caveat exists in [1].
Despite the caveat in the note above, we might readily accept that the mathematical formulation in [1] is a
succinct summary or approximation of the gravitational force, which is often assumed to embody a fundamental
law of nature. However, Feynman then questions the scope of this description.
“…we wonder how this can be a fundamental law. What does the planet do? Does it look at the sun, see how
far away it is, and decides to calculate on its internal adding machine the inverse of the square of the
distance, which tells it how much to move? This is certainly no explanation of the machinery of gravitation!
You might look further, and various people have tried to look further. Newton was originally asked about his
theory - 'But it doesn't mean anything - it doesn't tell us anything'. He said, 'It tells you how it moves. That
should be enough. I have told you how it moves, not why.' But people often are unsatisfied without a
mechanism…”
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Feynman’s lecture then outlines that the force of gravity might be described in different ways, e.g. Newton’s action
at a distance concept, Faraday’s fields of force idea or even the principle of a minimum energy path. Of course, we
might want to add Einstein’s idea that gravity is simply the result of spacetime curvature, although the main point
being highlighted is that there may be a problem or limitation with all these descriptions.
But why are so many descriptions necessary or even possible?
In practical terms, we might realise the difficulty of articulating a description of gravity in everyday language. In
this respect, we might see the attraction of a concise mathematical formulation, although we still need to
recognise the implicit simplification of all models, while remaining mathematically logical and consistent. In part,
Feynman’s lecture touches on this conflict in the following quote:
“Mathematicians are only dealing with the structure of reasoning, and they do not really care what they are
talking about. They do not even need to know what they are talking about, or, as they themselves say,
whether what they say is true. I will explain that. You state the axioms, such-and-such is so, and
such-and-such is so. What then? The logic can be carried out without knowing what the such-and-such
words mean. If the statements about the axioms are carefully formulated and complete enough, it is not
necessary for the man who is doing the reasoning to have any knowledge of the meaning of the words in
order to deduce new conclusions in the same language.”
Feynman follows up on this argument with the next quote:
“In other words, mathematicians prepare abstract reasoning ready to be used if you have a set of axioms
about the real world. But the physicist has meaning to all his phrases. That is a very important thing that a
lot of people who come to physics by way of mathematics do not appreciate. Physics is not mathematics,
and mathematics is not physics. One helps the other. But in physics you have to have an understanding of
the connection of words with the real world.”
In a sense, the danger of mathematics lies in the possibility that it may come to overpower the physical reasoning,
such that we end with an analogy of ‘painting by numbers’ without any real appreciation of the purpose of science.
Science: The intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and
behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
As science disappeared into the quantum universe, it has become increasingly difficult for empirical verification to
follow, which has opened the door for an abstract and increasingly mathematical model of reality to remain
unchallenged and, by default, become the new de-facto methodology of science. In this respect, the idea of a WSE
model is as much to do with simply maintaining a ‘duty of inquiry’ even if the idea itself proves to be wrong.
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